Never mind the cold

Inside

Crisp chilly air, clear blue skies − winter in Tokyo is beautiful. Sure,
you’d want to soak in an onsen all the time, like the one on the cover,
but you’d be missing out. Mount Fuji is especially stunning this time
of the year. Plum blossoms (pictured below) are in full bloom. The
city is bejewelled with millions and millions of tiny lights. Plus, this is
the best time to sample some of Japan’s best seafood – crab, oysters,
lobsters, buri and the likes. Prefer to beat the cold instead? Don’t
worry; our list of best winter warmers will keep you toasty and comfy
from meal to meal. There, your winter in Tokyo – sorted.
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Wondering who that
guy is on our cover? Well
that’s Cookie, a comedian
hailing from Shiga by
way of Osaka, and part of
the Wild Bomb comedic
duo. Besides relaxing at
an onsen like he’s doing
on the cover, here are his
tips for a wintry day
in the capital.

YASUNARI KIKUMA

SHOOT TO THRILL

Looking to liven up your Instagram feed
with something more thrilling than a
blurry shot of your breakfast? Here are a
few tips from a seasoned Instagrammer…
‘I took this photo in Shinjuku, zoomed in
all the way at 200mm in order to frame
it from corner to corner. A tip would be
to find anything steady to rest the lens
on (if not, your arm would do) in order to
stabilise the shot since the more you’re
zoomed in the more shake you will get.
For the editing part I use Lightroom
with my own presets, while keeping in
mind to not over-edit. My ultimate goal
is to create a clean and seamless image.’
Kohki (Instagram @kohki)

WORD TO KNOW:

Osusume
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

LOCAL
LEGENDS

COVER
STAR

SO YOU’RE IN TOKYO , have gathered up the courage to
set foot into a bar or restaurant off the tourist track, one
that doesn’t have an English-language menu, and now
you need to order. The magic word? ‘Osusume’, meaning
‘recommendation’. Utter the phrase ‘o-su-su-me (that’s
‘meh’, not ‘me’ for English speakers) wa arimasu ka?’ to
whoever is serving you, nod your head in agreement to the
reply, and eat/drink/feast away. If you are searching for the
daily specials or the staff’s recommended dishes on the
menu, look for おすすめ, お勧め, おススメor オススメ, all of which
mean the dish comes endorsed by those in the know.
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BEST PLACE TO EAT

‘Tsukishima’s Tsuruchan. Have the mentai
mochi monja (monjayaki with cod roe and
rice cakes), and hotate tamanegi (scallops
with onion)’.
à3-6-5 Tsukishima, Chuo (Tsukishima
Station). 03 5546 3592. 5.30pm-11.30pm,
closed every first Sun of the month.

#17:
Sumiko Iwamuro,
the eternal DJ

‘I’D BE PERFECTLY HAPPY to die in the DJ
booth – or the kitchen,’ says 82-year-old
Sumiko Iwamuro, aka DJ Sumirock, the
oldest active DJ in the world. A born-and-bred
Tokyoite, Iwamuro spends her days cooking
at Gyozaso Muro, a traditional Takadanobaba
dumpling eatery opened by her father in the
early postwar years, but occasionally heads
for the clubs after dark.
Iwamuro got into DJing after getting to
know Frenchman Adrian le Danois, the
organiser of club nights including Tokyo
Decadance, who was renting a room at
her place. After checking out a few events
together with Le Danois, she rapidly
developed an interest in spinning and started
practicing at home. With music already in her
blood – her father was a jazz man in his day –
Iwamuro decided to hone her craft further at
the IDPS DJ school, and now plays at one or
two Tokyo clubs every month.
Being from Takadanobaba, a
neighbourhood forever associated with
manga legend Osamu Tezuka, Iwamuro
always takes the booth to the theme from
Tezuka’s classic ‘Astro Boy’. Known for
powerful, age-defying sets that see her
juggling everything from orthodox techno to
EDM, Sumirock is tirelessly aiming for even
greater heights. ‘Mixing is still difficult for me,
so I’m trying to get better at it,’ she says.
Already quite the celebrity in Tokyo club
circles – the last time we saw her play, scores
of fans gathered to hug her and one eager
admirer even had a Sumirock photo plastered
on their trousers – Iwamuro is now set to go
global. Having made her international debut
in New Zealand earlier this year, she is aiming
for an even bigger stage: ‘My dream going
forward is to DJ in New York,’ she smiles.
Sounds like gyoza-making is going to have to
take a back seat for now.
à Catch Sumirock at Tokyo Decadance and other events across
Tokyo, or visit her at: Gyozaso Muro. 1-33-2 Takadanobaba, Shinjuku
(Takadanobaba Station). 03 3209 1856. gyozasou-muro.com.
5pm-10pm, closed Sun.

WHAT TO DO

‘Find comedy in Shinjuku Lumine, go to
Gonokami Seisakusho for noodles when
you’re peckish, walk a bit and end up at
Sekaido, buy a blank canvas and some
pencils, sketch the Tokyo Metropolitan
Government Buildings. Hungry again after
that? Start gulping down booze at Golden
Gai’s Nagisa. To finish, indulge in Futaba’s
udon.’

àShinjuku Lumine, tinyurl.com/TOTlumine1.
àGonokami Seisakusho, 5-33-16 Sendagaya,
Shibuya, 03 5379 0203.
àSekaido, tinyurl.com/TOTsekaido.
àNagisa, 1-1-10 Kabukicho, Shinjuku, goldengai.
net/shop/b/03.
àFutaba, 2F, 1-1-9 Kabukicho, Shinjuku,
goldengai.net/shop/b/08.

COUNTDOWN TO TOKYO 2020
The mascot factor

First new Olympic site already open

With Japan’s endless fascination for mascots, we were
convinced that one for the 2020 Games had already been
selected, but apparently not. In fact, the final, official mascot
will be picked by elementary school students from across the
country: 21,000 schools and their classrooms will be asked
to cast their vote for one of three possible options. Voting runs
between December 2017 and February 2018, while results
are expected between late February and March. If the final
choice isn’t fluffy and at least somewhat ridiculous, we’ll be
rather disappointed.

While the construction of the new Olympic Stadium is slowly
humming along, at least one venue has opened its doors.
The site of the badminton, fencing (as part of the modern
pentathlon) and wheelchair basketball competitions,
Musashino Forest Sport Plaza opened to the public on
November 25. Until the Games, you’ll be able to work out
there yourself – at the swimming pool, multi-use sporting
area, gym or one of two fitness studios, with multiple
accessible options and facilities available if you need them.
à musamori-plaza.com
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ONE DAY IN…

Why does Tokyo… have a Statue of Liberty?

UCHUTAISHI STAR

MOST GOOGLED

Tokyo Update

BOOK
AHEAD

Afternoon

FUJI ROCK

Japan largest and most famous music
festival, Fuji Rock is held in late July each year
and is known to sell out before the full lineup
has been announced. If you want to be first in
line (and get slightly discounted tickets – Fuji
Rock definitely is not cheap), start checking
their official website in February (exact date
TBA), when early-bird tickets go on sale.
àwww.fujirockfestival.com

RISING SUN ROCK FESTIVAL

Tokyo’s small Statue of Liberty (it
stands a mere 12.25m tall) has little
to do with the US of A. NYC’s Lady
Liberty (which is a whopping 93m)
was given to the city by France way
back in 1886, while Tokyo’s version
was temporarily moved from its
home at Paris’ Île aux Cygnes to
Odaiba in 1998 to commemorate
Franco-Japanese ties for a year.
It turned out to be so popular that
they decided to erect a new replica
on Odaiba in 2000. Combined
with the backdrop of the Rainbow
Bridge, it has been a favourite
photo spot ever since.
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LAST CHANCE
P TO P GIFT 2018 –
PROBLEM TO PRODUCT GIFT

GREEN VIBRATIONS

Sex toy specialist Tenga has just made green tea a whole
lot sexier, with the introduction of this tea whisk-inspired
vibrator. What? Yes, the shape and curves of these new
vibrators were derived from the traditional whisk used to
whip up matcha tea to foaming perfection.
While we’d advise you to not try dipping your vibrator
into a cup of tea (or at least, we don’t guarantee the
same results), they do come in three different ‘flavours’:
yuzucha (yuzu citrus tea), matcha, and hana-cha (flower
tea). Using one is supposed to have the same zen-like,
calming effect as a tea ceremony.
àAvailable at iroha-tenga.com/zen and variety stores across Japan for ¥2,800.

The d47 museum in Shibuya’s Hikarie
building holds exhibitions devoted to
showcasing art and crafts from all of
Japan’s 47 prefectures. This extended
holiday season special focuses on ethical
shopping and highlights noteworthy
products from across the country – if you’re
looking for a gift or souvenir that’s a little
out of the ordinary, this should be just the
spot for you. Until Feb 4.
à tinyurl.com/TOTptop

GERHARD RICHTER:
PAINTING 1992–2017

Known as a highly versatile artist, the
German-born Richter is as adept at
photorealistic paintings as he is at abstract
and minimalist ones. Pieces from across
this spectrum are on display at Roppongi’s
Wako, where you can also admire a few
works that have never been exhibited
anywhere before this. Until Jan 31.
à tinyurl.com/TOTgerhardrichter
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SEAN PAVONE/DREAMSTIME

For fans of the harder end of Japanese music,
all-night rock festival Rising Sun up in Ezo,
Hokkaido is the place to be in August. Rock –
in the broadest sense of the word– is played
from noon until sunrise for two days; it’s the
perfect introduction to the Japanese rock
scene.Tickets go on sale around the same
time as Fuji Rock (exact sales dates TBA).

ONLY
IN TOKYO

Perhaps you’ve come across them: rows of
large plastic bottles, partially filled with water
and lined up in narrow alleyways or placed
around lamp posts. Why would anyone do such
a thing? Known as ‘nekoyoke’ (cat repellants),
they’re apparently there to stop cats from
doing their business. The prevailing idea is
that light would break through the water and
act as a mirror or kaleidoscope, which would
in turn scare away cats. Although there’s
little scientific evidence for this, the practice
allegedly spread as far as Europe in the ’80s,
but lost popularity after that. We wonder why...

Dinner

RISING SUN ROCK FESTIVAL

àrsr.wess.co.jp

BOTTLES IN THE STREETS

Hit the shops for some retail therapy –
whether you're in the market for bargain
threads (Uniqlo, GU), designer garb (Isetan,
The Four-Eyed), stationery and lifestyle
goods (Sekaido, Tokyu Hands) or foreignlanguage books (Books Kinokuniya),
you’ll find everything around Shinjuku’s
shop-lined streets.
After all that shopping madness, have
a retro pick-me-up at Café Arles before
heading to the Tokyo Metropolitan
Government Building Observatories just
before sunset for a view of Mt Fuji and to
witness the city coming alive after dark.

Shinjuku

CINEMATIC SHINJUKU
Be sure to look up at the Toho
Cinemas building to see Shinjuku
native Godzilla glare down at
the Kabukicho crowds. Fans can
head for the new Godzilla Store
Tokyo nearby.

THE CENTRE OF the metro government,

a department store hub, Godzilla’s home,
the site of Asia’s largest gay district and
one of the most vibrant collections of bars
and restaurants in the country: good old
Shinjuku boasts many faces. It’s also one of
the most ethnically diverse areas in Tokyo,
with Koreatown, the Burmese community,
a plethora of Chinese enclaves and many
more squashed between its borders.
Shinjuku Ward itself is huge, but most
of the real area-defining action centres
around Shinjuku and Shinjuku-Sanchome
stations. The former is famed as the busiest
station in the world, with over three million
people estimated to pass through it daily.
It’s also a bit of a maze: locals joke that there
are ghosts inside the station of those who
never managed to find the correct exit out of
the 200-odd that exist. If meeting friends,
plan accordingly. Once you are all together,
jump down the Shinjuku rabbit hole and see
where it takes you.

Morning

Evening

Shinjuku isn’t the best for early birds, so
have a lie-in before hitting the town. If you
do need some morning fuel, 4/4 Seasons
(that’s ‘All Seasons’) does breakfast from
8am on weekdays and 10am on weekends.
Once fed and caffeinated, spend some
time frolicking around Shinjuku Gyoen,
a massive garden that is gorgeous in
every season.

Kabukicho, named after a planned kabuki
theatre that was never actually built, is at the
centre of Shinjuku’s nightlife scene. Heading
to the nearby Golden Gai or Omoide
Yokocho first never hurts. The streets have
become more touristy and foreigner-happy
in recent years, but still house enough
secrets to stay fun for everyone.
Ni-chome, around the corner, is the LGBT
hub, with tons of tiny hidden (and not so
hidden) bars, such as Alamas, catering to
the rainbow community. Elsewhere, have a
spicy gin at Bar Albatross, go for the full sake
education at Moto, or have a craft beer at
Watering Hole.
Get a late night ramen at either Gifuya
(Omoide Yokocho) or Nagi (Golden Gai),
and then it’s up to you whether to forgo your
last train for another round of drinks and
karaoke to soak up the proper Shinjuku
atmosphere. We know what we’d do...

Lunch
For great tempura, stop by Tsunahachi,
which offers so many different dipping
options that the menu comes with a
manual. Otherwise, opt for Shin’s
delectable udon, where you can try both
classics and newer inventions, including
a delightful bacon tempura and parmesantopped number.
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For a quirky Showa (1926-1989)
atmosphere, cheapo izakaya chain Hanbey
has two locations in Kabukicho, both
plastered in Showa-era regalia and posters.
Do note the two-hour seating limit, which is
strictly enforced.
Shin-Okubo, a 15-minute walk north
from Shinjuku Station, is where you’ll find
the largest selection of Korean food in town
– bear in mind that queues for the current
favourites may be well over an hour. Chinese
fare also reigns supreme in Shinjuku, with
Shanghai Xiaochi being an option for the
brave. Try the clams in vinegar with deepfried bread, and if you so please, a fried
tarantula or other creepy-crawly.

January-March, 2018 Time Out Tokyo
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Promotional feature

SOUVENIR SHOWDOWN

THERE’S NO DOUBT that you can find some truly unique

products in Japan, and Tokyo in particular is a real treasure
trove of items you won’t see elsewhere. Some of the best
souvenir shopping can be done at the capital’s iconic
department stores, which include the likes of Isetan Shinjuku,
Ginza Mitsukoshi and the historical Mitsukoshi Nihombashi.

We recently invited a group of Time Out editors from cities
including Barcelona, London, New York, Bangkok and Beijing
to shop their way through and pick out their favourite items at
these three retail institutions. From souvenirs for friends and
family back home to gifts they’d prefer to keep for themselves,
here are their top picks.

MITSUKOSHI NIHOMBASHI MAIN STORE
STORE REVIEW

Gail Tolley from Time Out London and Kenneth Tan from Time Out Shanghai
and Beijing enjoyed their experience at the iconic Mitsukoshi Nihombashi.
‘What is fascinating is that it’s Japan’s first department store, so there’s so
much history there. Whether it’s the lion sculptures at the entrance, the 1930s
pipe organ or the awe-inspiring celestial Nymph statue which represents
sincerity, it’s not just a store but a piece of Tokyo’s history,’ says Kenneth. Gail
suggests browsing the food hall and tasting all the exquisite treats, as well as
making the most of Mitsukoshi’s wonderful guest services.
àwww.mitsukoshi.co.jp/int

ISETAN SHINJUKU STORE

Kenneth Tan
Editorial Director

Gail Tolley
Editor

STORE REVIEW

Jillian Anthony
Editor

Alyx Gorman
Editorial Director

Editors Jillian Anthony from Time Out New York and Alyx Gorman from Time
Out Sydney are big fans of Isetan Shinjuku. The basement depachika (food
floor) was a particular hit with Jillian: ‘The food hall was one of my favourite
parts, and as an American, one of the most interesting. Everything offered
was so beautiful and delicious!’ To make your way through the entire store,
her recommendation is to ‘go floor by floor and take your time!’ Alyx Gorman
adds: ‘It’s the perfect place to purchase either a gift or a reward for yourself,
especially for someone like me who loves to shop!’ The Japanese fashion
brands and labels were Alyx’s favourite category to shop at Isetan.
àwww.isetan.co.jp/int

FUJIYAMA SAKE CUP

A popular item from Japan’s oldest department
store is the Fujiyama sake cup, which makes
for the perfect conversation starter. ‘It’s small,
portable, unique and affordable so you can
buy many pieces as souvenirs,’ says Time Out
Bangkok’s Top Koaysomboon. ¥4,968 per cup.

SHIMIZU GLASS KABUKIRIKO

This glass is another special product inspired by
kabuki makeup. Jillian Anthony from Time Out
New York made this one of her picks: ‘Though you
can see the kabuki makeup influence, anyone not
familiar with it would still think these glasses were
lovely for a fancy cocktail.’ ¥19,440.

GINZA MITSUKOSHI
HYOZAEMON

KAI SHUN UTILITY KNIFE

For food lovers, an ideal gift is the Hyozaemon
‘couple chopsticks’ that come with a ‘hashioki’
(chopstick rest) shaped like Mount Fuji. As Kenneth
Tan from Time Out Beijing and Shanghai tells us: ‘I
love the finish on the chopsticks. The Fuji rest is the
only souvenir-ish bit about the product, but I’d use
the chopsticks with or without it!’ ¥5,400.

María José Gómez from Time Out Barcelona
recommends the Kai Shun Utility knife,
reminding us that ‘if you love to cook, you want
a Japanese knife!’ Definitely a purchase worth
looking into if you enjoy spending time in your
kitchen back home. ¥10,800.

María José Gómez
Editor-in-Chief

HOKUSETSU BREWERY
DAIGINJO

KOTOSHINA HAND CREAM

Japan is also famed for quality beauty products
that keep your skin smooth and shiny. Pick up a
moisturiser like the Kotoshina hand cream, made
with French hot spring water and tea seeds from
Kyoto. ¥3,024.

If you want to impress people
back home, bring them a bottle
of high-quality sake – perhaps
the Hokusetsu Brewery Daiginjo
sake from Niigata. As Top
Koaysomboon from Time Out
Bangkok puts it: ‘If I’m going to
buy a bottle of sake, I would buy
this one. The package design
is unlike anything I’ve seen
elsewhere, and it comes in
various sizes so I can choose to
buy a specific size according to
my baggage allowance.’
¥4,860.

SUPER-LIGHT UMBRELLA
RASOX

If you’re looking to make a fashion statement,
Isetan Shinjuku is the place to be. And as style
starts with the very basics, Isetan’s vast array of
colourful, fun socks merits a closer look. Rasox,
which are made by Japanese artisans, add the
perfect pop of colour to any outfit. Alyx Gorman
from Time Out Sydney made this a must-have on
her list, reminding us that socks from Isetan are
‘famous all over the world’. ¥1,726.

Ginza Mitsukoshi is a stop you
can’t miss on your way through
ritzy Ginza. The store’s signature
super-light umbrella was a
must-have for many of our guest
editors, as it’s of high quality,
comes in a variety of colours and
is extremely portable. A useful
gift indeed. From ¥7,560.

Top Koaysomboon
Editor

CAMOMILLE NO.3 &
ARARE NO.3

SHIRAKI MARU BENTO LUNCH BOX

The Shiraki Maru bento lunch box was also a
favourite among a few fellow Time Outers. Alyx
Gorman from Sydney enjoyed the elegant and
charming qualities of the bento, while Beijing
and Shanghai’s Kenneth Tan appreciated the
Japanese aesthetics of this functional souvenir.
¥14,040.

STORE REVIEW

Ginza Mitsukoshi was visited by María José Gómez from Time Out Barcelona
and Top Koaysomboon from Time Out Bangkok – both of whom gave the
store rave reviews. Top notes that he enjoyed shopping through the limitededition luxury items and visiting the rooftop space for a relaxing break. Maria,
meanwhile, was blown away by the interesting combination of shopping and
tradition: ‘The terrace has a sanctuary and some traditional sculptures which
are very attractive to look at. For a tourist, a visit to Ginza Mitsukoshi can be
more than a shopping experience, as you learn about Japanese culture as well.’
àwww.mitsukoshi.co.jp/g/int

The Nambu Tekki ironware tea
pot was Time Out London editor
Gail Tolley’s top pick. ‘Affordable
and not too bulky, you can easily
fit it into your suitcase and it
is obviously associated with
Japan.’ Made with traditional
techniques in Iwate prefecture.
¥6,264.

SUSGALLERY TITANIUM
TUMBLERS

To help maintain your drink’s
temperature, these tumblers
use a unique double vacuum
structure making them both
beautiful and functional. They
caught the eye of Time Out
New York’s Jillian Anthony, who
suggests adding them as a bright
touch to any special dinner or
celebration. From ¥17,280.

* All prices including tax. Information as of December 1, 2017.

BLOOMING HANDKERCHIEF

The handkerchief department at Ginza
Mitsukoshi is the perfect place if you're
looking for souvenirs. Beautiful prints
of Mount Fuji and other Japanese
locations make for great gifts. ¥1,080.
¥1,296 from Feb 2018.

TO

TO DO

DO

in Shinagawa lets you do exactly
that. There will be plenty of stands
delivering variations on sweet
potato you wouldn’t usually be
able to get in Tokyo, plus other
snacks and drinks.

TIMEOUT.COM/TOKYO

What’s on in town from January to March 2018

àJan 30-Feb 5. Shinagawa Season Terrace, 1-2-70
Konan, Minato. tinyurl.com/TOTimoterrace. Free entry.

MUSIC
JOEY BADA$$

DON’T
MISS

Things to do
Ome Daruma
Market

MUSIC
MAC DEMARCO

On Mac DeMarco’s 2017 album
‘This Old Dog’, the reigning
hooligan king of indie pop
included an immersive 360-degree
virtual reality music video for the
eponymous single, replete with
computer-generated Escheresque architecture and humanoid
dog creatures. Even better than the
‘VR’ experience, however, is the ‘R’
experience of seeing him live.

Instead of making (and swiftly
breaking) New Year’s resolutions,
the tradition in Japan is to pick
up a Daruma doll and make a
few wishes (see page 26). One
of the biggest Daruma markets
in the Tokyo area takes place
in Ome, a traditional centre of
manufacturing for the distinctive
Tama version of the doll.

àJan 22. Liquidroom, 3-16-6 Higashi, Shibuya.
tinyurl.com/TOTmacdemarco. ¥5,500.

With his vinyl scratches, jazz
samples and densely syllabic
rhymes, Brooklyn MC Joey Bada$$
is a throwback, following in the
’90s lineage of East Coast hip hop
originating with Nas. His work
boasts a smoother-than-most flow,
plus a fine line in mellow beats and
keys, which you can catch as he
heads over to Shibuya’s O-East.

FEBRUARY
DANCE
YOKOHAMA DANCE
COLLECTION 2018

Yokohama’s annual celebration
of the art of dance welcomes a
strong lineup of choreographers
and performers. Veteran dancer
Misako Terada will be headlining
a three-part session for which
each section is orchestrated by a
different choreographer, while
the competition programme
highlights promising artists aged
25 or under.

àJan 23. 2-14-8 Dogenzaka,
Shibuya. tinyurl.com/
TOTjoeyb. ¥6,800.

THINGS TO DO
SHINAGAWA YAKIIMO TERRACE

Sure, snuggling up
underneath your kotatsu (see page
30) with a roasted sweet potato is
pretty damn comfy, but the real
way forward is to eat it outdoors,
handed to you steaming from a
cart – and this week-long event

àFeb 2-18. Yokohama Red Brick Warehouse, 1-1
Shinko, Naka, Yokohama. tinyurl.com/TOTyokodance.
Prices vary.

THINGS TO DO
TABLEWARE FESTIVAL 2018

Let out your inner Martha Stewart

and head towards the Tableware
Festival, where porcelain from
British brands Aynsley and Royal
Worcester mingle with Japanese
Kasamayaki and Mashikoyaki,
as well as Venetian glassware
and Ryukyu glass from Okinawa.
Products on sale range from your
standard daily necessities to the
more elaborate pieces designed for
special occasions.
àFeb 4-12. Tokyo Dome, 1-3-61 Koraku, Bunkyo.
tinyurl.com/TOTtableware. ¥1,800 adv, ¥2,100 on
the door.

THINGS TO DO
TAKO-ICHI

Held on days of the ox – one of the
12 animals in the Chinese zodiac
– every February since Edo times,
the Tako-Ichi market has its origins
in medieval beliefs that considered
the kite (‘tako’) a lucky item. Said
to hold the power to prevent fires,
which periodically ravaged Edo,
the kites gradually assumed a more
and more ornate quality, and the
market is now a great chance to
pick up a beautifully decorated
souvenir that’s also supposed to
bring you good mojo.
àFeb 7 & 19. Oji Inari Shrine, 1-12-26 Kishimachi,
Kita. tinyurl.com/TOTtakoichi. Free entry.

àJan 12. Kyu-Ome Kaido, Ome. tinyurl.com/TOTomedaruma.
Free entry.

THINGS TO DO
SKY CIRCUS FIRST SUNRISE

With the 360-degree views of the big
city from its 60th floor, the Sunshine
60 building is an extremely popular
place to watch the first sunrise of
the new year. It’s always a sell-out,
so you’ll need to secure your tickets
well ahead of time if you want to
catch the dawn of 2018 from 251
metres above sea level.
àJan 1. Sunshine 60 Bldg 60F, 3-1 HigashiIkebukuro, Toshima. tinyurl.com/TOTsunshine.
¥2,000.

THINGS TO DO
TOKYO SKYTREE TOWN
ICE SKATING PARK

Glide under the bright lights at the
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

and survival thriller ‘Jungle’, which
stars Daniel Radcliffe.

foot of Tokyo Skytree, where this
rink opens up early in the new year.
A children’s rink and a play area
have been added for 2018, making
the popular Ice Skating Park even
more family-friendly than before,
while the staff offer daily lessons
for beginners. The entrance fees
include skate rentals.

àFrom Jan 6 (end date TBC). Cocoti 7-8F, 1-23-16
Shibuya, Shibuya. tinyurl.com/TOTunreleased. ¥1,300
(¥1,100 on Wednesdays).

àJan 4-Mar 11. 4F, 1-1-2 Oshiage, Sumida. tinyurl.
com/TOTskyskate. ¥1,600, children aged 15 or
under ¥900.

THINGS TO DO
MOCHI-MAKING AT YURUCAFE

The Urban Meetup Tokyo
community invites you to pound
some mochi (Japanese rice cake)
into shape on the first Sunday of
2018, when the Yurucafe venue
also hosts a sake class and other
New Year-themed fun. If making
new friends was one of your New
Year’s resolutions, this should be a
great place to start.

FILM
UNRELEASED FILM ZONE 2018

Head to Human Trust Cinema
to witness films from all over the
world which, for various reasons,
never got a theatrical release
in Japan – until now, that is.
Screenings include punk crime
blast ‘68 Kill’, mind-boggling
Chinese sci-fi ‘Kung Fu Traveler’

àJan 7. 3-10-6 Zoshigaya, Toshima. tinyurl.com/
TOTyurucafe. Free entry.
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THINGS TO DO
FURUSATO MATSURI TOKYO

The annual Furusato Matsuri
gives a chance for prefectures
around Japan to dazzle Tokyoites
with their culture – and, of
course, their food. When you’ve
sated your appetite at the food
stalls, you can sit back and watch
large-scale recreations of up to
20 popular festivals including
Aomori’s Nebuta Matsuri and the
Akita Kanto Matsuri, or take in the
costume character dance contest.
àJan 12-21. Tokyo Dome, 1-3-61 Koraku, Bunkyo.
tinyurl.com/TOTfurusato2018. Mon-Fri ¥1,400, Sat,
Sun & hols ¥1,700, evening tickets ¥1,200.

THINGS TO DO
EARTH GARDEN WINTER

You know that people are serious
about saving the planet when
they’re willing to gather in Yoyogi
Park in January. The winter
edition of the quarterly Earth
Garden features a wide array of
eco-themed stalls, food stands and
workshops, with music and art
performances also taking place.
àJan 20-21. 2-1 Yoyogi Kamizonocho, Shibuya.
tinyurl.com/TOTearth18. Free entry.

JUNGLE PUBLICITY PHOTO: © 2017 JUNGLE HOLDINGS PTY LTD, SCREEN AUSTRALIA, SCREEN QUEENSLAND PTY LTD AND FILMFEST LTD.
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TO DO

The Yebisu International
Festival for Art & Alternative
Visions 2018
Find out what to do during Ebisu’s
annual celebration of media art

at one of the Tokyo Photographic Art
Museum’s exhibition galleries, which form
the festival’s main site.

àFeb 8-Mar 8. 3-30-1 Yushima, Bunkyo. tinyurl.com/
TOTbunkyoume. Free entry.

MARCH
THINGS TO DO
PAN NO FES (YOKOHAMA BREAD
FESTIVAL) 2018

Get ready for three days of pastry
fun at Yokohama’s Red Brick
Warehouse, where up to 80
bakeries from all over the country
will be hawking their wares and
showing off new creations. Pan no
Fes attracted a whopping 120,000
visitors when it was last held, with
all the bread selling out in the end,
so prepare to queue.
àMar 2-4. 1-1 Shinko, Naka, Yokohama. tinyurl.com/
TOTpanyokohama. Free entry (bakery zone entrance
fee TBC).

MUSIC
THE XX

The xx manage to communicate
more than you’d expect in
their elegant, subdued and
understatedly sensual songs. The
deservedly fussed-over London
trio notched the volume back up
on last year’s ‘I See You’, and now
take on quite a challenge: the
vast concrete monstrosity that is
Makuhari Messe.

MUSIC
LAUV

Having opened for Ed Sheeran on
his most recent world tour, San
Francisco-born Lauv is riding
a killer wave right now: ‘I Like

àFeb 11. 2-1 Nakase, Mihama, Chiba. tinyurl.com/
TOTthexx. ¥9,000.

MUSIC
FATHER JOHN MISTY

The crackling aura surrounding
Father John Misty extends
beyond his past life as a Fleet
Foxes member under his given
name, Josh Tillman. 2017’s ‘Pure
Comedy’ album strung together
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

songs of beautiful despair, which
made Misty a big hit at last year’s
Fuji Rock.

Me Better’ was one of this year’s
biggest hits anywhere. This date,
at stripped-back venue Unit,
should be a cracker.
àMar 6. Za House Bldg, 1-34-17 Ebisu-Nishi,
Shibuya. tinyurl.com/TOTlauv. ¥5,000.

THINGS TO DO
RIKUGIEN CHERRY BLOSSOM
LIGHTUP

Both Rikugien’s huge cherry
trees and the rest of the beautiful
Japanese garden will be lit up
in the evening for this annual
spring special, creating a magical
atmosphere for sakura flower
viewing. The park stays open until
9pm for the duration of the event.
àMar 21-Apr 5. 6-16-3 Honkomagome, Bunkyo.
tinyurl.com/TOTrikugien2018. ¥300, seniors (65+)
¥150.

THINGS TO DO
ANIMEJAPAN 2018

The world’s largest anime
industry event targets everyone
from fans to artists and producers.
This year’s edition sees five
stages set up to accommodate
the packed programme of
performances, gigs, seminars
and much more. The main area
also features booths from leading
Japanese anime companies
and organisations, plus the
obligatory sales of limited-edition
merchandise.
àMar 24-25. Tokyo Big Sight, 3-11-1 Ariake, Koto.
tinyurl.com/TOTanimejapan18. ¥1,800 adv, ¥2,200
on the door, children aged 12 or under free.

àFeb 15. Tsutaya O-East, 2-14-8 Dogenzaka,
Shibuya. tinyurl.com/TOTfatherjohn. ¥7,000.
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surely help you focus squarely on the art.

Festival Director
Hiroko Tasaka

THE YEBISU INTERNATIONAL Festival for
Art & Alternative Visions is a yearly event
that highlights art and imagery from across
the globe. Its tenth edition is centred around
the theme ‘Mapping the Invisible’, meaning
that the presented artworks, screenings,
performances and talks will all be referencing
‘that which can’t be seen’. The festival has
been expanding year by year, so finding the
highlights can be a bit challenging at times.
That’s why we asked Hiroko Tasaka, the new
festival director, to name her top things to do
at the 2018 edition of ‘Yebizo’.

1

Experience interactive art

There’s plenty of domestic and
international talent to admire at the
festival, but definitely spare a minute for
Dutch-Brazilian, internet-centric artist
Rafaël Rozendaal’s series ‘Into Time’, which
involves hologram-like works that let you see
changing colours and shapes when standing
in front of them. This series will be displayed

2

See a nice variety of shows

The Berlin-based and internationally
active SHIMURAbros duo will have
their very own exhibition inside the Maison
franco-japonaise, where you can enjoy their
aesthetically pleasing, multidisciplinary art.

3

Fill up in comfort

When hunger strikes, head to the Maison
Ichi café on the ground floor of the Tokyo
Photographic Art Museum for homemade
bread, quiches, desserts and more. Not having
to look for a place to eat in between exhibits will

FIND MORE ARTS & CULTURE IN TOKYO
FACEBOOK

TWITTER

INSTAGRAM

facebook.com/
ArtsandCultureTokyo

@Tokyo_Art_Days

tokyo_artsandculture

FIND OUT MORE: https://www.yebizo.com

Café

4

Catch an avant-garde performance

At the Garden Room venue you’ll
find a range of live events, including a
performance involving projections of 16mm
film made by young European and American
artists. These should make for a one-of-a-kind
night-time experience.

5

Discover innovative films

Head to the Tokyo Photographic Art
Museum’s ground-floor hall to catch
film screenings. From experimental fare
and documentaries to animation and
modern art pieces, there will be plenty to
choose from, but don’t miss the films from
Myanmar’s Wathann Film Festival. Made by
young, up-and-coming filmmakers from the
region, they’re a testament to the country’s
cinematic renaissance.
Pre-Festival International Symposium, The Yebisu International
Festival for Art & Alternative Visions 2018
Courtesy of Tokyo Photographic Art Museum

A popular place for plum
blossom-watchers (see page 24)
since medieval times, Yushima
Tenjin still draws significant
crowds towards the end of
February. The shrine’s annual
Ume Matsuri is busiest on the
weekends, when the natural
splendour is complemented by
music performances and tea
ceremonies.
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Rafaël ROZENDAAL, Into Time 15 05 02, 2015
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I, GLOBAL Enjoy winter with NHK World TV
Domo

I, TOKYO
Victoria
Close

NHK’s mascot introduces
Tokyo to the world

NEWS

Designer and creator at
Bikudesigns Jewellery
Age: 46

When did you first come to Tokyo?
And what made you choose Tokyo
as your new home?
I first came to Japan on the JET
(Japan Exchange and Teaching)
programme in the 1990s and lived
in Saitama for a year. After leaving
Japan, I travelled in Asia and
South America and then worked
as a teacher in an inner-city
school in the UK for a few years.
I yearned for Japan when I was
back home – I guess it was a kind
of reverse culture shock. So I came
back to work in an international
school in Tokyo where I taught for
12 years before my two children
were born.
It seems like Japanese materials
inspire you. Why do you think that
is?
I’m interested in the idea of
wabi-sabi and find that working
with materials that have a touch
of the imperfect about them is
inspiring. My designs usually
have an element of asymmetry
to them. When I make a pair
of vintage kimono earrings, I
deliberately select distinctly
different parts of the same fabric
to emphasise that they are a pair,
but not perfectly the same.
What aspects of Japan influence
your design?
I’m a vintage addict and believe
in the spirit of ‘mottainai’. I
search out the materials I use in
my jewellery designs at vintage
shops, antique markets and
shrine sales, and sometimes I’m
even gifted kimono, obi and obijime collections. The excitement
of not knowing what I’m going
to find, the fascinating things
I discover and the interesting
people I meet inspire me. I’m

The chilly time of the year is finally here.
Although you may be surprised by how cold
and dry winter in Japan really is, that doesn’t
mean there isn’t plenty to enjoy over the coming
months. Let’s take a look at a few of the top
seasonal highlights with NHK World.

TRAVEL

WILD HOKKAIDO!

LIVE FROM HOKURIKU

àSee bikudesigns.com for more

information about Victoria's work.

lucky to live in Shimokitazawa,
which is a well-known vintage
town; I’m influenced on a daily
basis by the things I see around
me and the vintage enthusiasts I
know in this area.
You are also a qualified ikebana
teacher. How do you approach
teaching Japanese culture, and
have you developed any methods of
your own?
When I studied Sogetsu [school]
ikebana, it was important for
me to learn the art in Japanese.
I found that hearing the
description of an arrangement in
Japanese helped me understand
the aesthetic more deeply. As for
teaching, the most important part
of it was to explain the process of
learning in Japan. Whether it’s a
martial art, calligraphy, kimono
dressing or tea ceremony, the
process is the same. It sounds like
a cliché, but first you have to prove
yourself by learning the basic
skills in a set order, and in turn,
this commitment will earn you
the right to show your creativity.
When did you first feel like a
Tokyoite?
Even though I’ve lived in several
different areas of Tokyo, it wasn’t
until I moved to Shimokitazawa

that I truly felt a sense of home.
I feel like I live in a lively village
with a close community, rather
than in a giant metropolis.
How do you enjoy winter in Tokyo?
What part of Japanese winter is
your favourite?
The clear blue Tokyo skies,
sunshine and crisp, dry winter
weather are so invigorating. I
find that I work so effectively
on days when the sun is shining
and my studio is full of light and
fresh air. Something about the
winter light makes the kimono
colours come alive.

NHK World offers a wide range
of multilingual design-related
programmes. Do you have a
favourite programme?
I like Design Talks Plus for the
wide variety of topics they cover in
the field of design.
Finally, any winter survival tips for
international visitors?
Bring heavy-duty hand cream,
lip cream and gloves. Oh, and
sunglasses.

Peek at the marvellous winter
landscape of Hokkaido on NHK
World. This travel show focuses
on the stunning nature of Japan's
northernmost part, highlighting
exquisite locations including
Lake Shikotsu and Hitsujigaoka
Observation Hill in January. Drawing
on NHK’s wealth of archival footage, it
presents the northern land like you’ve
never seen it before.

Hoku-what? Perhaps you’ve heard about Kanazawa,
arguably the most attractive city in Hokuriku, a region
on the Sea of Japan coast composed mainly of the three
prefectures of Ishikawa, Fukui and Toyama (neighbouring
Niigata is sometimes included as well). The very snowy
climate in Hokuriku makes for some amazing scenery,
while the sea provides abundant marine delicacies.
Focusing on the craftsmanship of local artisans, NHK
Newsline will be broadcasting live from each Hokuriku
prefecture on January 15, 17 and 19.

SPORTS

GRAND SUMO HIGHLIGHTS

The first sumo tournament of the year, the Hatsu Basho,
kicks off in January at Tokyo’s Ryogoku Kokugikan.
There’s always excitement in the air, as both the
wrestlers and audience are hoping to get the year off to
a good start. The special GSH website offers 25-minute
highlight summaries from each day,
both live and on demand, plus details on
techniques, traditions and the wrestlers
themselves.

©NHK-TYO
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FOOD

TRAILS TO TSUKIJI

Feel like rummaging through
the shelves of Japan’s biggest
‘kitchen’? December is the busiest
time of the year at Tsukiji, as
everyone is rushing to get their
purchases in for the holiday season.
Each show in this series features a
specific product, tracing its journey
from sea or farm to table. Upcoming
episodes will highlight Chinese
cabbage (‘hakusai’) and oysters.

DOWNLOAD THE APP!
You can enjoy all of these programmes and much more
on the NHK World TV app, both live and on demand.
Download by scanning the QR code on the right.

Visit nhk.jp/nhkworld to find out how you can get NHK WORLD TV 24/7 in your country, on your TV, computer or mobile device.

App Store

Google Play

TOHOKU UPDATE

Courtesy
Calls

Shelter from the storm
Internationally acclaimed architect Shigeru Ban explains why humanitarian
aid is his most meaningful pursuit. By Nick Narigon

Ah, Japanese toilets, that
most perfect of inventions.
Star of many a ‘should I?’
Instagram post, our high-tech
washlets are a cut above. But
that doesn’t mean doing your
business is without its pitfalls
– here is how to go when you
have to go. By Kirsty Bouwers

beauty starts playing an artificial
flushing sound while you do
what you’ve got to do. If it gets
annoying, either click the stop
button or hold your hand over the
panel to stop the noise.

DON’T: ASSUME WHERE THE FLUSH IS
You’ve done your business, and
you’re all ready to flush – except
there’s no lever at the side or
behind the toilet. What to do?
Look out for a panel on the wall or
on the side of the toilet seat. There
should be two buttons, labelled
小 (small) and 大 (big), possibly at
the top of the panel. We’ll let you
decide which one you need, but
simply press either of those to
flush it all away.

Onagawa Station

‘He has set
an example
for architects
around the
globe’

Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

for architects around the globe,’
says American architect Naomi
Pollock, a contributor to the books
‘Architecture: The Whole Story’
and ‘Shigeru Ban: Humanitarian
Architecture’. ‘He championed
humanitarian work from very
early in his career. As his celebrity
has grown, his humanitarian
efforts have not slowed.’
Ban’s most famous piece is
the Centre Pompidou-Metz art
museum in Metz, France, known
for its complex timber roof
structure. However, Pollock says
the Tokyo native’s perhaps most
significant work is the Takatori
Catholic Church in Kobe, which
replaced a structure levelled in the
1995 Great Hanshin earthquake.
During prior relief work in Africa
and South America, Ban noted
that plastic shelters were
uncomfortably hot and
the material scarce, and
struck upon the idea
of using paper tubing,
which is inexpensive,
accessible and
surprisingly durable.
The church and
community centre, or
the Paper Dome as it
is known, was built
using 58 cardboard
tubes and beer
crates filled with
sandbags. In 2005
it was relocated
to Taiwan. ‘The
church embodies
what his
humanitarian

Ban stacked shipping containers
in a checkerboard pattern to create
open living spaces complete with
built-in furniture.
‘As an architect, I usually
work for privileged people,’ says
Ban. ‘But it is very important for
an architect to be responsible
for improving the housing
environment of the less fortunate,
or those who have lost their houses
due to disasters.’
When Ban was awarded the
Pritzker Architecture Prize,
considered one of the world’s
premier architecture awards,
in 2014, the jury cited his
humanitarian efforts. Founder
of the Voluntary Architects’
Network, Ban, now 60, was
also awarded the 2017 Mother
Teresa Memorial Award for his
work designing sustainable
emergency shelters for
post-disaster zones and
refugee settlements
around the world. Most
recently, he visited the
earthquake-stricken
rural Mexican
town of Jojutla,
where he plans
to build a
facility similar
to a paper
elementary
school he set
up in Chengdu,
China following
an earthquake in
2008.
‘He has set
an example
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Ban's paper partition system

work is about,’ says Pollock.
‘Finding an underserved
community, meeting their needs
and providing a building at no cost
to them.’
Having installed emergency
shelters in places like Rwanda,
Nepal and Kenya, Ban took
things a step further with
his paper partition systems,
designed to create comfort and
privacy for displaced persons.
In the wake of the 2011 Great
East Japan Earthquake, these
were implemented by local
governments at evacuation
centres throughout Japan.
Almost seven years after the
disasters, stylish storefronts,
gourmet coffee houses and craft
beer halls have replaced the rubble
in Onagawa. At the centre of the
town’s resurgence is its train
station, completed by Ban in 2015.
‘The commission for the station
building stated that it would
become a symbol of the town,’
he says. ‘The important thing
is that my contributions were
well-received by the locals.’ The
Onagawa station roof is fashioned
in the image of a bird with wings
spread wide – one ‘soaring
towards a bright future,’ says Ban.
Hopefully the same is true of the
town itself.

DON’T: GET A COLD BUM

A warm seat conjures up intense
feelings of queasiness in many
other countries, but it is one of the
little pleasures of winter life in
Japan. Don’t be surprised if your
toilet seat is preheated, and to
make things even better, you can
blow warm air (乾燥, ‘kanso’) at the
touch of a button to get everything
dry in a flash.

DO: DARE TO EXPERIMENT

That panel we mentioned? It
usually comes with a whole list
of extra functions that will make
your nether ends sparkle. Need a
clean? Press おしり(‘oshiri’, bum) for
a jet stream of water right where
it’s needed. Women, if you’d like
the front cleaned, ビデ (‘bidet’ –
they obviously missed out on the
proper French use here) is the
answer. やわらか (‘yawaraka’) will
give you a more ‘gentle’ cleanse.
More advanced toilets might
offer the options 水勢 (‘suisei’,
water pressure) and 位置 (‘ichi’,
position). To adjust, just press the
corresponding arrows, or make
the light move towards either
低 / 弱 (low/weak) or 高 / 強 (high/
strong). If you’ve finished washing
or accidentally pressed the wrong
button, hit abort with 止 (stop).
Who knew you’d need a manual for
a toilet?

DO: LEARN TO SQUAT

Not all toilets in Japan are of the
high-tech kind. In some stations,
more rural areas, most schools and
public parks, you’ll still encounter
the good old squat toilet. In case
you’re not a regular squatter, here’s
the deal: squat facing away from
the door, towards the toilet bowl,
and for the love of hygiene, touch
the flush with your foot if located
near the floor. It’s not elegant, but
it is good for your quad muscles.

DON’T: FORGET TO TAKE OFF
YOUR SLIPPERS

Possibly the only cultural faux
pas that might make a Japanese
person scream in horror,
those slippers located inside
the bathroom are really only
supposed to be worn there. Dare
step foot outside with them and
you’ve essentially opened a giant
Pandora’s box of unhygienic-ness.
Be nice and take them off; brownie
points for turning them around so
it’s easier for the next person to slip
into them.

DO: EMBRACE THE NOISE

ILLUSTRATION BY CHAD FONIKS

Hollywood sign devastated
the coastal fishing village of
Onagawa on March 11, 2011,
it killed more than 800 people,
destroyed 70 percent of the Miyagi
prefecture town’s structures and
deposited cars on the third floors
of buildings. With thousands of
residents left homeless, it was soon
realised that the town lacked land
for temporary housing.
‘I rushed to Onagawa
immediately [after the disaster],’
says Japanese architect Shigeru
Ban. ‘As soon as I arrived, we
started disaster relief efforts, and
continued visiting on a weekly
basis to complete the work.’
In Onagawa, government
policies restricted temporary
housing to single-floor units,
but officials relented to Ban’s
insistence that the structures be
three storeys tall to accommodate
more residents. Known for his
ingenious use of paper and
cardboard as building materials,

SHIGERU BAN PORTRAIT: HIROYUKI HIRAI; PAPER PARTITION SYSTEM: VOLUNTARY ARCHITECTS' NETWORK

WHEN A TSUNAMI as tall as the

Want to avoid the embarrassment
of having others hear you answer
the call of nature, but don’t
want to waste water by flushing
purely for cover? The 音 (‘oto’,
sound) button is for you. This
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SHOCKING THE WORLD FOR 35 YEARS!
With over 100 million units shipped to to
date, CASIO’s world-renowned G-SHOCK
– the watch of choice for active, trendconscious urbanites – marks its 35th
anniversary in 2018. Commemorating this
milestone, we caught up with the creator
of the G-SHOCK to talk history and asked
our friends around the world about their
favourite models and memories of the
iconic watch.

DW-5000C

1983

What was your first G-Shock model?
It was the G-Shock DW-5600C (1987). I remember
pestering my mum to buy it for me, as I was in the
Scouts movement in school and everyone had one.
What does the G-Shock mean to you?
G-Shock has always meant toughness and, more
importantly, reliability. Having one on your wrist
meant that you were tough, a sportsman, an
outdoors person – rough and ready to take a tumble
or fall out of a tree. It was also always a functional
watch with all the modes that you’d need. Over the
years, I think it’s become more than just a utility
watch, especially for my female friends with the
arrival of the Baby G. While still being a symbol
for toughness, it’s also a fashion statement, with

2009

GW2310-1

Douglas Parkes
Managing Editor of Time Out Hong Kong

Five questions for the father of the G-SHOCK

1

What watch did you wear before
inventing the G-SHOCK?
A metal analogue watch from
CASIO’s BASIC series.

2

Other than the first one, which is
the most memorable model
for you?
The first-generation MR-G.

1987

3

Kikuo Ibe
Advisory engineer

shocking colours that attract the eye. At one point
in time, it seemed like everyone was sporting a
G-Shock.
What are your thoughts on G-Shock’s 35th
anniversary?
Well, it’s unbelievable to me that G-Shock is
celebrating its 35th anniversary this year! But then
again, it’s hardly surprising, given that it’s prized
for its reliability. I still know that if I have no idea
what my plans for the day are like, whether
I go out shopping, have a kickabout or go
swimming, the G-Shock would be my go-to
watch to wear.

DW-5600C

What does the G-Shock mean to you?
As the first watch I can remember saving
up for and purchasing myself, G-Shock
has a special place in my heart. Having
grown up in an atmosphere of ‘Japan
as number one’ and seen news reports
about Japanese robots, shinkansen
trains and other stuff that seemed

Who is the most surprising
G-SHOCK-wearer you’ve met?
When I went to a G-SHOCK fan
meeting in Manila, a mom told
me that she and her infant child
were both enthusiasts. The mom
I could get, but I wondered about
that one-year-old kid. The mom
then explained that thanks to its
toughness, the G-SHOCK was the
kid’s favourite teething ring. So that’s
the youngest G-fan I’ve ever met.

4

The G-SHOCK is famed around
the world. Have you heard
any interesting stories from fans
overseas?
I often hear that entire families are
G-fans together. Everyone – dad,
mom, son and daughter – has their
own collection. When one family
showed me their collections, I felt
very appreciated and couldn’t have
been more thankful.

5

Where do you think the G-SHOCK
will be 100 years from now?
I believe that all of humanity will
soon be able to travel into space, but
deep space is more gruelling than
any environment we’ve known so
far. My dream is that people wearing
G-SHOCKs will be constructing
space stations one day.

Stylish crisscross
The top-of-the-line G-STEEL series boasts standard functions such
as shock resistance and water resistance up to pressure of 20 bar,
and has also attracted attention for its ability to fit both formal and
casual occasions. This new model, released in November 2017,
is as smart as it gets and is made of lightweight yet very durable
carbon material on its bezel.

BLUETOOTH
CONNECTIVITY

Kenneth Tan
Editorial Director of Time Out Beijing and Shanghai

What was your first G-Shock model?
My first model was probably – I had to
look this up, it’s been a long time! – the
GW2310-1. G-Shock watches were
extremely popular among my school
friends. There wasn’t really any other
option when it came to having a watch
at my school – it was either G-Shock or
nothing. We certainly thought G-Shocks
looked cool, but I can also remember
there being rumours about their
indestructible nature. Kids would drop
their G-Shocks off the top floor of the
school building to test how tough they
were, and would marvel at how they still
worked perfectly when they went down
to collect them.

GST-B100XA-1AJF

futuristic to a kid in England, G-Shock
represented a part of that hi-tech society
that I wanted to know more about. Years
later, for my post-graduate degree, I
would major in ‘Japanese Modernity’
and travel the length of Japan, from
Ishigaki to Sapporo. G-Shock played a
part in building my connection with
Japan – something that’s influenced my
life tremendously.
What are your thoughts on G-Shock’s 35th
anniversary?
I’m thrilled that G-Shock is still going
strong 35 years after the first watch was
made. The brand’s an integral part of
my childhood and I continue to wear
my current DW-5600, even though it’s
roughly seven years old and in need of
a bit of a clean. G-Shocks are quality
products and I’m happy that such a
well-designed brand has been gaining
increasing recognition, not just for its
technical accomplishments but also for
the easy-to-wear style it exudes. Here’s
to another 35 years!
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DW-6900SC

The G-STEEL draws the accurate
time for your location via Bluetooth
on your smartphone. While the
watch itself looks simple, its
dedicated smartphone app is a
real treasure chest of information,
packing in the world time for over
300 cities.

What was your first G-Shock model?
I’ve always worn G-Shock watches –
from being a teenage skateboarder in
the ’90s through to now. I used to have
a Baby G BG-141 with a small window
for an animated stick man DJ, who
would throw a record sideways across
the screen. These days I just wear an allblack DW-6900SC.
What does the G-Shock mean to you?
The G-Shock is very popular in the UK.
The brand has done a lot to support
grassroots underground music,
especially grime and hip hop – they
used to host ‘G-Shock sessions’ at the
stores here in London and these were
always very popular.
What are your thoughts on G-Shock’s
35th anniversary?
It’s quite the achievement – not many
watch lines have that kind of legacy and
enduring support. I’m looking forward
to seeing the G-Shock evolve further
from now on, and I’m sure it’ll continue
to be just as successful in the years to
come.

BEZEL

Combining state-of-the-art
Toray Industries TORAYCA®
and NANOALLOY®results in a
bezel with outstanding shock
resistance characteristics.
Highly scratch-resistant, clear
sapphire glass is used for the
crystal to enhance readability
and appearance, and to create
a design that is both tough and
good looking.

DIAL INDICATOR

GST-B100XA1AJF

Jonathan Cook
London-based journalist

For more information on Casio’s latest timepieces and where to purchase yours, visit world.g-shock.com
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The latest version of the iconic
G-STEEL dial indicator stays
at the nine o’clock position.
Inspired by the turbine blades of
a jet aircraft engine, it rotates to
graphically indicate Bluetooth
connection, elapsed stopwatch
time, alarm setting and battery
level.

GST-B100XA-1AJF
(¥80,000 plus tax)

WINTER IN TOKYO

WINTER
WONDERLAND
Even in the freezing cold months of winter, Tokyo offers
spectacular and lively outdoor experiences. Bundle up in
your warmest clothes and see the city in all its icy splendour.
By the Time Out Tokyo team

Revel in the light displays
Tokyo’s never a dark and desolate place – not
even in the depths of winter. In fact, the city
transforms into a sparkling winter wonderland
as millions of colourful lights are installed to
decorate trees, buildings and even landmarks
like Tokyo Tower. Here are some of the city’s best
illuminations.

Tokyo Dome City One of the top illumination
events in Tokyo in terms of scale, and boasting
hundreds of thousands of LEDs strung all
around the complex, Tokyo Dome City’s light-up
has a ‘candy land’ theme this winter.
à1-3-61 Koraku, Bunkyo. tinyurl.com/TOTdomeillu. Until Feb 18.

Maach Ecute Manseibashi The red-brick
Manseibashi station complex in Kanda turns on
the winter lights for the fifth year in a row, adding
another good reason to visit this impressive
collection of cafés, restaurants and boutiques.
à1-25-4 Kanda-Sudacho, Chiyoda. tinyurl.com/TOTmaach. Until Feb 28.

Marunouchi A classic Tokyo illumination spot,
Marunouchi Naka-dori is lit up with countless
champagne-coloured, low-energy bulbs,
making for a display that’s as eco-friendly as it is
stylish. Just strolling down the glittering street,
which is lined with fancy boutiques and cafés,
makes for a romantic post-dinner date activity.

PATRYK KOSMIDER/DREAMSTIME

àtinyurl.com/TOTmaruillu. Until Feb 18.

Shinjuku Terrace City The Shinjuku Terrace
illumination takes place around the station’s
Southern Terrace and the Odakyu Groupcontrolled area that reaches towards the West
Exit. Partially visible from Yamanote line trains,
this one always gets our spirits up on those
unusually cold evenings.

Shinjuku Terrace City illumination
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

àtinyurl.com/TOTterracecity. Until Feb 22.
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Yomiuri Land
For the most OTT
illumination
experience in Tokyo,
head out west to
the Yomiuri Land
amusement park.
Over five million
colourful LEDs
sparkle throughout
its vast grounds,
decorated by worldrenowned lighting
designer Motoko Ishii.
à4015-1 Yanokuchi, Inagi. tinyurl.com/TOTyomiuriland. Until Feb 18.

Sagamiko Resort Pleasure Forest This theme
park with a risqué name down in Kanagawa
prefecture supposedly uses the largest amount
of bulbs in the entire capital region – around
six million LEDs – for its vast illumination
show. This spectacle fills the park to capacity on
weekends and even causes traffic jams on the
nearby roads.
à1634 Wakayanagi, Midori, Sagamihara, Kanagawa. tinyurl.com/
TOTsagamilights. Until Apr 8.
January-March, 2018 Time Out Tokyo
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Mount Fuji and Chureito pagoda

Catch
Mount Fuji in
its full glory

TUSTUCH/DREAMSTIME

Mount Fuji is indisputably Japan’s national
symbol, but it also likes to hide from sight for
large chunks of the year – except in winter. The
clear skies and the snowcap on the mountain
mean that good ol’ Fuji-san is properly
visible from various viewpoints in Tokyo and
surrounds between November and February.
For the best vistas, get up high. Free
options include the Tokyo Metropolitan
Government Observatories and the Bunkyo
Civic Centre.
For that picture-perfect Instagram shot,
head towards Lake Kawaguchi for the Chureito
Pagoda. Otherwise, enjoy more unusual views
from Fuji-Q Highland amusement park at the
foot of Mount Fuji, or travel to Inamuragasaki
in Kamakura to see Fuji from a beach.
àTokyo Metropolitan Government Building, 2-8-1 Nishi-Shinjuku,
Shinjuku. South deck, 9.30am-5.30pm; north deck, 9.30am-11pm;
south closed 1st & 3rd Tue of the month, north 2nd & 4th Mon.
àBunkyo Civic Centre, 25F, 1-16-21 Kasuga, Bunkyo.
9am-8.30pm.
àChureito Pagoda, Arakura Sengen Shrine, 3353-1 Arakura,
Fujiyoshida, Yamanashi.
àFuji-Q Highland, 5-6-1 Shin-Nishihara. Fujiyoshida, Yamanashi
fujiq.jp.

Yushima Tenjin A popular
place for blossom-watchers
since medieval times, this
shrine in Bunkyo still draws
significant crowds towards the
end of February. It’s busiest on
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

onsen water, which is said to heal
back pain, give you healthy skin
and warm your body to the core. In
addition to that quirky speciality,
you can experience all kinds of
other baths at the old-school
Kamata Onsen, from high and low
temperature ones to bubble and
electrical numbers.

Take a dip in an onsen

Go see the
plum blossoms
Plum – or ‘ume’ – flowers may not
be as spectacular as the cherry
blossoms, which symbolise
the arrival of spring in Japan.
Nevertheless, these white and
pink beauties have been held in
high regard for over a millennium,
and are renowned for their
pleasant fragrance, which fills
the Tokyo air from early February
to mid-March. Plum trees can
be found all over the city, but the
parks, shrines and gardens listed
here rank among the top umeviewing spots, many of which have
been popular since the Edo era.

Mikokuyu bathhouse

à5-31-10 Jindaiji-Motomachi, Chofu. tinyurl.
com/TOTjindai.

Rooted in Japanese tradition,
public bathhouses or sento are
still very much a part of daily life
in Tokyo. Many of them offer hot
spring baths or onsen, filled with
natural volcanic spring water,
known for its healing mineral
content. While going for an onsen
dip is a wonderfully relaxing
experience at any time of the year,
it’s in winter that you’ll really learn
to appreciate a steamy soak. Several
Tokyo sento offer special types
of baths said to have even greater
warming powers than your average
hot spring. These are some of our
favourite onsen.

Mukojima Hyakkaen The only
surviving Edo-era flower garden
in Tokyo boasts an impressive
collection of old ume trees. It’s
not the biggest compound and is
somewhat out of the way, but well
worth a visit for those looking for
some peace and quiet.

Yukemuri no Sato A so-called
‘super sento’, Yukemuri no Sato
is located in Chofu and features
a whopping 12 different types of
baths including a whirlpool bath,
rotenburo (outdoor bath) and
Japan’s first electric bath filled with
carbonated spring water.

à3-18-3 Higashi-Mukojima, Sumida. tinyurl.
com/TOThyakkaen.

à2-11-2 Wakabacho, Chofu. tinyurl.com/
TOTyukemuri. Daily 10am-2am.

the weekends, when the natural
splendour is complemented
by performances of traditional
Japanese music and stage arts.
à3-30-1 Yushima, Bunkyo. www.yushimatenjin.
or.jp.

Hanegi Park The beautiful
flowers of Hanegi Park’s more
than 600 plum trees provide a
great excuse for making your way
west to Umegaoka in Setagaya
before the advent of spring.
Expect stalls selling plumrelated (and unrelated) snacks,
plus music performances, haiku
readings and free servings of
matcha tea.

charming Tenjin shrine
celebrates the blooming of its
200-plus plum trees. All sorts
of events take place during its
annual Plum Festival, which is
well-attended on the weekends
from middle of February until
early March.
à3-6-1 Kameido, Koto. kameidotenjin.or.jp.

Jindai Botanical Garden The
Jindai Botanical Garden’s plum
park turns pink, purple and white
around mid-February, when the
approximately 180 plum trees
burst into bloom. You can take

à4-38-52 Daita, Setagaya. tinyurl.com/
TOThanegi.

Kameido Ten Jinja From midFebruary onwards, Kameido’s
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one of the guided tours and learn
more about traditional plumgrowing techniques.

Mikokuyu The atmosphere of
Tokyo’s traditional ‘shitamachi’
(downtown) area lives on at
this compact onsen bathhouse.
They’ve managed to cram a lot into
the bathing area (‘cosy’ would be an
understatement), where the tubs
range from a carbonated bath to
one with mineral-rich, warming
black water.

à2-23-2 Kamata-Honcho, Ota. tinyurl.com/
TOTkamata. Daily 10am-1am.

The Spa Seijo Squeezed between
a fitness club upstairs and a Uniqlo
store on the ground floor,
this popular spa complex draws
dark-coloured, mineral-rich
hot spring water from 1,200m
underground to supply its indoor
and outdoor baths.
à3-20-2 Chitosedai, Setagaya. tinyurl.com/
TOTspaseijo. Daily 10am-11.30pm.

à3-30-8 Ishiwara, Sumida. tinyurl.com/
TOTmikokuyu. 3.30pm-2am, closed Mon.

Bunkayokusen Recently restored
by architect Kentaro Imai,
Bunkayokusen is a designer sento
– a fancy version of a traditional
neighbourhood bathhouse. Go
on a Sunday, when one of the tubs
is turned into a ‘medicinal bath’
filled with fresh, healing herbs for a
comforting, warming experience.

ON THE COVER

Fuji Ginkei It doesn’t get more picturesquely Japanese than this:
soaking in a rooftop rotenburo with an almost unimpeded view of
Mt Fuji behind Lake Kawaguchi. Considering the facilities are for
guests only, the baths rarely get very crowded. However, do note that
this venue is two hours away from Tokyo (by train). Perfect weekend
getaway splurge? Absolutely.

à3-6-8 Higashiyama, Meguro. tinyurl.com/
TOTbunkayoku. 3.30pm-1am; Sun 8am-12noon,
3.30pm-1am.

Kamata Onsen The area around
Kamata is known for its black

à132 Asakawa, Fuji-Kawaguchiko, Minamitsuru, Yamanashi. www.fujiginkei.jp.
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Join in with the
winter festivals

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF
LUGGAGE-FREE TRAVEL
GET RID OF EVIL
SPIRITS ON SETSUBUN

Chinese Spring Festival

Daikoku Matsuri Honouring
Daikoku, the deity of fortune,
this annual celebration attracts
revellers looking to secure a helping
of good luck for the year ahead. It
also hosts a few interesting rituals,
including fresh 20-year-olds being
soaked in cold water on Coming of
Age Day.
àKanda Shrine, 2-16-2 Sotokanda, Chiyoda. tinyurl.
com/TOTdaikoku. Jan 13-14.

Chinese Spring Festival (Lunar
New Year) While it’s fun to visit
whatever the season, Yokohama’s
Chinatown district is at its liveliest
during the New Year festival.
The two weeks of festivities are
filled with events, including a
countdown party on the night of
February 15, traditional lion dance
performances, and a spectacular
Lantern Festival.
àYokohama Chinatown. tinyurl.com/
TOTyokohamalunar. Feb 15-Mar 2.

Hinamatsuri The tradition of
Hinamatsuri or Girls’ Day dates
back to Heian era (794-1185)
Kyoto. It sees elaborate dolls
representing the imperial family
and court nobles displayed on
multi-tiered platforms in homes,
at shrines and other public places
across Japan. Some of the most
spectacular set-ups in Tokyo can
be found at the Meguro Gajoen
wedding complex and the Mitsui
Museum in Nihonbashi.
àMultiple venues. Mar 3 (displays from midFebruary).
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

While the chilly temperature and common sense may
suggest otherwise, February 3 traditionally marks the
start of spring in Japan. Known as Setsubun (literally
‘seasonal division’), the day is marked with a spiritual
kind of spring cleaning. Its most famous ritual is
‘mamemaki’, in which people drive evil spirits from
their homes by throwing soybeans out the door (or at a
family member dressed as a demon) and shouting ‘Oni
wa soto! Fuku wa uchi!’ (Demons out! Good luck in!).
The ritual is repeated on a larger scale at many
temples and shrines around town, usually with a
sizeable celebrity contingent on hand to scatter that
soy. It’s then customary to eat a fat roll of makizushi
while facing in the year’s lucky direction – hence the
dish’s name, ‘eho-maki’ (‘lucky direction roll’). These
rolls are sold at pretty much every supermarket and
convenience store out there. Interested? Here’s where
you can throw some beans.

Jindaiji Daruma-ichi Jindaiji
out in Chofu is the second-oldest
temple in Tokyo and famed for its
soba noodles, national treasuredesignated Buddha statue, and this
annual market for lucky daruma
dolls. The eyes of this round,
hollow-headed talisman are left
blank when you first buy it, so paint
in one of the pupils after making
a wish – and the other if your wish
comes true.
àJindaiji, 5-15-1 Jindaiji-Motomachi, Chofu. tinyurl.
com/TOTdaruma. Mar 3-4.

Mt Takao Hiwatari-sai Held every
year in March, the Hiwatari-sai
or Fire Walking Festival at Mount
Takao sees barefooted monks
walk through a smouldering fire
while chanting prayers, which
makes for a spectacular (and
much-photographed) sight. You
can try strolling in these masters’
footsteps, but only after most of the
fire has been put out.

Sensoji Temple If you want to trace the origins of all
this legume-throwing, this is where to start: Sensoji was
the first place in Japan to hold a large-scale Setsubun
ceremony, bringing mass-market appeal to a ritual
that had been practised since the Heian era. Around
10,000 people turn up each year to watch celebrities lob
handfuls of soybeans in the afternoon.
à2-3-1 Asakusa, Taito.

àMount Takao, Hachioji. tinyurl.com/TOTtakaofire.
Mar 11.

Tokyo Tower One of the more bizarre spectacles
you’ll see on Setsubun takes place in the morning
on the 150m-high observatory deck of Tokyo’s
cherished orange-and-white mast. Here, a priest from
neighbouring Zojoji is joined by the tower’s cone-headed
Noppon mascots in a quick spot of bean-throwing.

Sensoji Honzon Jigen-e A festival
honouring the three men who
founded Asakusa’s great Sensoji
Temple almost 1,400 years ago,
the Honzon Jigen-e sees three
portable mikoshi shrines being
transported from the neighbouring
Asakusa Shrine to the temple’s
main hall and back again – but only
after they’ve been taken out on a
tour of the neighbourhood. Expect
traditional dragon dances.

whether that’s a hotel or the airport.
Simply reserve online, select where, when and
how you’d like your luggage transported for you,
and receive a personal QR code, which functions
as your receipt. Then drop off your bags at the
specified location, receive an email once your
luggage has arrived at its destination, and enjoy
yourself with a whole lot less in tow.

From the airport to your hotel

Jet lag can make every little thing a bit
more difficult, including lugging around
a heavy suitcase from A to B – especially
if you’ve arrived in the morning and
can’t even check into your hotel until late
afternoon. Instead of struggling from
the airport and onto public transport
with it all, only to collapse in a puddle of
self-pity when you find out all the coin
lockers at the nearest station are full or
too small, just drop your stuff off at an
LFT counter and head into town to treat
yourself to a well-deserved coffee. You’ll
even be able to catch some of your first
sights unencumbered by a big bag.

From hotel to hotel

Right, you made it to your first hotel
and spent a lovely evening, but now
you’re off to your next destination.
Japan isn’t exactly known for its wealth
of personal space on public transport,
meaning you’ll be inconveniencing both
yourself and others by taking that lump
of stuff with you. Shinkansen trains are
particularly notorious for their lack of
space for big suitcases, and finding an
elevator inside a Japanese train station
sometimes resembles a treasure hunt.
Not keen on lugging everything up and
down the stairs either? Have kids in tow
and four suitcases but only two pairs of
hands? Be kind to yourself and everyone
in the vicinity by sending your luggage
onwards to your new accommodation
the day before – a service only offered by
Luggage-Free Travel.

à2-4-1 Nihonbashi-Kakigaracho, Chuo.
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Shimokitazawa Shimokitazawa is home to one of
Tokyo’s most novel local variations on Setsubun.
There’ll be plenty of bean-throwing going on, but
that isn’t the highlight of this festival. Rather, it’s the
afternoon parade, in which a giant, bright red tengu
head is carried through the streets, accompanied by
children in goblin masks.
àAround Shimokitazawa Station.
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NEED MORE CONVINCING? HERE’S HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF THIS LIGHTWEIGHT SERVICE

Suitengu Shrine While many of Tokyo’s shrines and
temples let members of the public take part in the
bean-throwing, Suitengu is one of the few that doesn’t
overcharge you for the privilege (¥5,000 for adults,
¥2,000 for children). The ceremonies are interspersed
with performances of traditional ‘kagura’ dance and
‘kamishibai’ storytelling.

àSensoji, 2-3-1 Asakusa, Taito. tinyurl.com/
TOThonzon. Mar 18.

Hinamatsuri

arrived in a new city, exhausted – but brimming
with excitement to explore it all. But there’s a pesky
little problem: your (way too heavy) luggage. That’s
where Luggage-Free Travel comes in. Run by the
JTB travel agency, Panasonic and parcel delivery
champions Yamato, it’s a new service that lets you
forward your luggage to your next destination,

à4-2-8 Shiba-Koen, Minato.

ZIGGYMARS/DREAMSTIME

Although summer and autumn
are when most of Tokyo’s major
festivals take place, there’s still
more than enough matsuri action
going on between December
and March. While Setsubun on
February 3 (see sidebar) is the most
important festival during this time,
you’ll find a nice lineup of other,
quirkier celebrations both in and
around the capital.

WE’VE ALL BEEN there: you’re on the road, just

FIND OUT MORE: www.luggage-free-travel.com

From your hotel to the airport

Now you’ve made it to the final days
of your trip, and the thought of having
to carry that piece of work down the
streets again is stressing you out. Maybe
you have to check out early to boot.
Remember how you got here? That
smooth, sleek experience of walking
through town without a massive bag,
and how relaxing that was? Make the
most of your last days in town by simply
packing your essentials in a small bag
and sending your big suitcases to the
airport two days before you actually have
to leave the country. Your things will be
waiting for you safe and sound, ready
for your next flight. No running through
crowds with luggage in tow, desperately
trying to catch a flight before it leaves
without you.

WINTER IN TOKYO
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SEE MORE
TIMEOUT.COM/
TOKYO
KEISUKE TANIGAWA

BABY,
IT’S COLD
OUTSIDE

Nabe
Nabe, or hotpot, is the
quintessential winter food.
The communal atmosphere of
dunking vegetables and meat
into a big pot and lingering over it
together with friends is the recipe
for a perfect winter evening, and
the heat emitted from the nabe
itself will keep even the coldest of
hearts warm.

The way to a warm body (and heart)
is through the tummy. Here are
some winter eats that will keep you
comfy and toasty. By the Time Out
Tokyo team

In nearby Asakusa, Isegen
specialises in anko (monkfish),
an ugly but luxurious winter fish.
Don’t let the look of it put you off;
this is a rare opportunity to try
the full nabe experience. And
when we say full, we’re not joking –
you’ll be eating the entire fish,
including the coveted liver with
its creamy texture and taste that
rivals foie gras.

For a sumo-sized nabe, head to
Kappo Yoshiba, a traditional
nabe haunt set inside a converted
sumo stable. The ring is still
in the centre, but has now
become a stage for live singing
performances by ex-rikishi
(sumo wrestlers). Watch the
action while indulging in the
signature Yoshiba chanko nabe,
a 17-ingredient stew eaten by
the rikishi to fatten up; the spicy
version is particularly good at
warming your bones.

à1-11-1 Kanda-Sudacho, Chiyoda. isegen.com/
english. 11.30am-2pm, 5pm-10pm, last orders 9pm.

à2-14-5 Yokoami, Sumida. www.kapou-yoshiba.jp.
11.30am-2pm, 5pm-10pm, closed Sun & hols.

For a more unorthodox experience,
Notomi specialises in everything
from the Noto peninsula, with a
little bit of Kansai style thrown
in for good measure. Have one of
their chiritori nabe, served in a
low-rimmed square pan. A dish
originally created by Osaka’s
Korean residents, ‘chiritori’ means
dustpan, and whether that’s a
reference to the pan or a tendency
to chuck in what looks like leftovers
is up for debate. We’re also partial
to their voluminous buri shabu,
with yellowtail sourced from Noto.
à1-14-5 Hongo, Bunkyo. www.notomi.jp.
3pm-11.30pm.

Another deeply flavoursome option
is mizutaki, a rich chicken broth that’s
heavy on the collagen. Mizutaki
Genkai does it best, in a traditional
setting that feels a world away from the
buzz and steel of Shinjuku Sanchome.
à5-5-1 Shinjuku, Shinjuku. genkai-group.jp. 11am-10pm, last orders
4pm for lunch, 9.20pm for dinner, closed second Mon of the month, first
if second is a holiday.

Samon in Nakameguro

In winter, Tokyoites turn in the
direction of one guaranteed
comfort food: oden. Whether it’s a
simple convenience store bowl or a
pricier restaurant offering, there’s
no better winter warmer than this
classic Japanese delicacy, which
consists of a variety of ingredients
simmered in a soy broth. Usually
spiced up with a dollop of mustard
and sometimes served with a cup
of warm sake, this subtle blend of
flavours combining soft fish cakes,
vegetables and meat with dashi
stock is a perfect antidote to the
bone-chilling wind.
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

à2-11-5 Shinbashi, Minato. tinyurl.com/
TOTkamataoden. 5pm-11.30pm, closed Sun & hols.

unlikely ingredients such as
tomatoes are paired with cheese
and both Japanese and
European wines.

A more offbeat option is
Maruchu out in Tateishi, where

à1-19-2 Tateishi, Katsushika. tinyurl.com/
TOTmaruchu. Mon-Sat, 2pm-10pm, Sun & hols
1pm-9pm, closed Thu.

warming, stomach-lining antidote
to all that drinking.

à3-5-31 Kamimeguro, Meguro. tinyurl.com/
TOTsamon-oden. 4pm-3am daily.

Also consider Asakusa’s Otafuku,
which has been in business since
the Meiji era (1868-1912) and
specialises in a light, delicate soup.
àNakaden Bldg 3F, 1-2-6 Hanakawado, Taito. tinyurl.
com/TOTotafuku. Tue-Fri, 5pm-11pm, Sat 12noon2pm, 5pm-11pm, Sun & hols, 12noon-2pm, 5pm-9pm.

In Shinbashi, Kamata is located
smack in the heart of the salaryman
bar-hopping circuit. It offers a

Maruchu Kamabokoten
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KISA TOYOSHIMA

Oden

Samon, located underneath the
Nakameguro tracks, distinguishes
itself from the competition by
offering a rich and flavourful broth
made with chicken and vegetable
stock. The daikon is huge, the softboiled egg is perfectly done, and
you’d want to try out the yakitoristyle chicken skewers.
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à1-12-21 Yokoami, Sumida. tinyurl.com/TOTryogokuterrace.
11.30am-2.30pm, 5.30pm-10pm daily).

Kotatsu is not so much a food
but a way of eating. As Japanese
houses aren’t exactly well insulated
and central heating has yet to
make inroads, the kotatsu is an
absolutely essential piece of
furniture for surviving the chilly
season. It’s basically a low table
with a small heater underneath
and a blanket draped over it;
you’re supposed to slip your lower
body into the contraption, close
the ‘curtains’ and just take in the
fuzzy feeling. A larger kotatsu can
fit an entire family; the feeling is
similar to sitting together around a
campfire – without the flying soot
or the hassle of maintaining the
fire, of course. Your best shot for
experiencing this is at a kotatsuequipped café, bar or izakaya.
A self-proclaimed ‘kotatsu café’,
Stay Happy in Shimokitazawa is
run by a cosmopolitan, Englishspeaking Japanese couple who
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

travelled the world before opening
their comfy base. They’ve got
hammocks, communal tables and
around half a dozen kotatsu for
your snuggling pleasure.

Although hot sake divides drinkers
between those who swear by it and
those who find it an abomination,
it’s certainly a very merry way to
warm up in the cold. Unknown
to many, hot sake actually comes
in temperatures ranging from
lukewarm to scalding. Some of the
most common include ‘nurukan’
(40 degrees), ‘jokan’ (45), and
‘atsukan’ (50).
Run by the vocalist of a funky
jazz band, Bar Gats is pretty much
a hot sake institution. The eightseater lends itself more to a simple
night of appreciating the drink
rather than a rowdy party. There’s
no menu here, as the bartender will
pick a selection for you, complete
with perfectly paired ‘otsumami’
(snacks). Note that speaking
Japanese infinitely enhances
the experience, as staff keep up a
running commentary about the
merits of hot sake in rapid-fire
Japanese all night.
For a more substantial meal with
your drink, head to Kanagari, a
robatayaki specialist in Shinjuku
that has a good lineup of hot sake.
Try to nab a counter seat, from
where you’ll see the grill – and the
sake-loving manager – in action.
The nihonshu is heated, served in
traditional aluminium pitchers,
and handed to you on a massive
paddle. Ask for recommendations

HOT
BUYS

for both food and booze, but
whatever you do, make sure to
have the marutama, a textbook
example of a perfect whole roasted
sweet onion.
If you like DIY-ing your sake,
the English-friendly Sakestand
is for you. They have a changing
selection of very well-priced
nihonshu, which you can heat up
in a tokkuri (flask) yourself if you so
please. Kanpai!

You’ll do well by stocking up on
these winter must-haves
HEAT PACKS

One of the most
convenient (and cheap)
ways to stay warm is
by picking up a set of
instant heat packs. Just
give them a good shake
and they’ll provide you with
at least eight hours of toasty
warm goodness. Available at
drugstores and convenience stores

àBar Gats, 17-2 Maruyamacho, Shibuya. the-sho.
com/gats.html. 7pm-4am or until last customer,
closed Sun.
àKanagari, Shin YS Bldg 3F, 7-16-12 Nishi-Shinjuku,
Shinjuku. 03 5338 5337. Mon-Fri 5pm-12midnight,
Sat, Sun & hols 4pm-12midnight, last orders 11pm.
àSakestand, 2F, 1-19-8 Dogenzaka, Shibuya.
sakestand.com. Mon-Fri 5pm-11.30pm, Sat, Sun &
hols 3pm-11.30pm.

BELLY WARMERS

Keep your belly nice and cosy with
one of these fuzzy additions to your wardrobe.
Slip it on as an additional layer under your sweater
and you’ll feel a hundred times better. Available at
drugstores and variety shops

Kanagari

ELECTRIC SAKE HEATER

You are what you eat (or drink), so you’ll want to use
this electric sake warmer to heat up your next batch
of booze. It’s the perfect remedy on a cold night.
Available at major electronics stores, including
Yodobashi Camera

Bar Gats

à2F, 2-29-14 Daizawa, Setagaya. cafestayhappy.com.
1pm-11pm, Sun until 10pm, closed Tue, second Wed
of the month.

It’s a little out of the way in
Mitaka – and a five-minute walk
from the station – but Bunbuku
izakaya is worth the trip. After
all, where else can you sit outside
under a kotatsu while indulging
in rich nabe and supremely beercompatible appetisers?

Warm
vending
machine drinks

à3-31-3 Shimorenjaku, Mitaka. 0422 44 1819.
11.30am-2.30pm, 5.30pm-12.30am daily.

à3-2-27 Komachi, Kamakura, Kanagawa. 04
6784 7025. kamakura-tsubamecafe.jimdo.com.
10.30am-5pm, Sat, Sun & hols until 6pm, closed Tue,
first, third and fifth Wed of the month.
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They say you lose a
lot of heat through
your feet, so why
not give them a
bit of love? Japan
seems to have
cute, fuzzy socks
down to a science,
with endless
possibilities to suit your style. They also make great
souvenirs. Available at Don Quijote stores

UNIQLO HEATTECH

Time to re-stock your closet with Heattech, the superthin thermal layers and clothing from Uniqlo that
will keep you warm from head to toe. Available at
Uniqlo stores

Tokyo’s countless vending machines are ever-so dependable
when you need an ice-cold drink in summer, but they’re
equally indispensable during the chilly months. As soon as
temperatures start falling below T-shirt weather, you’ll notice
that many automatic dispensers add a selection of warm
drinks – from the usual tea bottles and coffee cans to more
interesting options including creamy corn soup and lemon
juice sweetened with honey. You can usually tell the toasty
options apart by looking at the colour on the price tag: red or
orange stands for warm while blue means cold.

An organic-focused casual eatery
occupying an old house in historic
Kamakura, Tsubame serves great
matcha tea and has tatami mat
seating – complete with kotatsu.

FUZZY SOCKS

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

Kotatsu

Hot sake

KIRSTY BOUWERS

Boasting nine ‘horigotatsu’, or kotatsu
with a sunken floor to dangle your feet
in, Ryogoku Terrace Café combines
the heating pleasures of the kotatsu
with the warm goodness of nabe (see
page 29). It’s a very popular spot, so
consider booking in advance.
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What’s the attraction?

Five reasons why you should choose
Shibuya as your new office spot
Always vibrant, Shibuya is synonymous with more than just shopping and
entertainment: it’s a great place to base yourself for work as well. Whether
you’re looking for an easy commute, local spots to wind down, or inspiration
from others, here are our top reasons why Shibuya makes for a great workplace.

Full-time English-speaking staff will
assist you at the Shibuya Station Tourist
Information Centre, located on the second
basement floor of Shibuya Station

4

Global flair

Shibuya is one of the most international neighbourhoods in
the city, and it shows in everything from dining options to the
abundance of foreign-language assistance. Many street signs have
English on them, and if you do end up getting lost in the frenzy, the
tourist information counters can point you back in the right direction.
There are plenty of restaurants from all over the world, and many have
menus in English or other languages such as Chinese and Korean.

5

A hub for creative industries and IT

Familiar as a cultural hub, Shibuya is a popular destination
for creatives. Since 2000, more new offices, shared offices and
co-working spaces have been set up in Shibuya than in any other
part of Tokyo. The landmark Shibuya Hikarie building is home to
many cutting-edge IT companies.

1

Shibuya Hikarie among the construction

Accessibility

With nine metro and train lines and
countless bus routes passing through or
terminating at Shibuya Station, you’re likely to be
in for a relatively smooth commute. Some bigger
office buildings, such as Shibuya Hikarie and
the upcoming Shibuya Stream, even have direct
underground links to the metro system – perfect
if it’s raining or unbearably hot. Airport limousine
bus services are also available from the station,
making business travel a breeze.

WE CAUGHT UP with Tak Umezawa, a partner and Japan chairman of
A.T. Kearney. He has advised leading companies in both Japan and the US
on strategy and innovation issues. He leads the NEXTOKYO Project, a pro
bono, cross-disciplinary team working on a future city vision for Tokyo,
town development projects and regulatory reforms.
What do you think makes companies choose Shibuya as the location for their offices?

Boul’Ange

2

Tak Umezawa

3

Yoyogi Park

This massive park really is the green, beating heart of Shibuya, with
plenty of leisure options. You’ll find many families and groups of
people just out and about, either picnicking or enjoying the lush nature,
while various festivals, sports events and concerts also take place. It’s a
popular spot to just meet and hang with friends too, especially during the
cherry blossom season in spring.

Great options for morning people

Rise and shine! If you’re the kind of person who likes to be active before
work, Shibuya is the place to be. Hit up a gym such as Gold’s Gym (open
from 7am), take a serene walk at Meiji Shrine, or grab some breakfast at one of
the cafés that open from 8am, including Shibuya Cast’s Åre and Boul' Ange,
a popular bakery in front of the station. Such morning activity is a rarity in
other parts of Tokyo. For those needing their caffeine hit, head to one of the
coffee stands, including Streamer Coffee Company.

Yoyogi Park

There are several things that make Shibuya attractive to companies. First, Shibuya is an
industrial centre with a significant number of IT firms. Many engineers and web designers
work in the area, while creatives gather in neighbourhoods such as Daikanyama and
Nakameguro.
Second, Shibuya has been Tokyo’s premier cultural hub for a long time, with a broad
selection of fashion and music offerings. It’s a centre for street culture, and the annual
Shibuya Halloween street party has made headlines all over the world in recent years.
These characteristics make it very attractive for the cultural industries.
Third, it’s conveniently accessible from the rest of Tokyo, Yokohama and Haneda Airport.
Shibuya, alongside Shinjuku, is one of the busiest train stations in the world. Finally, and
most importantly, it’s the part of Tokyo that’s most familiar to non-Japanese people. Even if
someone hasn’t been to Tokyo, they’ve probably heard of Shibuya or the scramble crossing.
That’s very beneficial – not only because it attracts tourists, but also because it makes
Shibuya the first place an international company would consider when setting up an office.
What do you think needs to be done to make Shibuya an even better place to work?
With all the redevelopment going on, we don’t have to worry about the ‘hardware’ side of
things. So let’s talk about ’software’ instead: what makes Shibuya unique is that it has
a nice balance of big commercial buildings and street culture. In order to maintain its
status as Tokyo’s cultural hub, Shibuya needs to attract young people who want to work,
have fun and live in the area. And to satisfy the creative and startup types, it needs not
only co-working spaces but also more shared houses and studios. These don’t need to be
in new buildings – there are plenty of those around already. Shibuya also needs more allday restaurants and hip cafés for young creatives, things that make life more convenient
and fun.
Another important point is that Shibuya’s public spaces, including streets, parks and
empty land, should be used more efficiently. They could host street basketball games,
open-air film screenings, street musicians, food trucks…the possibilities are endless. This
would make it exciting to visit Shibuya, as you could feel like there’s always something
going on. I hope the rejuvenation of the Shibuya River area will result in vibrant streets with
trendy shops and eateries as well as casual cafés and bars.
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Where do you go in
Shibuya after dark?

Spring Valley Brewery

Beer behemoth Kirin’s craft venture is part of Log Road
Daikanyama and has one of the nicer terraces in the area. It
offers a six-variety standard lineup, including the refreshing
Daydream white ale, made with domestic ingredients such
as yuzu and sansho pepper, the crisp, bitter 496 and the rich,
fragrant Afterdark, plus several limited-edition brews and
so-called experimental beers that can be anything from
exciting to surprising. We recommend trying the Beer Flight
option, which lets you sample the entire lineup in 100ml
taster portions.

Otsukaresama! So where are you going after work? Shibuya is one of the best
Tokyo neighbourhoods for nightlife. Here are some of our favourite spots
that’ll make your post-work hours memorable

àLog Road Daikanyama 13-1, Daikanyamacho, Shibuya. 03 6416 4960.

Sushi Megumi
Bellovisto

There are more luxurious hotel bars in
town, but the breathtaking night view of
the city through the window makes this a
romantic spot. The wine-focused menu
has a lengthy list of tipples from all over
the world. Prices start at ¥1,338 a glass.
Enjoy the view of charming Tokyo Tower
and the scramble crossing from above
while sipping on a cocktail.
à Cerulean Tower Tokyu Hotel 40F, 26-1
Sakuragaokacho, Shibuya. 03 3476 3398.

A merry-go-round sushi joint with a more upscale feel, Sushi Megumi
specialises in exquisite tuna at reasonable prices. Go all out and try their
more than ten different types of maguro-based nigiri and gunkan sushi,
including the simple yet delicious shio-zuke maguro, or mix it up with
a seasonal set. Definitely ask for the day’s recommendations – the chefs
and waiters are happy to assist you. An English menu and a numbered
ordering system are available.
àShibuya Hikarie 6F, 2-21-1 Shibuya, Shibuya. 03 6427 7998.

Spectator sports

Besides the iconic Yoyogi National Gymnasium, which hosts a range
of sports events including volleyball and gymnastics, there are many
places for sports in Shibuya. The Aoyama Gakuin University arena is
the place to watch Japan’s professional men’s basketball league, the
B.League, while Jingu Baseball Stadium is a popular destination for
baseball fans throughout the season. There are also many sports bars
and restaurants in Shibuya where you can cheer on your favourite team.

Tokyu Theatre Orb

One of the principal attractions
in the Shibuya Hikarie complex,
the 1,972-seat Tokyu Theatre Orb
opened in July 2012 with Broadway
musical ‘West Side Story’. The
theatre is vying to become Tokyo’s
go-to place for world-renowned
musicals. At the theatre foyer on the
second floor of the venue, a stand
bar called Theatre Bar lets theatre
visitors enjoy drinks, light meals
and views of the city.

Jingu Baseball Stadium

DJ Bar Bridge

Movers and shakers from Global Hearts, the folks behind Shibuya clubs
Vision and Contact, moved boldly in opening this shiny DJ bar on the
top floor of an office building right in front of Shibuya Station. The
spectacular views are combined with a lengthy list of residents, including
Tokyo scene veterans Nori and Toshiyuki Goto. The sound system,
courtesy of domestic maker Rey Audio, is also top-grade for a smallish
space like this. Audio aficionados shouldn’t have anything to complain
about here, while laymen will at least appreciate the reasonably priced
drinks. The new venues downstairs – hip hop-focused bar and lounge
Wrep and barbecue eatery Low & Slow – are also worth a look.
àParkside Kyodo Bldg 10F, 1-25-6 Shibuya, Shibuya. 03 6427 6568.

àShibuya Hikarie 11F, 2-21-1 Shibuya, Shibuya.
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'TIS THE SEASON

Crab

Seasonality is a big part of Japanese culture, especially when it comes to food.
It’s an exciting and healthy way to eat, ensuring that you’re enjoying the food
and ingredients at their prime. Here’s a selection of the best things to eat in
winter. By the Time Out Tokyo team

Say hello to the tasty winter crustacean which can be found in large
numbers from early winter all the way into spring. For true crab
connoisseurs, a trip to Kitafuku Ginza is well worth the splurge. Here you
can tuck into a luxurious king crab meal served in a variety of ways: think
sashimi style, grilled and boiled. The chef even brings out your dinner alive
and moving moments before you eat it. Talk about fresh!
àGinza 745 Bldg 3F, 7-4-5 Ginza, Chuo. tinyurl.com/TOTkitafuku. 5pm-12midnight daily.

For those on a budget, Canned Crab Bar will feel more inviting. Contrary
to the name, there’s actually no canned crab here. Instead, you will find
super-reasonable crab options including crab legs, crab croquettes, pasta,
okonomiyaki and much more – all for ¥1,000 or less.
à3-21-1 Nishihara, Shibuya. atcf.jp/cannedcrabbar. 6pm-3am daily.

Fugu (pufferfish) is a delicacy in Japan and
consuming it is a matter of truth and dare.
Truth is, you already know fugu is extremely
poisonous. A tiny bit of the tetrodotoxin found
in its ovaries, intestines and liver is enough to kill
you, so chefs have to train for years to earn the
government-issued license to prepare the fish.
And there’s only a small elite group of them in
Tokyo. The dare part is gathering your courage
and taking a big bite.
Fugu is unlike any other fish; in fact, it hardly
tastes like fish at all. The flesh, served in thin,
translucent slices as sashimi, is surprisingly
crunchy and gelatinous, with a clean, delicate
taste. Chunks of the meat, when deep-fried,
take on a silky, smooth texture that’s akin to
chicken. Some restaurants also offer sake
steeped in fugu fins. Over at Makino, a top
fugu restaurant and a Love Tokyo Awards
2016 shortlister, you can even try the wobbly
nikogori, which is essentially boiled fugu in its
own jelly.
For a luxurious experience, the threeMichelin-starred Usukifugu Yamada-ya is
the Tokyo branch of Ryotei Yamadaya, which
has been serving pufferfish since the Meiji era.
Prefer a more affordable fugu sashimi meal?
Head to Wadatsumi.
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BURI DAIKON: KISA TOYOSHIMA; BURI: NOPADOL UENGBUNCHOO/DREAMSTIME

Fugu sashimi at Makino

Buri
FUGU FISH: WEE8088/DREAMSTIME; FUGU SASHIMI: LIM CHEE WAH

àMakino, 3-8-1 Matsugaya, Taito. tinyurl.com/TOTmakino.
5pm-10pm daily.
àUsukifugu Yamada-ya, 4-11-14 Nishi-Azabu, Minato. tinyurl.com/
TOTyamadaya. 6pm-10.30pm, closed Sun & hols.
àWadatsumi, 2-12-5 Ikebukuro, Toshima. wadatsumi.com. Mon-Fri
11.30am-1.30pm, 6pm-10.30pm, Sat 6pm-10.30pm, closed Sun & hols.

Kitafuku Ginza

Yellowtail (buri) is at its best in
winter, when the cold waters make
for fattier fish. It’s one of those
underrated classics and if you
like fatty tuna or salmon, you’re
bound to like buri too. The flesh is
generally soft and milky-buttery
in texture, with flavours ranging
from mild to rich, depending on
the age of the fish. If you want to be
specific, look out for the term ‘kan
buri’ in the menu as this refers to
winter buri.
Although buri sashimi is
luscious and can be found at most
sushi restaurants, a real wintery
yellowtail experience is buri
daikon – yellowtail and daikon

Buri daikon at Sangyodo
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stewed in
soy sauce.
Shibuya’s very
popular Sangyodo, a seafood
institution running for over five
decades, is your best bet for the full
immersion, but expect to queue.
Another cooked favourite to
warm your innards is buri shabu
(yellowtail hotpot), which you can
have a rather voluminious version
of at Suidobashi’s Notomi (see
page 29).
àSangyodo, B1F, 2-11 Sakuragaokacho, Shibuya.
tinyurl.com/totsangyodo. 4pm-11.30pm, last orders
10.30pm, closed Sun & hols.
àNotomi, 1-14-5 Hongo, Bunkyo. www.notomi.jp.
3pm-11.30pm.
January-March, 2018 Time Out Tokyo
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Yaki-imo

Lobster risotto at Shinka

Japan’s native lobster species, the
Ise-ebi, is most abundant in the
cold season. The best are said to
come from the Shima peninsula in
Mie prefecture. This spiny, bright
red crustacean is often associated

likes of sesame tofu infused with
lobster dashi and the signature
Shinka plate, a surf ’n turf number
pairing wagyu with perfectly
grilled lobster.
If you’re planning to splurge,
go for a multi-course lobster
dinner at the maritime-themed
Chunagon. For a slightly less

with New Year’s, since its long
antennae are seen as signs of
longevity. Lucky lobsters indeed.
Nakameguro’s Shinka offers a
modern Japanese interpretation of
a traditional lobster meal,
with a seasonal menu in which the
prized Ise-ebi is incorporated into
every dish. Look forward to the

budget-busting option, choose the
set lunch instead.
àShinka, 1F, 2-7-10 Kamimeguro, Meguro.
shinkanakameguro.com. 5.30pm-1am daily,
irregular hols.
àChunagon, Omori Bellport B-Bldg 2F, 6-262 Minami-Oi, Shinagawa. chunagon.com.
11am-10.30pm daily, last orders 9.30pm.

Oysters
As any connoisseur would tell
you, winter is the ideal season
for an oyster feast, when these
bi-valves are at their best. Grown
and caught in large quantities
across this island nation’s shores,
the popular marine delicacies
can be savoured in a number of
different ways and settings. Some
of the best oysters come from
Iwate and Miyagi in Tohoku and
Hiroshima further down south.
Traditionally eaten raw on the
half shell with lemon juice or
ponzu (Japanese citrus vinegar),
or straight off the grill, oysters
also make for superb deepfried fare (look out for ‘kaki
furai’) and shabu-shabu
material. They’re so
versatile that you
can happily pair

KIRSTY BOUWERS

Lobster

SAVED
BY THE
KONBINI

Tokyoites can’t get through winter without the
essential yaki-imo stalls that dot the city with
their starchy goodness. At these, you can find
roasted sweet potatoes that warm you up from
the inside out.
Can’t find a stall? Luckily for you, yaki-imo
can easily be recreated at home. Simply
wrap your sweet potato in damp paper
towels, then wrap it again in a
layer of aluminium foil,
and stick it in your oven
(toaster and fish ovens
work just fine) for 30
minutes. Turn off the
heat, let it sit for 30
minutes and you’ll
have one hot potato
ready to be devoured.

If you’re too cold to venture further
than your local konbini, not to
worry. Tokyo convenience stores
are always stocked with seasonal
specialities that will keep your
stomach happy and warm.
ODEN

Mikan
get at a port-side somewhere
on the Tohoku coast. In Ginza,
Kakishabuya is the place to try
every oyster preparation method
out there, including shabushabu, deep-fried and steamed
in sake.
If you’re near Nakameguro
Station, head to the stand bar
and casual izakaya Nodoguroya
Kakiemon for their sake and
reasonably priced oysters.

them with your favourite poison,
be it sake, craft beer, wine or
champagne.
Bakushuan is a gem of an
izakaya that boasts ten domestic
craft beers on tap, along with a
selection of some of the most
massive oysters you’ll ever see,
sourced directly from fishermen
across Japan. The Cave De
Oyster, on the other hand,
offers an all-you-can-eat deal
on Mondays. It is conveniently
located in a corner of the Yaesu
Chikagai underground mall right
by Tokyo Station.
Kakigoya Oyster Shack may
not be an actual shack, but does
offer an experience quite
close to what you’d

à Bakushuan, Yoshimatsu Bldg 2F, 2-27-1 KitaOtsuka, Toshima. tinyurl.com/TOTbakushuan. Tue-

Nodoguroya Kakiemon

Sat, 6pm-1am; Sun & hols, 3pm-11pm.
à The Cave De Oyster, Yaesu Chikagai South 1, 2-1
Yaesu, Chuo. tinyurl.com/TOTcavedeoyster. MonFri, 11am-11pm (last order 10pm), Sat, Sun & hols,
11am-10pm (9pm).
à Kakigoya Oyster Shack, SSR Bldg 1F, 1-26-14
Ebisu, Shibuya. kaki-goya.com. Mon-Fri, 5pm-11pm,
Sat, Sun & hols, 12noon-4pm, 5pm-11pm.
à Kakishabuya, 3-14-5 Ginza, Chuo. kakisyabuya.
com. Mon-Fri, 11.30am-11pm (last orders 10pm),
Sat, 12noon-10pm (9pm), closed Sun & hols.
àNodoguroya Kakiemon, 3-5-24 Kamimeguro,
Meguro. tinyurl.com/TOTnodoguroya.
5pm-1am daily.

You’re probably quite familiar
with these small citrus fruits that
come out in abundance during
this time of year. So why are
these tangerines such a big deal?
Turns out that winter is when
citrus fruits are at their sweetest
and juiciest. Filled with vitamin
C to help ward off that winter
cold, these oranges make for a
simple snack that’s both healthy
and convenient to eat. If you’re
really particular about your fruit
selection, look for oranges that
feel heavy for their size and store
them at cool room temperature –
not in the fridge. Trust us, they’ll
last longer!

You know the weather is getting
colder when local konbini start
serving up steaming tubs of oden.
Must-try items include the daikon
radish which soaks up all the
yummy broth, and the mochikinchaku, a deep-fried tofu pocket
filled with chewy mochi rice cake.

NIKUMAN

Need a hot meal on the go? Nikuman
is your best bet. These fluffy buns
are stuffed with a variety of fillings;
the traditional meat one is most
popular, but you can even find the
likes of cheesy pizza, black sesame,
Thai shrimp and other quirky
varieties. Caution: the inner filling is
usually piping hot.

INSTANT WARM BEVERAGES

Raid the heated shelves for bottled
hot coffee and tea, or be more
adventurous with a machine madeto-order matcha latte, mocha or
caramel latte.

HOT SAKE

The new beverage on the block,
hot sake in a can is a revolutionary
addition this winter. Although this
item might not be easy to find, it sure
comes in handy when you’re in need
of a warm buzz.

RAMEN AND SOUP

Take your pick from the vast array of
instant noodles and soups available
at your local konbini. They range
from Vietnamese pho and miso soup
to limited-edition collaborations
with some of Tokyo’s most popular
ramen joints (see page 47).
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DISCOVER THE BEST OF OKINAWA

Shop at Yachimun Pottery Village

Be a pioneer and explore the tropical delights of Japan’s southernmost prefecture

For those looking for a bit of retail therapy,
there’s nothing more Okinawan than the
handmade treasures found at Yachimun
Pottery Village. Browse through traditional
Ryukyu pottery made by local artisans and
pick up a few pieces for the perfect souvenir.
àYachimun Pottery Village. 2653-1 Zakimi, Yomitan, Nakagami,
Okinawa.

Eat your way through Okinawa

WHETHER YOU’RE TRAVELLING for food, shopping
or historic sights, or are just looking to make
the most of the great outdoors, Okinawa
makes for the perfect destination. While most
travellers tend to frequent Japan’s bigger
cities, surprisingly few know about this hidden
gem of an island chain that’s just waiting to
be uncovered. From lush landscapes and
delicious food to gorgeous world heritage sites
and plenty of activities to keep you thoroughly
busy, Okinawa has got you covered. Even
better, the islands are just a short plane ride
away from most major cities in Japan, making
the prefecture a convenient destination to add
to your trip. So if you’re looking to discover
something new, start your adventure in the
heart of Okinawa – and prepare for a truly
heartfelt experience.

HOW TO GET TO OKINAWA
Tokyo Haneda Airport
Tokyo Narita International Airport

Mt. Fuji Shizuoka Airport

Start your adventure through Japan
Shop and eat in Tokyo
For those looking to shop and eat,
Tokyo is the place to be. Head to
Shibuya’s Cat Street and shop
through today’s hottest designers
along with well-curated vintage
pieces. Tokyo is also known to
have some of the best restaurants
in the world, so there’s no better
place to start your culinary
adventure in Japan.

Sip on locally grown tea in
Shizuoka
You can’t leave Japan without
having a great cup of tea, and
nothing tops the lush lands of
Shizuoka, which grow some
of the nation’s best tea leaves.
Savour a freshly brewed cup at
one of the many cafés in the area
while you take in the stunning
views of nearby Mount Fuji.

Venture through the great outdoors
of Hokkaido
Head up north to Hokkaido
for some of the best outdoor
activities in Japan. From skiing
through mountains of fresh snow
in the winter to trekking during
the summer, there are endless
possibilities to satisfy the active
traveller.

Get cultured in Hiroshima
Home to many of Japan’s most
important cultural and historic
sites, Hiroshima is renowned for
its Peace Memorial and Atomic
Bomb Dome – both essential stops
on any tour of Japan.

àGanso Daito Soba. 1-4-59 Makishi, Naha, Okinawa.
Makishi Public Market. 2-10-1 Matsuo, Naha, Okinawa.

2.45 HRS
3 HRS

Explore Okinawa’s unique culture
and history

3.45 HRS

Hokkaido New Chitose Airport
Hiroshima Airport

One unmissable local speciality on the islands
is hearty Okinawan soba, topped with thick
slices of braised pork belly and a dash of
chilli-infused awamori. The broth is light and
flavourful, making it the ideal base for the silky
smooth noodles you’ll find inside. If you prefer
a taste of local seafood, head to Makishi Public
Market where you can pick from a variety of
fresh fish, including tropical types you won’t
find elsewhere. Vendors will happily serve up
platters of sashimi for around ¥500, or you
can bring your seafood to the second floor and
have it cooked to your taste.

1.55 HRS
2.30 HRS

Head on over to Sefa-Utaki, one of Okinawa’s
many world heritage sites, and appreciate the
history behind the area which used to be the
Ryukyu Kingdom’s most sacred site. Another
peaceful spot to visit is Shuri Castle, which
was the ancient kingdom’s seat of power. The
castle is another world heritage site and boasts
stunning views from its hillside location.

Have you heard of ‘nuchigusui’?

àWorld Cultural Heritage Sefa-utaki. Chinenguteken, Nanjo,
Okinawa. okinawa-nanjo.jp/sefa/en.
Shurijo Castle Park. 1-2 Kinjo-cho, Shuri, Naha, Okinawa.
oki-park.jp/shurijo/en.

The Okinawan saying ‘nuchigusui’ simply translates to ‘life’s
medicine’, and is often used to describe the inspiring experiences and
healing powers of a healthy, happy lifestyle. From Okinawa’s delicious
food and rejuvenating activities to interaction with the friendly locals,
nuchigusui truly is a word to live by.

Where to experience ‘nuchigusui’
For a taste of nuchigusui, visit restaurant Thi-anda, tucked away inside
a quaint house in the village of Yomitan. Here you can try healthy,
homemade Okinawan dishes which use seasonal ingredients, local
vegetables and fish from the nearby port. A truly heartwarming
experience, your meal will be composed of dishes made with careful
preparation, lots of time, and a love that you can taste.
à Thi-anda. 448-1 Yomitan, Nakagami, Okinawa. thi-anda.com.

Get active out on the ocean
Take advantage of Okinawa’s
beautiful weather and join a scenic
kayak ride through crystal clear
waters. Paddle your way up the coast
near Yadokari Island and explore
Okinawa’s unique caverns and caves
before you head into the ocean for
some snorkelling. With stretches of
untouched coral reef, you’re bound
to see loads of sprightly sea life
throughout your adventures.
àKayak Club Good Life. 1288 Serakaki, Onna,
Kunigami, Okinawa.

Café hop around the island
Enjoy a cup of ‘buku buku cha’, a traditional
tea drink which in ancient times was served
during special occasions and made for highranking guests. This tea is characterised by
its unique foam topping, made from whisked
rice and sitting on top of warm genmai tea.
If you’d like something cooler, try out zenzai
kakigori, a treat made
from sweet beans and
mochi topped with a
mountain of shaved ice.
These days you can find
zenzai kakigori in unique
flavours including beni
imo and strawberry.
àUchina Chaya Buku Buku. 1-22-35
Tsuboya, Naha, Okinawa.
Tsurukame-do Zenzai. 248-1 Zakimi,
Yomitan, Nakagami, Okinawa.

For more information, visit beokinawa.jp/nuchigusui

Promotional feature

Polite as always

Oshibori hand towels
A meal at any Tokyo restaurant
worth the name starts with you
being presented an ‘oshibori’, a
wet towel (or tissue) for wiping
your hands. As cleaning up
before you eat obviously feels
really nice and is considered
good manners anywhere,
receiving an oshibori is a great
example of ‘omotenashi’, that famed
Japanese hospitality.

We look at some of the ways in which Tokyo is
upping its already considerable manners game

CROQUETTE WALKING
Although yakitori, Chinese
dumplings, sashimi and karaage
(fried chicken) are all well represented
at Togoshi-Ginza’s street food shops,
it’s croquettes that prove the major
draw. That’s also why the Good
Manners Project has teamed up with
several of the local croquette dealers
during major events, giving out
cards that entitle their holder to one
free deep-fried piece of goodness.
Visitors are then encouraged to stroll
the arcade while snacking on their
croquette.
Why the generosity? Well, the
reasoning is that walking and eating a
hot, greasy treat is simply impossible if
you’re also staring at your phone at the
same time. Yes – ‘croquette walking’

is an ingenious way to prevent
walking while playing or texting with
your phone, a manner violation so
common in Japan that it’s referred to
with a neologism of its own: ‘arukisumaho’, a combination of ‘aruku’ (to
walk) and the Japanese slang term for
smartphone.
The latest bout of croquette walking
took place last October, but keep your
eyes open for more –
a free snack could
be waiting for
you at any
moment…

The art of wagashi
Wagashi, or traditional Japanese confectionery, is said
to encompass the essence of Japanese culture through
its beauty and artistic aesthetic. Typically made with
‘an’, a sweet azuki bean paste, the sweets are moulded
into beautiful shapes representing the changing
seasons or nature. Whether it be an afternoon treat
with tea or a gift for someone, wagashi are a delicious
way to satisfy one’s sweet tooth – and express the
consideration and respect for others held in such high
regard in this nation’s culture.

Wrapping magic

WHAT’S THE TOKYO GOOD
MANNERS PROJECT?
WE NEVER GET tired of hearing both newly

arrived Tokyoites and tourists marvel at
how clean, polite and well-functioning our
dear metropolis is. After all, living in one
of the world’s safest, most convenient, yet
dynamic cities is something to cherish. But
this doesn’t happen by accident: it takes
constant effort by us all to keep the city
running smoothly, and such effort often
starts coming naturally as soon as you’ve
lived in Tokyo for longer than a few months.
Established in 2016, the Tokyo Good
Manners Project is a wide-ranging effort to
highlight some of the people, customs and
manners that are essential parts of Tokyo
life but hardly ever get the attention they
deserve.
For more, check out the project’s website at
goodmanners.tokyo/en

MANNER MATTERS AT TOGOSHI-GINZA
At 1.3km, Togoshi-Ginza in Shinagawa ward
is the longest shopping street in Tokyo. Lined
by eateries, little cafés and bakeries, it’s a
street food hotspot where yakitori, yakisoba
and dango dumpling joints are everywhere.
You’ll also find a public bathhouse and a
myriad of independent, old-school shops,
all of which are best explored when the street

is pedestrianised between 3pm and 6pm
(2pm to 7pm on Sundays and holidays). Since
mid-2017, the Tokyo Good Manners Project
has been working together with the TogoshiGinza Shopping Street to highlight mores and
manners that make everyone’s experience in
the neighbourhood a more pleasant one. Here
are some of the most notable initiatives.

CLEAN-UP EFFORTS
The Good Manners volunteering
project, known for its eye-catching
green tents set up at various openair events across the country, hit
Togoshi-Ginza in August 2017.
Encouraging locals to get involved
with keeping their streets spotless,
it saw around 300 volunteers take
part in a mighty clean-up effort that

certainly made a lasting impression
on anyone passing by on that day.
When visiting, make sure to take your
trash with you or return it to the eatery
where you bought your street snacks
or bottle of beer. The Togoshi-Ginza
Shopping Street has also started
handing out convenient ‘street
snack kits’, which contain wet hand
towels and other essentials while
functioning as stylish bin bags as well.

Though you may have been told otherwise, it’s not
always what’s on the inside that counts. In Japanese
gift-giving, the presentation of a gift is as important
as its contents, if not more so. A great deal of care
and effort (often by department store clerks) goes
towards wrapping the gift with pastel-coloured papers
or traditional furoshiki cloth and adorning it with
ribbons. The beauty of how a wrapping opens is also
part of the gift, making opening it that much more
exciting.

SMOKING STICKERS
Aiming to make the shopping street’s many
restaurants and cafés attractive to smokers
and non-smokers alike, the Good Manners
project produced a series of ‘manner stickers’
that are displayed near the doors of most
businesses in Togoshi-Ginza. These clearly
indicate what each establishment’s smoking
policy is, whether it be non-smoking, smoking
or – through separate areas or time slots – both.
If you’d rather avoid the smoke completely
over lunch or coffee, best look for a place with
the bright red sticker.

A slipper for every occasion
When visiting a Japanese home, you’ll usually be asked
to step into a pair of slippers as soon as you’ve removed
your shoes at the entrance. In addition to keeping
your feet warm and clean, they also reduce noise and
are thus another great example of Japan’s culture of
consideration. Just remember: those slippers that
may be located inside the bathroom are really only
supposed to be worn there.

Eating & Drinking

Eating &
Drinking

POINT TO ORDER

Your ultimate yakitori photo menu

Pick up sticks

TSUKUNE つくね
Soft and juicy minced
chicken, coated in sweet
sauce. It sometimes
comes with egg yolk
to dip in.

A QUINTESSENTIAL JAPANESE soul food,

yakitori, or grilled chicken skewers, is a
culinary exploration of the entire bird from
neck to tail. It is cheap and cheerful, and a
staple in Japan’s food culture.
To the uninitiated, it is simply skewered
chicken grilled over charcoal fire and slathered
with tare (sweet soy sauce and mirin mix),
enjoyed for its distinct smoky char and with
cold beer. In other words, a social eating
experience in a boisterous izakaya.
Sure, that’s one way to enjoy it. However in
recent years, yakitori has been slowly shedding
its ‘beer fodder’ image, with a growing number
of restaurants serving a refined interpretation.
Wine and sake pairings are becoming
common, and at the same time, chefs are
exploring unusual cuts.
Yakitori is serious business. For starters,
dedicated restaurants are using premium
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‘jidori’ (think the poultry equivalent of Kobe
beef) in their menu, especially to harvest the
off-cuts. Then, different parts of the chicken
are cooked to varying levels to achieve their
best texture and flavour. While most are
seasoned with tare, some only receive a
sprinkling of salt or a touch of freshly grated
wasabi.
White meat, meatballs and wings are
common, but newcomers are often confused
by the diverse choices. There’s the skin, soft
bone, gizzard, heart and liver; then it swerves
far left into ‘fear factor’ territory – think little
nubs of fat from the bishop’s nose, aka the
bottom (fatty and crispy when cooked well),
and the uterus with attached yolk (creamy
and crunchy). Whether you decide to explore
yakitori at an izakaya or a Michelin-endorsed
restaurant, our photo menu on the right will
help you navigate the selections on offer.
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ON THE TABLE
Whether you’re enjoying yakitori in
an izakaya or a restaurant, it’s all very
simple and casual. Skewers are served
one by one when ready. You pick them
up, place them on the plate in front of
you, and enjoy them with salt or spices
(sansho pepper or chilli spice mix).
When you’re done, place the empty
skewers in the tall cup, which is usually
to your right.

PHOTOS TAKEN AT TOKOSHIMA YAKITORI RESTAURANT IN SANGENJAYA.

A beginner’s guide to yakitori. By Mayumi Koyama.
Photography Keisuke Tanigawa

SASAMI ささみ
Small pieces of breast
meat, usually topped
with wasabi to refresh
your palate. Since it’s
the least fatty part of
the chicken, sasami is
usually served medium
rare to prevent it from
tasting dry and tough.

KAWA 皮
This is basically skin from the neck. It’s chewy,
crunchy but also fatty at the same time –
extremely addictive.

TEBASAKI 手羽先
Since the wing is the
closest meat to the bone
it has rich flavours,
making it a popular
item. Don’t leave a
morsel behind – you’ll
love the crispy skin and
the tender, juicy flesh
inside.

LEVA レバー
Crispy and lightly
charred on the surface,
the liver’s rich, smooth
texture is what foodies
relish. Unlike beef or
pork, chicken liver is
lighter in taste and goes
well with wine.

CHOCHIN ちょうちん
Sure, this sounds like a challenge, and the
hanging ovary (egg yolk) might shock you.
But it’s delicious: the creamy, runny yolk; the
smoky, crunchy fallopian tube; all brought
together with a sweet soy glaze.
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NEGIMA ねぎま

The fail-proof
combination in a
yakitori skewer, and the
most popular order as
well. The grilled leek
is crunchy and full of
flavour and perfectly
matches the juiciness
of the meat, which is
usually thigh or breast.

SUNAGIMO 砂肝
The gizzard has a surrounding double muscle
that is odourless and has a pleasant, crisp
texture. It’s usually seasoned with salt.
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TIME OUT LOVES
The city’s best...

Yakitori restaurants
TOKOSHIMA

‘The chicken, the whole chicken, and nothing
but the chicken’ could be the motto for this
Sangenjaya poultry palace. Chef Tokoshima
serves 20 different items of grilled chicken,
from the standard – breast, wings, thigh – to
the startling. Anyone for ovaries? The simple
seasoning – salt, black pepper and a splash
of ‘tare’ (sauce) – allows the natural flavours
of the chicken to shine. It’s a beautiful,
elegant restaurant, with dark wood panelling
on the walls and a counter that surrounds
Tokoshima’s kitchen, offering customers
a close-up view of the master’s meticulous
preparation of each and every kushi.
à Luna Park Sangenjaya 105, 2-8-10 Sangenjaya, Setagaya
(Sangenjaya Station). 03 5486 3318. tinyurl.com/TOTtokoshima.
5.30pm-11.30pm (last orders 10.30pm), closed Sun (if Mon is a
holiday, open Sun and closed Mon) & 1st Mon of the month.

TORISAWA

Torisawa sees no need to
bother with fancy furniture or
decorative flair. All that matters
is the charcoal grill, a focal point
everything else here revolves
around. Every skewer lifted from
the grill is small but perfectly
formed – the luminous green
Chinese daylilies contrast in
colour and texture with the
earthy brown chicken livers,
while chicken ovaries hang from
the skewers like burning lanterns.
And don’t miss the chicken
tenderloin, brushed with heat but
still pink in the centre and topped
with hand-ground wasabi. Order
the omakase (chef’s selection)
from the get-go and turn your
eyes to the brief but impressive
sake list – friends of ‘junmaishu’
(pure sake) will have a field day.
à 2-24-13 Kameido, Koto (Kameido Station). 03
3682 6473. tinyurl.com/TOTtorisawa. 6pm-11pm
(Sat from 5.30pm), closed Sun & hols.
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

TORITAMA

YAKITORI EBISU
NISHI-OGIKUBO

Situated directly under a highway
overpass in Shirokane, Toritama
doesn’t boast the most glamorous
of locations. However, this has
not stopped it from becoming
one of the city’s hardest-to-book
yakitori joints. What makes it
stand out is the extensive menu.
Most yakitori restaurants grill
only standard fare, but Toritama
rolls out a menu of over 30 parts
– plus the daily ‘secret menu’ of
rare cuts, which brings the total
up to 40. That’s a lot of chicken,
and you’d need to be quite the
anatomy expert to name them
all on the fly. Sourced daily, the
chicken is always as fresh as it
gets, so those looking to try it rare
to raw can feel safe here.

The smoke coming from this
izakaya is heavy with the smell
of roast chicken, and starts
enticing patrons from the
early afternoon. Follow your
nose and plonk yourself down
here, as you’ll be handsomely
rewarded with ¥100 skewers and
reasonably priced small plates
that go rather well with a glass or
two of something chilled. Ebisu
attracts customers from all walks
of life, from young couples to
seniors who seem to never leave
the place – we’d argue that that’s
a guarantee of a good time.
à 3-11-5 Nishiogi-Minami, Suginami (NishiOgikubo Station). 03 3332 2955. tinyurl.com/
TOTebisunishiogi. Mon-Thu 1pm-10.30pm, Fri,
Sat & day before hols 1pm-11.30pm, Sun & hols
1pm-9.30pm.

à 6-22-19 Shirokane, Minato (Hiroo Station).
03 5795 2950. tinyurl.com/TOTtoritama.
5.30pm-1am, closed Sun (open Sun, closed Mon
when Mon is a holiday).

Noodles in an instant – from Tokyo’s
top ramen restaurants, no less.
By Kaila Imada

MOUKO TANMEN NAKAMOTO

This beloved ramen joint is
known across the globe thanks
to slurp shops everywhere from
New York to Seoul. Their classic
tonkotsu (pork broth) ramen is
also available in an instant variety
to satisfy noodle cravings any
time, anywhere. You’ll find all
your classic Ippudo toppings,
including, rather incredibly, a
nice slice of char siu pork, along
with a pretty decent broth that’s
almost as creamy as the stuff
made in the restaurant.

Like it hot? If so, you can’t go
wrong with Mouko Tanmen
Nakamoto, a restaurant chain
where almost everything – the
shopfront, the walls, the staff
outfits and the bowls of superspicy ramen themselves – are
bright red. Specialising in
blow-your-head-off flavours,
the Itabashi-born shop’s instant
offering uses a spicy miso-based
broth, which you can customise
by adding more or less chilli oil.
Extreme spice lovers will want to
pour the whole pack in, or even try
the extra-spicy ‘North Pole Super
Spicy’ version, which is sure to
leave your mouth on fire.

à ¥278 from 7-Eleven

à ¥204 from 7-Eleven

TSUTA

NAKIRYU

IPPUDO

YAKITORI IMAI

Yakitori? It’s cheap, dirty and
needs to be washed down with
copious amounts of ice cold beer,
right? For the most part, that’s
how it should be. However, if
you’re ready to try the refined side
of the grill, then enter Yakitori
Imai. Owner and grill master
Takashi Imai opened his stylish
thirty-seat, counter-style joint in
2016 and has been reinventing
skewered chicken through his
considered approach ever since.
Imai’s philosophy is reflected in
the dinner menu; it starts with
a delicate chicken liver pâté
served on a crusty baguette before
moving on to a leafy seasonal
salad, the chef’s selection of
six skewers, and the grilled
vegetables of the day – all for the
very reasonable price of ¥4,500.
à3-42-11 Jingumae, Shibuya (Gaienmae Station).
03 6447 1710. tinyurl.com/TOTimai. 5pm-11pm
(last orders 10pm), closed Sun, Mon & hols.
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Konbini
ramen

You no longer have to queue up
for a bowl of Michelin-starred
ramen. Located in Sugamo,
Tsuta was awarded a star in 2015
and its growing popularity led
to the opening of outposts in
Hong Kong and Singapore. With
the ‘premium’ Tsuta instant
noodle, you can now enjoy a close
approximation of this famous
bowl of ramen from the comfort
of your home or desk. What makes
this shine is the addition of truffle
oil, which adds an umami punch
to the noodles.
à¥278 from 7-Eleven

Say aloha to this famed Hokkaido-born joint,
which also happens to have an unexpected
location in Honolulu, Hawaii. With this
instant cup, you can have a taste of Santouka’s
signature noodles from across the Pacific in
the comfort of your own apartment, although
the views might not be as good. These cup
noodles are flavoured with a shrimp shoyu
broth for that bit of island flair.

Awarded a Michelin star in
the 2017 guide, Nakiryu is
one of the hottest ramen
joints in Tokyo right now.
Dig into their popular dan
dan men instant noodles,
which taste almost like the
real thing. The bowl is topped
with dried spring onions
and minced pork, both
of which soften when hot
water is added. The broth is
surprisingly creamy, and the
finishing chilli oil rounds up
the flavours perfectly.

à ¥158 from 7-Eleven

à ¥278 from 7-Eleven

SANTOUKA
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In search
of the vegan
ramen

NOW OPEN

Kirsty Bouwers goes on a hunt for that most
elusive of noodle offerings – vegan ramen

AFURI

Many a Tokyoite’s default latenight ramen joint, Afuri is also
the only bigger chain that has
a dedicated vegan option. That
means you’re never far from
an animal product-free, slurpworthy bowl, even after an allnight bender. Their vegan option
is colourful (pictured top right),
with an assortment of seasonally
changing toppings. Ours
included tomato chunks, fried
shallot and red pickled daikon,
all served in a very light broth
(it almost feels like udon or soba
broth instead of ramen) and with
their custom noodles, which are
blended with lotus root rather
than egg. At ¥1,350, it’s a bit of
a splurge, but you’ll rarely feel
as healthy and refreshed after
eating ramen as you will here.

CANVAS TOKYO INK

PELICAN CAFÉ

Revered by locals and out-of-towners alike, the
70-year-old Asakusa bakery Pelican made a bold
move in opening its first-ever café this autumn.
This is where to try carb-packed, old-school
favourites such as cheese toasties, ham cutlet
sandwiches and cream-heavy fruit sarnies. The
regular toast is grilled over charcoal and testifies
to the fact that the Japanese can bring an artisanal
quality to anything – even slices of thick white
bread. Just note that before you start queuing, you
need to write your name on the reservation sheet
by the door – they’ll call it out once a table opens up.
Best bring a Japanese-speaking friend along for this
one if possible.

With its stylish interior and
commendable flat white plus the
much-loved Nico doughnuts,
Canvas Tokyo has been a hit
since opening in Hiroo in 2015.
The café has now extended its
operation with this Daikanyama
outpost, which attempts to lure
Instagrammers with colourful
lattes flavoured with natural
ingredients such as beetroot and
purple sweet potato. The food
menu also differs from that of the
Hiroo shop, with juicy pulled pork
sandwiches and croissant paninis
taking centre stage.
à Nisshin Hills Daikanyama 1F, 11-12
Daikanyamacho, Shibuya (Daikanyama Station).
canvas-tokyo.com. 10am-7.30pm daily.
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SORANOIRO, T'S TANTAN: KISA TOYOSHIMA; AFURI: KEISUKE TANIGAWA

COMPILED BY SHIORI KOTAKI
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Having started out with just one
shop in Kojimachi, Soranoiro has
since branched out to three venues
across town, but the original
Kojimachi shop still boasts the
most charm. The vegan soba
(¥1,100) is made with a carrot- and
cabbage-based soup, which makes
for a surprisingly rich broth. The
veggie toppings change daily, and
you can choose from gluten-free
rice noodles or paprika-infused
wheat ones. If Kojimachi is out of
your way, make a beeline for the
Kyobashi outlet, which serves
rather superb mushroom-based
and vegetarian ramen (around
¥900). Tell the staff you’re
vegan and they’ll change it up
accordingly.

à 1-11-7 Shinjuku, Shinjuku (Shinjuku-Gyoenmae
Station). 03 5925 8426. tinyurl.com/TOTouka.
Mon-Thu 2pm-10pm, Fri 5pm-10pm, Sat, Sun & hols
12.30pm-10pm.

à Soranoiro Honten: Blue Bldg 1B, 1F, 1-3-10
Hirakawacho, Chiyoda (Kojimachi, Hanzomon

stations). 03 3263 5460. tinyurl.com/TOTsoranoiro.
Mon-Fri, hols 11am-10.15pm, closed Sat, Sun.
à Soranoiro Tonkotsu & Mushroom: Kyobashi
Edogrand Bldg B1F, 2-2-1 Kyobashi, Chuo (Kyobashi
Station). 03 6262 3545. Mon-Fri 11am-10pm,
Sat, Sun & hols 11am-5.30pm, closed one Sunday
evening per month.

T’S TANTAN

This small, slightly shabby
eatery in the backstreets of
Shimokitazawa is a haven for
‘yakuzen’ cuisine: vegan food
that’s purported to have medicinal
benefits. Flavour-wise, their
signature brown rice yeast-based
‘Dragon’ ramen (¥1,200) is the
closest you’re ever going to get to
tonkotsu as a vegan. Otherwise,
opt for the Kuro (brown rice yeast,
black sesame dan dan men) or the
Nirvana – a curry ramen named
after the band, not the afterlife.

T’s Tantan is perfect if you’re on
the go, and worth re-routing your
trip for if you’re not: it’s (somewhat
inconveniently) located inside the
JR Tokyo Station ticket gates near
the Keiyo line platforms. Marketed
as ‘veggie’ but actually vegan,
the main speciality here is vegan
dan dan noodles, which come in
black, white and ‘golden’ sesame
varieties (¥880-¥900). All three are
topped with soy meat and feature
a spiced broth that tastes lighter
than the meat-based version, but
still makes for a hearty meal. If
you have extra stomach space,
make it a set with a side of soy
karaage (fried ‘chicken’), which
pretty much tastes like real meat
– in case you need to convince a
carnivorous dining partner.

à 6-16-20 Daita, Setagaya (Shimokitazawa
Station). 080 6603 8587. tinyurl.com/
TOTchabuzen. 12noon-3pm, 5pm-11pm, closed Tue.

à Keiyo Street, inside Tokyo Station, 1-9-1
Marunouchi, Chiyoda. 03 3218 8040. tinyurl.com/
TOTtstantan. 7am-10.30pm daily.

CHABUZEN

EBISU KOMERU

à Hagiwara Bldg 7 B1F, 1-16-7 Ebisu-Nishi, Shibuya (Ebisu Station).
03 6416 9637. 5pm-12midnight daily (last entry 9pm, last orders
11pm).

SORANOIRO

Halal ramen specialist Ramen
Ouka also does a mean range
of vegan bowls. Topped with
steamed vegetables and served
in a light yet sufficiently salty
broth, it’s more of a summery dish
than a hearty winter warmer. Do
note there’s a difference between
lunch and dinner prices. Vegan
ramen at lunchtime is from
¥1,100, while at dinner you’ll pay
at least ¥1,900 (plus tax). Good
thing you’re getting a lot for it:
dinner comes with an appetiser,
grilled rice on a stick and a drink.
Expect hour-long queues at
regular dining times, regardless
of the price.

à All outlets in Tokyo except Roppongi Hills and
Sangenjaya. Main shop: 117 Bldg 1F, 1-1-7 Ebisu,
Shibuya (Ebisu Station). 03 5795 0750. tinyurl.
com/TOTafuri. 11am-5am daily.

à 1F, 3-9-11 Kotobuki, Taito (Asakusa, Kuramae stations). 03 6231 7636.
Mon-Fri 8am-1.30pm, 2.30pm-5pm, Sat 8am-5pm (daily specials from
11am), closed Sun & hols.

At this hideout of a basement eatery, you’re
best off ordering the ¥6,000 omakase (‘chef’s
selection’). You’ll be treated to a dinner of
artistically plated seasonal appetisers, savoury
pudding, ‘kakiage’ tempura, grilled fish and
much more – all before the main dish, which
is your choice of five types of rice cooked in an
impressive clay pot and served exactly when
you start craving something more substantial.

RAMEN OUKA

Soranoiro
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DYE IT
YOURSELF

Shopping
& Style

The process at Kosoen Studio

STEP 1

The blue
yonder

You can book a dyeing experience at the studio,
where the staff will take you through the step-bystep process of colouring your very own item. The
first step is choosing your own ‘textile effect’ that
will create the pattern of your item. Methods like
‘shibori’ (tie-dye) are popular, as are
using chopsticks held together with elastics
and stencil dying, where you can get really
creative with your design or pattern.

Kaila Imada heads to Kosoen
Studio to learn the art of the ageold ‘aizome’ dyeing technique.
Photography Keisuke Tanigawa
Dip and dye your fabric
at Kosoen Studio

BLUE IS A COLOUR woven deep
into Japan’s history. But not just
any blue: we’re talking about
indigo. Everything from fabric
and yarn to kimonos and futon
covers have been dyed this rich
colour since the Edo period (16031868). Today, the colour still
plays a central role – the official
logo of the upcoming Tokyo 2020
Games is the same ancient shade
and studios across the country
are still feeling blue. While most
modern fabrics are synthetically
dyed these days, traditional indigo
dyeing, known as ‘aizome’ in
Japanese, is still practised at a few
places in and around Tokyo that
are keeping the art of aizome alive.
One of the best destinations
for learning more about aizome
is Kosoen Studio, a serene spot
situated way out west in the city of
Ome, an hour and a half by train
from central Tokyo. Surrounded
by lush mountains and clean air,
Kosoen has been developing and
dyeing with aizome since the early

The workshop with vats of
indigo dye at Kosoen Studio
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1900s. The Murata family that
runs the company has been in the
textile business for over a century,
but two of the Murata brothers
decided to open Kosoen Studio
in 1989 to continue the craft of
natural indigo dyeing, colouring
everything from garments to
interior decor. The studio offers
a dyeing experience for those
interested in trying out aizome, as
well as an adjoining store selling
clothing and accessories that the
Muratas have designed and dyed
themselves.
So what makes aizome so
special? For one, the natural
process is completely safe and
environmentally friendly, with
no chemicals used, and the dye
concoction also happens to be a
natural insect repellent. Producing
a beautifully deep blue colour,
aizome is the result of two different
fermentation processes where
indigo leaves are first dried and
fermented, then fermented a
second time with other natural

STEP 2

Next, you’ll be able to get up close with the
beautiful vats of indigo dye. The more times you
dip your cloth, the deeper the blue will be. Each
dip is about three to five minutes long, and you’ll
need to manually move the cloth around in the
dye for even coverage. The breaks between dye
dips is where you’ll see the real magic happen.
Fresh indigo on fabric looks a murky green colour,
however once the indigo oxidises in the air, you’ll
see it miraculously turn blue.

ingredients before eventually
becoming indigo dye. A living
organism, the indigo is made with
lots of care and attention as each vat
of dye can result in different hues.
This lends an artisanal quality to
indigo-dyed products, which in
turn makes them so highly coveted.
àKosoen Studio. 8-200 Nagabuchi, Ome (Ome
Station). 0428 24 8121. kosoen.com. 10am-6pm,
closed Tue. Dyeing experiences start from ¥1,600.

‘The official logo
of the upcoming
Tokyo 2020
Games is the
same ancient
shade’

Racks of blue at
Kosoen Studio

STEP 3

After a few rounds, your fabric is thoroughly
washed and then dried to show the final effects.
Who’d have thought getting the blues
could cause such joy?
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The city’s best...

Bookstores

True blue

Need a read for winter? These are five of the best
bookstores in and around Tokyo. By Naomi Pallas
lovers of all ages and interests.
Kitazawa English Books has
been gathering used books
from nearby schools since
1902 to function as a library,
research centre and secondhand
bookstore for curious-minded
English-speakers. You can find
literary classics, philosophy,
religion, plays and poetry on
ceiling-high shelves and piles
on the floor inside this shop,
which feels as well-stocked as a
professor’s home.

Where to buy authentic aizome
gear or try dyeing for yourself

Aizome Hakubutsukan
Located in the historic neighbourhood of
Sumida, known for its abundance of handicraft
artisans, this aizome museum, studio and
shop holds a lot of history behind Japanese
blues. The studio has been turning out aizome
products for over 120 years, through three
generations, and also happens to be one of
the few studios in the world that indigo-dyes
summer yukata. The massive vats of dye
glistening inside the studio have not been
changed since the shop’s inception, making
their dye truly unique as it has been fermented
for so many years. The small showroom
space next to the studio features a stunning
yukata robe in an intricate pattern, as well as
obi belts and other detailed fabrics. Aizome
Hakubutsukan also offers tenugui aizome
classes where you can dye your own cloth, but
you’ll need to call in advance to book a spot.

à 2F, 2-5 Kanda-Jinbocho, Chiyoda (Jinbocho
Station). 03 3263 0011. kitazawa.co.jp. Mon-Fri
11am-6.30pm, Sat 12noon-5.30pm, closed Sun.

à 1-29-1 Kyojima, Sumida (Hikifune Station). 03 3611 6760.
1pm-5pm, open weekends with prior notice or reservation. Tenugui
dyeing from ¥1,500.

DAIKANYAMA T-SITE
TSUTAYA

Okura

Wanariya

Down the ritzy roads of Daikanyama, Okura is home to a beautiful
selection of clothing and textiles incorporating traditional Japanese
tailoring techniques, designs and aizome dyeing. The store is housed
inside a building that evokes a traditional feel throughout.
Browse through their wide range of indigo-dyed items including
everything from T-shirts, denim, jackets and sweaters to accessories
including ties, socks and handkerchiefs. Head on up to the second floor
for Okura’s range of womenswear, which includes kimono-motif shirts,
‘tabi’ socks, purses, pins and other intricately made items.

Tucked down a quaint street in Asakusa, Wanariya is one of the few
aizome shops in the city where you can shop for beautifully indigo-dyed
garments and a plethora of accessories including hats, bags and scarves.
Did you know that there are 48 different shades of indigo? The shop does
a great job at offering a wide array of those, with products ranging from
the lightest of blues to deep dark indigo hues.
For those who want to try dyeing something themselves, the shop
organises walk-in classes where you can try colouring a handkerchief or
Japanese ‘tenugui’ hand towel for only ¥1,920. The entire aizome process
takes about 30 minutes, making it the perfect activity to add to your day
in Asakusa.

à 20-11 Sarugakucho, Shibuya (Daikanyama Station). 03 3461 8511. hrm.co.jp/okura. 11.30am-8pm,
Sat, Sun & hols 11am-8pm.

à Shop, 1-12-6 Asakusa, Taito (Asakusa Station); Studio, 1-8-10 Senzoku, Taito. 03 5603 9169.
wanariya.jp. Daily 10am-7pm.
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The Tsutaya chain can be found
around the country, often with
a Starbucks inside so visitors
can sit down with a coffee and
a book off the shelf before
buying. The T-Site location
is made up of three buildings
that house cookbooks, travel
guides, literature in Japanese
and translation, art books,
music, movies, and a lounge
dedicated to vintage Japanese
and overseas books and
magazines from the 1960s and
’70s. All of this is connected
by a ‘Magazine Street’ running
through the centre. T-Site was
built according to the concept
of a ‘Library in the Woods’,
and despite being situated
along Daikanyama’s high-end
Kyu Yamate-dori, glass walls
and trees planted around the
buildings’ edges make for a
literary sanctuary.
à 17-5 Sarugakucho, Shibuya (Daikanyama
Station). 03 3770 2525. real.tsite.jp/
daikanyama. Daily 7am-2am.

BOOKS KINOKUNIYA TOKYO

Formerly a seven-storey
bookstore, Kinokuniya’s
southern Shinjuku location
might have been reduced to
only a single floor in 2016, but
what a floor it is. Dedicated to
English books that are laid out in
categories such as contemporary
bestsellers, translated Japanese
books and dozens of literary
genres, the shop also carries
books in French, Italian, German
and Spanish, which is rare in
Tokyo. There are regular events at
which English book compilations
(most recently LGBT books) are
added, on the anniversaries of
well-known authors’ deaths, and
on seasonal holidays.

BOHEMIAN’S GUILD

The name says it all: Bohemian’s
Guild is a place for those who love
to surround themselves with the
work of the leftfield greats. The
ground floor will greet you with
books on painting, photography,
fashion and architecture from
around the world, as well as
poetry compilations, philosophy
and critical theory. Up the
narrow staircase in the back is
a gallery of paintings, sketches
and handwritten essay drafts, as
well as calligraphy by the likes of
Kenzaburo Oe and other authors
that penned modern classics.

à 5-24-2 Sendagaya, Shibuya (Shinjuku Station).
03 5361 3316. www.kinokuniya.co.jp/c/store/
Books-Kinokuniya-Tokyo. Daily 10am-8.30pm.

KITAZAWA BOOKSTORE

At the centre of over a dozen
universities and colleges, Tokyo’s
Jinbocho neighbourhood is
a stomping ground for book

à 1-1 Kanda-Jinbocho, Chiyoda (Jinbocho
Station). 03 3294 3300. natsume-books.com.
Mon-Sat 11am-7.30pm, Sun 11.30am-6pm.
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KOGANECHO ART BOOK
BAZAAR

Tucked along the Koganecho
Art Bazaar gallery and studio
strip under the Keikyu Line
train tracks in Yokohama is this
homely shop that sells used
books and the works of the
Bazaar’s artists in residence.
Inside you can pour yourself a
cup of coffee and browse through
vintage Japanese magazines and
film flyers, novels, postcards,
art books and prints. The shop
also offers antique children’s
books, a small English section
and a glimpse into Yokohama’s
art scene through zines and
handcrafts that were likely
made by the artists in the store’s
surrounding studio spaces.
Outside are bookshelves filled
with used ¥50 Japanese novels,
and the rest of the Art Bazaar
that spans from the store to
Koganecho Station.
à 2-145 Hinodecho, Naka, Yokohama (Koganecho
Station). 045 231 9559. 11am-6.30pm, closed Mon.
January-March, 2018 Time Out Tokyo
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Get shot out of
a cannon at Sky
Circus
Best for: older kids
Sky Circus is located on the
60th floor of Ikebukuro’s
Sunshine City, so the highaltitude theme of the three
virtual reality rides available
here is a perfect fit for the
incredible views of the city.
No, you can’t literally be
shot out of a cannon, but
with VR technology this
advanced, there’s certainly
no shame attached to a bit
of screaming.

Come rain
or shine
Ten family-friendly things to do in
Tokyo this winter. By Amanda Imasaka

àSunshine 60 Bldg 60F, 3-1 Higashi-Ikebukuro,
Toshima (Ikebukuro Station). tinyurl.com/
TOTskycircus. Daily 10am-10pm.

Make some noise at the
Drum Museum

Best for: all ages
The Drum Museum, a short walk
from Asakusa’s Kappabashi,
makes an awful lot of noise for
something that’s remained a
hidden gem. Buy your ¥500 ticket
on the ground floor before taking
the lift to the fourth floor and its
collection of drums from all over
the world. Look for the drums
with the little musical note that
marks them as playable, and you
and your kids can make all the
noise you want without worrying
about disturbing the neighbours.
Also check out the display of
drums and noisemakers used in
kabuki performances – you’ll find
everything you need to recreate a
storm or the sounds of bugs during
different seasons.

Monogatari are all
designed to replicate
a summer festival
in Edo-era Japan.
Babies are allowed
in the baths too, but
kids who are yet to
be potty-trained
will have to play in a
baby bath next to you
while you relax in the
Oedo Onsen Monogatari
onsen. Unfortunately,
people with tattoos aren’t allowed
Relax in the baths at Oedo
to bathe here, so if yours is too big
Onsen Monogatari
to hide, it’s best to skip this one.
Best for: all ages
If you’re unable to make it to a
à2-6-3 Aomi, Koto (Telecom Center Station). 03
real Japanese festival, here’s your
5500 1126. tinyurl.com/TOToedoonsen. Daily
chance to get a feel for one. The
11am-9am (last entry 7am).
cafeteria and shops at Oedo Onsen

and screaming in every nook
and cranny, and your child will
LOVE it. There’s a smaller, calmer
section for under-twos, but the
rest of the place is a free-for-all.
You’ll find a room with trains and
tracks, cars and cranes for as far as
the eye can see, and a replica town
with stores for buying your bits
and bobs, and kitchens for cooking
them all up. In the middle of it all,
there’s a blue ocean (ballpit to us
adults) with a bouncy castle to
defend from the formidable pirate
ship. Talk about an adventure…
àTokyo Dome City, 1-3-61 Koraku, Bunkyo
(Suidobashi, Korakuen stations). 03 5800
9999. www.tokyo-dome.co.jp/asobono. Mon-Fri
10am-6pm, Sat, Sun & hols 9.30am-7pm.

Harvest wooden mushrooms
at Tokyo Toy Museum

Asobono

Best for: all ages
The in-your-face, colourful
plastic that permeates the
children’s toy market can be
exhausting. Thankfully, the
Tokyo Toy Museum, a refurbished
elementary school in Yotsuya,
gives you and your kids some
much-needed relief with its
emphasis on toys made from
natural materials. Under-twos
can be let loose among the
wooden eggs and bean sacks in
the basement, while older kids can
engage in board games and brain
teasers from around the world on

àMiyamoto Unosuke Shoten Bldg 4F, 2-1-1 NishiAsakusa, Taito (Tawaramachi Station). 03 3842
5622. tinyurl.com/TOTdrum. 10am-5pm, closed
Mon, Tue (except for holidays).

Bounce around at Asobono

Best for: babies, young kids
Send the big kids over to the Tokyo
Dome City amusement park and
take the little ones to Asobono,
where you’ll be bombarded with
all the brightly coloured plastic
toys you can imagine. It will be
packed, there will be kids running
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018
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the second floor. You’ll also find
a tatami area with volunteers on
hand to teach traditional Japanese
games, and a pool filled to the brim
with cool, smooth wooden balls.
à4-20 Yotsuya, Shinjuku (Yotsuya-Sanchome
Station). 03 5367 9601. tinyurl.com/
TOTtoymuseum. 10am-4pm, closed Thu.

Sing your heart out at Pasela

Best for: all ages
Karaoke chain Pasela Resorts
is famous for its customer
service and huge helpings of
honey toast. But it also caters
to the family crowd with kidfriendly karaoke. There are
child-proofed rooms with
padded flooring and walls,
mini-microphones and
complimentary kids’ toys
(of the cheap plastic variety).
Are you ready for the ABC song,
karaoke style?

aisles are enough to scare away
parents pushing strollers.
But if you plan in advance, there’s
a lot of fun to be had. Head to
Yokoyama for traditional sweetmaking essentials including
cookie cutters, and your kids may
even walk away with a free lollipop.
Let the older kids have a try at
making their own plastic food
samples at Ganso Sample.

KidZania

activities fill up fast, so be sure to
do some research before going
so they can reserve the jobs they
wish to do most. Also note that
a degree of independence is
necessary, as many activities do
not allow parents to accompany
their kids. On Wednesdays,
around half of the main activities
are offered in English.

àtinyurl.com/TOTkappa

Learn the value of a hard day’s work
at Kidzania

Best for: age three and up
KidZania in Toyosu is a haven for
pretend play. Kids choose from
100 careers, sign up, and ‘work’
to earn kidZos, the currency of
KidZania. Some activities earn
you kidZos, while others require
you to pay, so kids must come up
with their own strategy. Popular

àLaLaport Toyosu, 2-4-9 Toyosu, Koto (Toyosu
Station). 0570 064 646. tinyurl.com/TOTkidzania.
Daily 9am-3pm, 4pm-9pm.

àpasela.co.jp/shop

rice cracker ice cream sandwich
resembling Earth. On the third
floor you’ll find an activity-packed
play area for younger children.
The museum has seamlessly
incorporated English into each
exhibit, creating the optimal
learning environment even if your
kids don’t speak Japanese.
à2-3-6 Aomi, Koto (Fune-no-Kagakukan, Telecom
Center stations). 03 3570 9151. tinyurl.com/
TOTmiraikan. 10am-5pm, closed Tue (except for
holidays).

Hug a bunny at Hutch Asakusa

Best for: all ages
Tokyo’s pet cafés are high on many
a traveller’s must-do list, and with
specialist spots for everything
from cats and dogs to snakes and
hedgehogs dotting the capital,
you’re spoilt for choice. Bunny café
Hutch in Asakusa offers a calm
environment for kids not used to
touching and holding animals.
They have around 20 bunnies and
while ¥4,320 for the ‘hug plan’
seems high, the attentiveness of
the knowledgeable staff makes
it worth the money: they’re
extremely patient, letting you
touch and hold your new furry
friend for as long as you like. For
¥1,000 more you can choose your
favourite bunny, head upstairs
and play together uninterrupted
for 30 minutes.
à1-7-1 Hanakawado, Taito (Asakusa Station). 03
5827 8229. hutch.vc. Daily 12noon-7pm (last entry
6.30pm).

Eat the world at Miraikan

Best for: all ages
Also known as the Museum of
Emerging Science & Innovation,
this Odaiba museum is a robot
lover’s dream. There are hourly
demonstrations of Honda’s
ASIMO bot and many high-tech
hands-on activities to keep the
kids busy. Check out the seventhfloor restaurant for an opportunity
to eat the world – there’s a blue

Craft your own fake food
sample at Kappabashi

Best for: older kids
Asakusa’s
Kappabashi, aka
Kitchen Town,
is one of those
streets that you
would not expect to
be fun for children – the
narrow sidewalks and store
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TIME OUT LOVES

Ice skating
in Tokyo
The city’s best ice rinks to glide your way through
winter in Tokyo. By the Time Out Tokyo team.
Map illustrations by Mayumi Hashimoto and Miso Okada

1.

WHITE SACAS

This is one of the largest outdoor rinks
in Tokyo and, thanks to the pretty lights
around the skating area, it’s a popular spot for
loved-up couples. Worried about wiping out
in front of your date? Go a few times on your
own first as staff here hold regular classes for
beginners. They even offer helmets and elbow
and knee protectors – great for kids or adults
unconcerned about image. Advanced lessons
for those with an interest in figure skating are
also offered.

àUntil Feb 25. Akasaka Sacas, 5-3 Akasaka, Minato (Akasaka Station).
tinyurl.com/TOTsacas-skate.

2.

TOSHIMAEN SKATE RINK

Adjacent to both the Toshimaen
amusement park and its neighbouring cinema
complex, this is an outdoor, old-school skating
rink where the ice is still built up gradually
from thin layers of frozen water sprayed down
every night. Re-entry is free on the same day, so
it makes for a fun family outing as you can take
a break from the skates for a go on the rides or
lunch at one of the nearby restaurants. Adding
to the atmosphere are the Christmas lights and
cheery background music, both of which are
turned on in the evening.

àUntil Feb 28. 3-25-1 Koyama, Nerima (Toshimaen Station). tinyurl.
com/TOTtoshimaen.

3.

FUTAKO-TAMAGAWA RISE SKATE GARDEN

The 390m2 skate rink at FutakoTamagawa’s Rise shopping centre isn’t exactly
spacious to begin with, and tends to get
crowded – especially at night, when the lightup show turns it into a romantic playground for
couples. Still, it’s reasonably priced and well
worth checking out during the day. You can
borrow a helmet for free, but note that wearing
gloves inside the rink is obligatory.
àUntil Mar 4. 2-21-1 Tamagawa, Setagaya (Futako-Tamagawa
Station). tinyurl.com/TOTriseskate.

4.

MITSUI FUDOSAN ICE RINK IN
TOKYO MIDTOWN

Tokyo Midtown hosts this grand-scale outdoor
skating rink, which can accommodate about
200 skaters. It is beautifully illuminated
every day from 5pm until 10pm by the strings
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

of lights around the entire perimeter. A nice
touch is that you don’t even need to take off
your skates to take a break in the heated ‘rest
area’. The entrance fee includes skate rental,
but note that wearing gloves (not included) is
mandatory. Helmets can be borrowed for free.
àJan 5-Mar 4. 9-7-1 Akasaka, Minato (Roppongi, Nogizaka stations).
tinyurl.com/TOTmitsui.

5.

DIVERCITY TOKYO PLAZA DRAMATIC
SKATE RINK

Dramatic, eh? Well, the DiverCity shopping
mall’s smallish rink does have something
to back up its ambitious name: the 20-metre
Unicorn Gundam statue that towers over the
ice does the trick. Anyone spending at least
¥2,000 at the mall can skate for ¥500 on that
day, gear rental included. If that doesn’t
motivate you to head all the way over
to Odaiba, nothing will.
àUntil Jan 28. 1-1-10 Aomi, Koto (Daiba, Tokyo Teleport stations).
tinyurl.com/TOTdiverdrama.

6.

MEIJI JINGU GAIEN ICE SKATING RINK

Always dreamed of becoming a pro ice
skater? This is a good place to start turning it
into reality. This large-scale rink measures
30m by 60m and conforms to international ice
skating tournament regulations. It’s generally
open to the public all year round – unless
it’s being used for private skating groups or
regional competitions – and you can usually
spot aspiring professional skaters showing off
their skills.

àOpen year round. 11-1 Kasumigaokamachi, Shinjuku (KokuritsuKyogijo Station). tinyurl.com/TOTmeiji-skate.

7.

CITIZEN PLAZA ICE SKATING RINK

Another international competitionsized skating rink, this one is situated inside
the Citizen Plaza entertainment complex in
Takadanobaba. It’s open to public year-round,
except for before noon and after 7.45pm (6pm
on Sundays and holidays), when it’s reserved
for private use. The rink provides a range of
skating classes for all levels, and in the same
building, you’ll also find a bowling alley and
tennis courts.

àOpen year round except year-end holidays. 4-29-27 Takadanobaba,
Shinjuku (Takadanobaba Station). tinyurl.com/TOTcitizen.
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BEST PRODUCT

ESSENTIAL TOKYO ACTIVITIES

T-Kimono

Y.&Sons aim to
combine Western and
Japanese styles while
sticking to the kimono
format, and their
latest masterpiece
is this woollen
kimono suit made in
collaboration with
Norwegian fashion
designer T-Michael.
The ‘T-KIMONO’
is a combination of
a wool haori jacket
and a kimono, while
incorporating design
and tailoring details
from regular
men’s suits.

2017

AND THE
WINNERS ARE…

The results are in – here are 2017’s best café,
restaurant, bar, shop and product. Plus the
year’s most outstanding Tokyoites and four
essential activities

TIME OUT TOKYO’S annual Love Tokyo Awards is
all about celebrating the best of the city. This
year, we invited critics from the global Time Out
network to join our judging team in picking the
best venues and experiences Tokyo has to offer.
After a series of anonymous reviews and site
visits, our judges have decided on the winners
in five main categories: Restaurant, Bar, Café,
Shop and Product. On top of that, we have also
selected four essential activities of the year and
five outstanding personalities who have made a
big impact on Tokyo in 2017.

These are the things you must do in Tokyo this year,
some because they are classic Japanese experiences,
others because they represent the hottest new trends in
the city. Your first priority is to take a beginner’s class in
Aikido martial arts. Then you should experience a live
performance of traditional folk song at Izakaya Oiwake
in Asakusa. Alternatively, delve into the modern side
of performing arts with Stringraphy, an indoor sound
installation that employs ‘string telephones’ to create
a harp-like symphony. And finally, do make some time
for bar-hopping along Togoshi-Ginza, the longest
shopping street in Tokyo, which is lined with restaurants,
cafés and bakeries.

FACE OF TOKYO
BEST RESTAURANT

DISCOVER!

Find out more about the
winners and nominees at
lovetokyoawards.com

Run by a young couple whose
homely hospitality is extended
to every single customer, Ise
Sueyoshi offers remarkable
kaiseki dishes made with
ingredients from the ancient city
of Ise in Mie prefecture.

BEST CAFÉ

Higashi-Mukojima Coffee-ten

Owned by a born-and-bred local on a
mission to spruce up his neighbourhood,
this comfy café has earned a steady
following over the decade it’s been open.
Don’t miss the no-bake cheesecake, certified
by local critics as one of the city’s best.

BEST BAR

Bar la Hulotte

A trifecta of rough stone, warm wood and
low light welcomes the thirsty to Bar la
Hulotte. Named after the French word for
‘tawny owl’, this small, hidden-away bar
in Azabu has a cosy, intimate atmosphere.
There’s no menu, but the bartender will
create a drink for you, omakase-style,
based on your preference.

© YAYOI KUSAMA

Ise Sueyoshi

Yayoi Kusama

Mizuki Fukuju

Rhizomatiks

Tamiko Matsuo

Yayoi Kusama’s ‘My Eternal Soul’ exhibition,
held at the National Art Center in Roppongi
from February to May, was an epic catalogue
of this pioneering contemporary artist’s
50-year career. Hugely successful, the show
served as a testament to the 88-year-old’s
enduring influence. It also set the stage for the
October opening of her namesake museum in
Shinjuku’s Bentencho.

Founder of Sendagaya café and flower shop
Lorans, Mizuki Fukuju employs 25 people,
around 20 of whom are dealing with mental
health issues and disorders. Her proactive,
diversity-oriented efforts have helped to
brighten up the employment prospects of those
with mental disabilities.

BEST SHOP

85 (Hachigo)

Part of the growing Nakameguro
Koukashita complex situated underneath
Nakameguro’s train tracks, this shop
specialises in lifestyle goods. You can
also come here to learn the art of making
Japanese-style pickles. The shop will then
hold your preserved pickles for you in a
special temperature-controlled room.

Run by four core members – Seiichi Saito, Daito
Manabe, Hidenori Chiba and Motoi Ishibashi –
Rhizomatiks is a group of multimedia creatives
and engineers who have garnered global
attention for their original production methods
and use of cutting-edge technology. Focusing
on the three key fields of research, architecture
and design, they played a major role in Japan’s
part of the flag handover ceremony at the 2016
Rio Olympics and Paralympics.

Bartender at the highly rated Bar Opa in
Ginza, Tamiko Matsuo took home the overall
title at last year’s All-Japan Bartending
Championships. This earned her the right to
represent Japan at the 2017 IBA World Cocktail
Championships in Copenhagen.

DJ Nobu

DJ Nobu was the only Japanese DJ ranked in
the top 100 on Resident Advisor’s ‘Top DJs of
2016’ list. Having co-headlined Amsterdam’s
Dekmantel festival this year, Nobu is becoming
a hot commodity overseas but remains most
influential right here in the capital. Working to
energise the club culture in Tokyo, he has set
up several new regular nights this year and also
helped up-and-coming DJs get some time in
the limelight.

Art & Culture

Art lover’s guide to…

Art &
Culture

Kiyosumi-Shirakawa

Museum
hacks
How to save money on art exhibitions
in Tokyo. By Kosuke Shimizu

Explore the 'hood on a rental
bike from Alohaloco Studio
Intercommunication Center (ICC)

TOKYO HAS A SUPERB art scene,
with more visit-worthy museums
and galleries than you’ll probably
ever have time to get around. The
problem is that they do cost quite
a bit to get into. The capital is not
cheap, and exhibitions are one
of the less competitively priced
forms of entertainment here –
you’re looking at entrance fees of
up to ¥2,000. But there are a few
ways for eager art aficionados
to save yen; here are three of our
favourite Tokyo museum hacks.
TOKYO MUSEUM GRUTTO PASS

Unless it’s February or March,
the first thing you should do is get
your hands on the Tokyo Museum
Grutto Pass. Issued by the Tokyo
Metropolitan Foundation for
History and Culture, it costs
¥2,000 and gets you discounted
entry to around 80 galleries and
museums in the capital region.
While most of the deals are minor
(the likes of ¥100 off), some get
you free entry to places including
the Mitsui Memorial Museum
and the Panasonic Shiodome
Museum, which would usually
cost over ¥1,000 each.
The Grutto Pass is particularly
valuable if you’re looking to visit
minor museums including the
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

Gotoh Museum, Seikado Bunko
Art Museum or Toguri Museum
of Art, but it also covers big names
such as the Tokyo Photographic
Art Museum and the Teien Art
Museum. What’s more, it includes
discounts for offbeat spots like the
Paper Museum, the Tokyo Metro
Museum, the Tobacco and Salt
Museum and the history-focused
Shitamachi Museum, plus free
entry to Ueno Zoo.
It’s sold at pretty much every
Tokyo museum and is valid for two
months from the first date of use.
Grutto Passes are released in April

and can be used until the following
March. Because of this, they’re
only sold until the end of January –
best move fast. www.rekibun.or.jp/
grutto

TOKYO ART BEAT MUPON

An increasing number of Japanese
smartphone apps now come
with coupons. Some of these are
freebies from newspapers and
publishers putting on exhibitions,
but the most extensive one is
called Mupon. Part of the Tokyo
Art Beat app, which includes
information on art in Tokyo
in both English and Japanese,
Mupon offers ¥100-500 discounts
for featured exhibitions.
While the discounts aren’t
that big, the value here is that
a monthly membership costs
only ¥120 (¥1,000 for the entire
year). Most deals are for popular
museums in central Tokyo,
including the Watari Museum
of Contemporary Art, the Mori
Art Museum, Bunkamura The
Museum, the Hara Museum
of Contemporary Art and
the Tokyo Station Gallery.
They’re currently offering a free
one-month trial for first-time
subscribers. tokyoartbeat.com/
apps

‘While free
museums are
few and far
between in Tokyo,
they do exist’
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FOR THE LAST TWO DECADES ,
FREE MUSEUMS

While free museums are few and
far between in Tokyo, they do exist.
Most are run by deep-pocketed
corporations, including the
contemporary art space Shiseido
Gallery in Ginza and Spiral
cultural centre in Aoyama.
Intermediatheque, a
collaborative effort with the
museum of the University
of Tokyo, holds a variety of
fascinating exhibitions related
to natural science and cultural
history right by Tokyo Station.
And the InterCommunication
Center (ICC), run by Japan’s
largest telecommunications
carrier NTT East, has an area
where you can see famous media
art masterpieces for nada.
à Shiseido Gallery, Tokyo Ginza Shiseido Building
B1F, 8-8-3 Ginza, Chuo. 03 3572 3901. tinyurl.com/
TOTshiseidogallery. Tue-Sat 11am-7pm, Sun & hols
11am-6pm.
à Spiral, Spiral Bldg 1F, 5-6-23 Minami-Aoyama,
Minato. 03 3498 1171. tinyurl.com/TOTspiral.
à Intermediatheque, JP Tower 2-3F, 2-7-2
Marunouchi, Chiyoda. tinyurl.com/
TOTintermediatheque. 11am-6pm (Fri, Sat
11am-8pm), closed Mon (Tue if Mon is a holiday).
à InterCommunication Center, Tokyo Opera City
Tower 4F, 3-20-2 Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku. tinyurl.
com/TOTicc. 11am-6pm, closed Mon (Tue if Mon is
a holiday).

most people visiting KiyosumiShirakawa in the east end of
Tokyo were aiming for the cityrun Museum of Contemporary
Art Tokyo. Although the main
draw in this quiet ’hood is
currently closed for extensive
renovations until an unspecified
2018 date, there’s still much to see
for fans of both contemporary art
and cool coffee shops.
On weekdays you can usually
have the area to yourself, but
don’t come too early: most
galleries don’t open until the
afternoon and plenty of the
independent coffee shops don’t
start serving until late morning.
The ground in KiyosumiShirakawa is flat and traffic on
the roads is sparse compared
to central Tokyo, making the

‘Half the joy of
the area is to let
yourself get lost’

Sakura Gallery (3-7-4 Kiyosumi,
neighbourhood a perfect place
Koto; kiyosumi-gallery.sakura.
to explore on foot. Alternatively,
ne.jp; 12noon-7pm, closed Mon).
you can rent a bike for the day for
After a decade of displaying the
¥500 from Alohaloco Studio
work of local artists in its original
(1-4-10 Tokiwa, Koto; alohaloco.
location, it recently relocated
com; daily 10am-6pm) which sits
down the road. Thankfully
beside the Sumida River, close to
none of the charm was lost in
a statue and Shinto shrine both
the move and it remains an art
dedicated to the poet Basho. The
space typical of the area: set in
legendary 17th-century haiku
a recently renovated and
scribe is one of many
repurposed building,
artists to have lived
it’s a small, stark
in the area, as the
space that lets the
Basho Museum
paintings talk
(1-6-3 Tokiwa,
for themselves.
Koto; www.kcf.
Another veteran,
or.jp/basho;
Ando Gallery
9.30am-5pm,
(3-3-6 Hirano,
closed 2nd & 4th
Koto; andogallery.
Mon of the month)
co.jp; 11am-7pm,
nearby explains in
closed Sun, Mon &
more detail.
Basho Museum
hols) has also been
There are a number
operating in the area for
of different free maps
around a decade, showcasing
in both English and Japanese
both Japanese and foreign
that can be picked up from the
artists.
subway station or at a number of
If you need a caffeine injection
galleries and shops, but half the
after all that art, you’re in
joy of the area is to let yourself
luck. Kiyosumi-Shirakawa
get lost. Kiyosumi-Shirakawa
has a strong sense of community, is craft coffee central, with
Blue Bottle (1-4-8 Hirano,
and you can find out what shows
Koto; bluebottlecoffee.jp; daily
are currently on and where the
old-fashioned way: by picking up 8am-7pm) from California
opening up a branch here in
flyers and postcards at the many
2015 – a move that helped fuel
galleries and coffee shops.
the local coffee boom. Plenty
One essential stop off is
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of small local coffee shops
and stands occupy the canalflanked area between Kiba
Park and the famous Kiyosumi
Gardens. Check out Arise Coffee
Roasters (1-13-8 Hirano, Koto;
arisecoffee.jp; 10am-6pm, closed
Mon) and the arty skateboards
hanging on its wall, or the playful
Sunday Zoo (2-17-4 Hirano,
Koto; karny.jp/sundayzoo;
Fri, Sat 10.30am-6pm, Sun
10.30am-4.30pm), the name of
which reflects the fact that the
area only really comes to life on
the weekends.
If you prefer to unwind with
something a little stronger,
consider a drink – and another
small art exhibition – at the
second-floor Bar Nico (11-1
Takabashi, Koto; 8pm-3am
(Fri, Sat until 5am), closed
Sun, Mon), a short walk from
either Morishita or KiyosumiShirakawa station.
Many of the galleries and cafés
in the area are closed on Sundays,
when you’re better off rounding
out your stroll over some
barbecue and locally brewed
craft beer at riverside restaurant
Pitmans (2F, 1-1-7 Kiyosumi,
Koto; www.thesharehotels.
com/lyuro/eat; 7am-10am,
11am-2.30pm, 5pm-10.30pm).
– Simon Duncan
January-March, 2018 Time Out Tokyo
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GREENLAND GLACIAL MORAINE GARDEN | 1994 | NAKAYA UKICHIRO MUSEUM OF SNOW AND
ICE, KAGA, JAPAN (PERMANENT INSTALLATION). PHOTO: TAMOTSU USHIOZU

Art & Culture

ESSENTIAL EXHIBITIONS

New shows
to see
GREENLAND BY FUJIKO &
UKICHIRO NAKAYA

Enter one very damp installation,
admire aristocratic Edo culture, and
find out how to protect yourself from
the cold at winter’s best art events

YUKIO FUJIMOTO, STARS, 1990, MIXED MEDIA

The daughter of Ukichiro
Nakaya, the scientist credited
with manufacturing the first
artificial snowflakes, Fujiko
Nakaya has been playing with
the elements since the 1970
World Expo in Osaka. That was
when she enshrouded the Pepsi
Pavilion in fog, becoming the first
artist to create a sculptural fog
environment. Her latest ultraimmersive creation, ‘Glacial
Fogfall’, is the highlight of this
exhibition named after the place
where Ukichiro moved to do
research in his later years.

Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

ISHIUCHI MIYAKO:
GRAIN AND IMAGE

useful hints for surviving Tokyo’s
relatively mild winter.

Decorated photographer
Miyako Ishiuchi trained as a
textile designer and likens the
painstaking process of making
her grainy, large-scale prints to
dyeing fabric. The self-taught
70-year-old has a massive
repertoire, having gone from
shooting coarse monochromes
of former red-light districts
to documenting the atomic
bomb victims of Hiroshima.
Highlighting the central role that
‘grain’ – imperfection, memories,
the passage of time – plays in

àBunka Gakuen Costume Museum, until Feb 15.
Shinjuku Bunka Quint Bldg, 3-22-7 Yoyogi, Shibuya.
03 3299 2387. tinyurl.com/TOTbunkawinter.
10am-4.30pm (Jan 26, Feb 9 until 7pm), closed Sun
& hols, Dec 29-Jan 4.

YUKIO FUJIMOTO: STARS

Kansai-based artist Yukio
Fujimoto is known for
experimental works that draw
inspiration from music and the
sounds of everyday life. From
installations incorporating
records and music boxes to a piece
that plays every Beatles song ever
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In January exactly 150 years
ago, the Meiji Emperor officially
declared the restoration of
imperial rule in Japan, marking
the end of the Tokugawa
shogunate and the beginning
of Japan’s modernisation rush.
The Meiji Restoration of 1868
eventually came to impact all of

DECORATION NEVER DIES,
ANYWAY

Re-opened after almost eight
months of renovation, the
Teien Art Museum celebrates
its return with an exhibition
befitting of the gorgeous 1933
Art Deco mansion it occupies.
A group display themed on
all things ornate, ‘Decoration
Never Dies, Anyway’ compares

BOWL WITH PIERCED CIRCULAR HOLES, WHITE GLAZE,
NONOMURA NINSEI, EDO PERIOD, 17TH CENTURY, MIHO MUSEUM

àShugoArts, until Feb 3. Complex665 2F, 6-5-24
Roppongi, Minato. 03 6447 2234. tinyurl.com/
TOTfujimoto. 11am-7pm, closed Sun, Mon & hols,
Dec 28-Jan 8.

UKIYO-E OF THE LATE EDO AND
MEIJI PERIODS
WIM DELVOYE, NAUTILUS (SCALE MODEL 1/3) 2013,
© STUDIO WIM DELVOYE, BELGIUM

àYokohama Museum of Art, until Mar 4. 3-4-1
Minatomirai, Nishi, Yokohama. 045 221 0300.
tinyurl.com/TOTishiuchi. 10am-6pm (Mar 1 until
4pm, Mar 3 until 8.30pm), closed Thu (except for Mar
1), Dec 28-Jan 4.

'MOTHER'S #35', 2002 ©ISHIUCHI MIYAKO

Never mind the clunky title –
the Bunka Gakuen Costume
Museum’s fascinating seasonal
special zooms in on the world
of winter clothing and ways of
protecting yourself from the
cold. Shining the spotlight on
how people living in some of
the world’s most inhospitable
regions have learned to endure
both extremely low and wildly
changing temperatures, it
highlights materials, methods
and forms, all while providing

Ishiuchi’s work, this extensive,
self-curated retrospective
consists of around 240 prints and
covers her entire career.

recorded at once, his art combines
philosophical elements with
dada influences and childlike
playfulness. This exhibit focuses
on ‘Stars’ (1990), one of Fujimoto’s
best-known works, which is made
up of 54 music boxes that each
play a single note.

WORKING CLOTHES, LATE 19TH TO EARLY 20TH CENTURY
© BUNKA GAKUEN COSTUME MUSEUM

IDEAS FROM TRADITIONAL
CLOTHING TO MANAGE COLD
SEASONS

à Ginza Maison Hermès Le Forum, Dec 22-Mar 4.
5-4-1 Ginza, Chuo. 03 3569 3300. tinyurl.com/
TOTgreenland. Mon-Sat 11am-8pm, Sun 11am-7pm.

and contrasts the work of seven
very different artists, including
neo-conceptual Belgian Wim
Delvoye, known for his gothicinspired creations, and fashion
designer Yoshikazu Yamagata of
Writtenafterwards fame.
àTokyo Metropolitan Teien Art Museum, until Feb
25. 5-21-9 Shirokanedai, Minato. 03 5777 8600.
tinyurl.com/TOTdecoration. 10am-6pm, closed Dec
27-Jan 4, Jan 10 & 24, Feb 14.
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society, ushering in rapid change
– and westernisation – in fields
from military organisation to fine
art. This exhibition explores the
revolution’s impact on ukiyo-e
prints, a genre that both embraced
and parodied the brave new Japan
that was to emerge from the ashes
of civil war.
àUkiyo-e Ota Memorial Museum of Art, Jan 5-Feb
25. 1-10-10 Jingumae, Shibuya. 03 5777 8600.
tinyurl.com/TOTmeijiukiyoe. 10.30am-5.30pm,
closed Mon (except for Jan 8 and Feb 12), Jan 9, Feb
1 & Feb 13.

KAN’EI ELEGANCE: EDO-PERIOD
COURT CULTURE AND ENSHU,
NINSEI, AND TAN’YU
Zooming in on the Kan’ei era
(1624-44), a period that marked
the beginning of the long ‘Edo
peace’ after centuries of violent
struggle, ‘Kan’ei Elegance’
highlights how appreciation of
the traditional arts and culture
underwent a revival centred
on Kyoto, while in Edo a more
straightforward aesthetic
developed among the samurai
classes. Centring on the works
of tea ceremony master Kobori
Enshu, potter Nonomura Ninsei
and painter Kano Tan’yu, the
exhibition explores how these
twin streams of high culture
came to symbolise a new age of
refinement in the arts.
àSuntory Museum of Art, Feb 14-Apr 8. Tokyo
Midtown, 9-7-4 Akasaka, Minato. 03 3479 8600.
tinyurl.com/TOTkanei. 10am-6pm (Fri, Sat until
8pm), closed Tue (except for Apr 3).

LGBT

Minimal
fuss

Music

Kunihiro Miki highlights five Japanese
ambient and new age artists worth
getting excited about

New to Shinjuku Ni-chome, Tokyo’s legendary gay
neighbourhood? Start your journey here. By Joseph
Eddy. Photography Keisuke Tanigawa

away at a club or drinking and
meeting new people in a tiny dive
bar, Shinjuku Ni-chome offers
some of the best nights out in
Tokyo. No matter if you’re straight,
gay or somewhere in between, the
capital’s LGBT hub will deliver.
If you want to experience one of
the best parts of Japanese bar
culture – talking with and being
entertained by the staff – but don’t
quite know where to head for
English-friendly banter, these five
bars will fit the bill.

CAFÉ LAVANDERÍA

Café Lavandería is the kind
of place where one minute
you’re drinking and the next
you’re suddenly filled with
an overwhelming desire to
smash the patriarchy and plan
a revolution. Tucked away in a
back street opposite the famous
Goldfinger bar, this easy-going
communist-come-anarchist café
offers very reasonably priced
but high-quality drinks (both
alcoholic and non-alcoholic),
a wide selection of books to

à Koyosha Bldg, 2-12-9 Shinjuku, Shinjuku.
03 3341 4845. cafelavanderia.blogspot.jp.
2pm-10pm, closed Tue.

CAMPY! BAR

Located right on the main strip,
this garish bar is owned and run
by the pioneering drag queen
Bourbonne. It’s staffed by both
men and men in dresses (of
varying degrees of flamboyance),
who are always entertaining.
While Campy! isn’t technically
an ‘English-speaking’ bar, the
staff give it their sportsman’s
best to make all their customers
happy. There’s no cover charge
(unless you reserve a couch at the
weekends for ¥1,000) and drinks
are paid on delivery.
à Musashino Bldg, 2-13-10 Shinjuku, Shinjuku. 03
6273 2154. campy.jp/campy_bar.html. 3pm-late
(Sun until 11pm).

EAGLE TOKYO

Decorated in a ‘western’ style –
think bricks, concrete and wood –
this bar opened in November 2016
and is a decidedly manly hangout
for expats and locals alike. The
staff, predominantly bears, are
friendly and speak a wide range
of languages from Spanish to
Chinese, while the décor, music
and clientele give Eagle Tokyo the
atmosphere of a Brooklyn lounge.
On the weekends, drinkers lured
by the loud pop and bright lights
spill out onto the street in front;

Café Lavandería
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018
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there’s plenty of standing space
plus a few seats in the back to take
a quick nap.
à 2-12-3 Shinjuku, Shinjuku. 03 6874 0176.
eagletokyo.com. Sun-Thu 6pm-1am, Fri, Sat
6pm-5am.

KOICHI MIURA

browse, and regular events such
as world music gigs and political
talks (Noam Chomsky stopped
by when he visited Tokyo). The
staff at Café Lavandería speak
not only English but also Spanish
(‘viva la revolución!’), as the
owner believes that speaking
only English does not make you
‘international’. Keep an eye on the
bar clock; it is intentionally set ten
minutes fast to remind comrades
they need time to get to Shinjuku
Station for the last train home.

KARAOKE FUJI

After undergoing some
substantial renovations, this
underground bar has become
a great place to escape the
trap of karaoke boxes. Quite
like a western karaoke bar,
with everyone taking turns to
entertain the crowd – or perhaps
embarrass themselves – it has
a nice and intimate feel. A large
space with a big bar and many
booths for larger parties, it’s the
perfect place to show off some of
the songs in your repertoire.

for the uninitiated to wrap their heads around. But these
formerly inaccessible genres have been raising their profiles
to a remarkable degree over the past few years, shedding the
elevator music image sometimes associated with them while
subtly influencing mainstream pop. Much of this exciting
evolution has been spurred on by Japanese artists, who build
on a very active domestic scene in crafting their sometimes
soothing, sometimes mind-bending compositions. Here are
five of the most innovative players right now.

YASUAKI SHIMIZU
Veteran tenor saxman Yasuaki Shimizu is back in the spotlight recently thanks
to a couple of high-profile reissues: 1982 album ‘Kakashi’ and the analogue
version of ‘Music For Commercials’, a plainly titled but fascinating compilation
of past ad works. The latter is particularly noteworthy, containing wild, new age-y
interpretations of bits and pieces of classical music that make you wonder what
the ad men were smoking when they approved them. Shimizu regularly plays
Tokyo gigs together with his long-running band, the Saxophonettes.
àwww.yasuaki-shimizu.com

à Tokyo Saint Four Building B104, 2-12-16
Shinjuku, Shinjuku. 03 3354 2707. 8pm-3am (until
5am on weekends).

NEW SAZAE

Now entering its fifth decade,
New Sazae is a Ni-chome
institution. Run by veteran
‘mama’ Shion, who’s been
managing the bar for almost
40 years, New Sazae is almost
untouched since the 1970s;
its décor, music and vibe all
scream old-school discothèque.
Customers range from straight
cross-dressers to office girls,
and Shion oversees his domain
from the bar, serving drinks and
changing CDs. The cover charge
(including one drink) is ¥1,000
and after that drinks and food cost
¥700. New Sazae is open 365 days
a year, until 5am on weekdays and
7am on weekends. Come pick the
brain of the man who was there for
the formation of Ni-chome and
shake what your mother gave you
to some ’80s disco.

MISA INAGE

Out and about
WHETHER IT BE dancing the night

AMBIENT, DRONE AND new age are all genres that are hard

New Sazae

CHIHEI HATAKEYAMA

SUGAI KEN

àwww.chihei.org

àsugaiken.bandcamp.com

The first name you should learn
when beginning a journey into
the halls of Japanese ambient,
the experimentally-minded
Chihei Hatakeyama debuted in
2006 and has been hypnotising
fans with his melancholic,
noise-incorporating and
overwhelming – but remarkably
simple and beautiful – melodies
ever since. The Tokyo native’s
fame has started seeping across
the oceans in recent years,
with Hatakeyama releasing his
latest album on Australian label
Room40 and attracting interest
in Europe as well.

MIDORI TAKADA

Putting Sugai Ken in a genre
box is an impossible task, as his
mysterious, glitchy tunes seem
to encompass the entire range of
experimental electronic music.
Sometimes compared to fellow
avant-garde explorer Arca,
the Venezuelan producer and
beat maker who specialises in
strangely twisting compositions,
the Kanagawa-based artist also
draws on traditional Japanese
folk music in his soundscapes.
Released in November 2017,
new album ‘UkabazUmorezU’
is an excellent testament to
Sugai’s talent.

Released in 1983, Midori Takada’s
‘Through the Looking Glass’
is considered a masterpiece of
early Japanese ambient, with
the limited-release disc a hot
property among collectors
ready to shell out really big yen
for the original vinyl. Regular
listeners can now get their hands
on this remarkable minimalist
amalgamation, as it was finally
re-released in 2017 through the
joint efforts of Brooklyn label
Palto Flats and appropriately
named Swiss imprint We Release
Whatever The Fuck We Want.
Now 65, Takada herself has taken
her newfound fame in her stride,
having completed a successful
European tour earlier this year.

à Shinjuku Ishikawa Bldg 2F, 2-18-5 Shinjuku,
Shinjuku. 03 3354 1745. 10pm-5am (Fri, Sat
until 7am).

HAKOBUNE

Turning out some of the most
complex guitar-based drone
music out there, the Tokyo-based
Hakobune has to be one of Japan’s
most productive musicians – in
any genre – having released well
over 50 records despite still being
in his early 30s. It is live, however,
that the man born Takahiro
Yorifuji is best appreciated.
Usually playing several gigs
in Tokyo every month, his
impossibly complex, layered
sounds flow mercilessly like a
river after a typhoon, making it
impossible to stop listening.
àhakobune.bandcamp.com

àsoundcloud.com/mentalgroove/sets/mtttlg
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‘I feel like I’ve come full circle’
Musical polymath Ryuichi Sakamoto on his five-year documentary
journey and the inspiration behind ‘async’, his first album in eight
years. By Kunihiro Miki

‘Now, I have
absolutely no
desire to praise
technology’

WHEN FILMING STARTED back in 2012, it

would have taken Nostradamus himself to
predict how ‘Ryuichi Sakamoto: Coda’ would
turn out five years later. This eponymous
documentary is about the life of the highprofile Japanese musician who won an Oscar
and a Golden Globe for his score for the 1987
film ‘The Last Emperor’.
When director Stephen Nomura Schible
first approached the now 65-year-old
composer, Yellow Magic Orchestra (YMO)
co-founder, actor and activist with the
idea for a documentary, Sakamoto was
busy organising both protests and support
functions for the areas devastated by the
Great East Japan earthquake, tsunami and
nuclear disaster of March 2011.
Nomura Schible was hoping to focus on the
‘No Nukes’ music festival Sakamoto had set
up with a crew of like-minded musicians, but
his plans changed when his protagonist had
to struggle through stage 3 throat cancer and
reinvent himself artistically – once again –
during the production of new album ‘async’,
released in April 2017.
At the start of the film, there’s a scene
with Sakamoto plucking on a piano that was
swallowed by the tsunami and is predictably
out of tune. ‘We think the tsunami caused this
instrument to become dissonant, but I think
it’s more accurate to say that the wave freed it
from the cast we had put it in, letting it return
to a natural state,’ he says. ‘It actually sounds
curiously pleasant to me now.’
When asked about these statements,
Sakamoto stresses that they’re to be taken not
as evidence of a naturalistic ideal, but of his
current approach to music in general. ‘Ever
since I was 18 or 19, I’ve wanted to question the
sound, tones and scale associated with the
piano as an instrument symbolic of modern
European music,’ he recalls. ‘These days,
I feel like I’ve come full circle, back to the
desire for innovation I cherished in my youth.
I’ve realised that if it is to remain relevant,
contemporary music needs to change. What
we’re doing right now isn’t working.’
With a musical career spanning well over
40 years, the Tokyo native has gone from the
synth pop and perfectly in-sync melodies of
YMO to the eclectic, experimental ambient of
‘async’, the first full Sakamoto album in eight
years. And it is not only his take on music
that has changed: ‘Looking back at my early
career, I had a positive view of technology
and its potential. It was a happy time, that’s
for sure,’ he smiles. ‘Now, I have absolutely no
desire to praise technology. The [Fukushima]
nuclear accident is still ongoing, and us
humans don’t know how to bring things
under control.’

à ‘Ryuichi Sakamoto: Coda’ is in cinemas now.
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018
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NOW OPEN

1 OAK
Hip hop-focused clubs have always been
around in Tokyo, but these are usually small
venues, focusing more on domestic names
than big international stars. Looking to bring
a bit of international flavour and scale to the
capital, the 1,000-capacity 1 Oak opened in
Roppongi in August 2017. With outposts in
New York and Los Angeles, it’s set to shake up
Tokyo’s hip hop scene with fresh fare straight
from the home of the genre.
à 5-10-25 Roppongi, Minato (Roppongi Station). 1oaktokyo.com.

KGR’N TOKYO
Sleepy Kagurazaka sure is an unlikely
location for a box-sized club with a
progressive outlook and plenty of ambition,
but the leftfield-oriented KGR’n has
demonstrated that quiet surrounds can be a
positive for a venue looking to stand out from
the crowd. Its music policy is bold to say the
least, with domestic techno, noise and dub
artists rubbing shoulders with the occasional
underground star from overseas.
à TOMOS Kaguragaka Bldg B1F, 6-48 Kagurazaka, Shinjuku
(Kagurazaka Station). kagurane.com.
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Nightlife
Go east

Bar Opa

Mari Hiratsuka explores the izakaya-filled
neighbourhood of Monzen-Nakacho, where
you can still experience the spirit of old Tokyo

You’re spoiled for choice in Monzen-Nakacho when it comes to classy
drinking dens, but Bar Opa stands out from the crowd as the ideal place
for a laidback evening spent sipping quality liquor. The sister outpost
of a famed Ginza cocktail temple, it opened in 2001 but has remained
something of a local secret – perhaps thanks to its hard-to-find location.
Enter one of the narrow alleys east of the station, head up a somewhat
unpromising staircase and open the door next to the ‘Opa’ sign to find
yourself in a spacious, faintly lit room cosily decked out with wood. While
fruit cocktails are the main attraction, the food menu is also noteworthy:
we like the herb-flavoured fries and the made-from-scratch pizza.

Tatsumi Shindo

Only a quick stroll from Tomioka Hachiman is Tatsumi
Shindo, a nostalgic entertainment district which retains
a Showa period (1926-1989) feel. It centres on a narrow
50-metre-long street packed with tiny bars, including New
Motsuyoshi, a stand bar with a meal ticket system.
Located at the entrance to the alleyway, it’s the perfect
first stop to begin the night’s drinking. Signature dishes
include motsu nikomi (giblet stew, ¥350) and various types
of yakitori (¥150). After a couple of beers, you’ll be ready
to head out and bar hop your way down Tatsumi Shindo –
best be ready for a bout of karaoke, too.

LOCATED JUST ONE STATION AWAY from hipster epicentre KiyosumiShirakawa, known as Tokyo’s coffee central and home of the capital’s
first Blue Bottle location, Monzen-Nakacho is considerably more
down to earth than its lofty neighbour. An integral part of the capital’s
‘shitamachi’ (old downtown), it retains an Edo-era (1603-1868)
atmosphere thanks to the storied Tomioka Hachiman Shrine and
Fukagawa Fudoson Temple and the plethora of eateries and shops
that have been around since the olden days. Monzen-Nakacho (locals
call it ‘Mon-Naka’) really comes into its own when night falls and the
countless izakayas and small restaurants open, filling the air with tipsy
chatter and smoke from charcoal grills. This is heaven for the budgetconscious drinker – if you know where to head, that is. Here are our picks.

à Nick Heim Hachiman 2F, 1-25-4 Tomioka, Koto (Monzen-Nakacho Station). 03 5245 3539. bar-opa.jp.
6pm-3am, closed Sun & hols.

Genghis Tei

Where else in Tokyo do you get to pick from 22 different
cuts of mutton? A down-to-earth eatery specialising in
‘jingisukan’ (‘Genghis Khan’), the Hokkaido-born mutton
dish that is grilled on a round skillet with onions and bean
sprouts, Genghis Tei offers its signature set with a drink
for a mere ¥1,400 year-round, but the lamb shabu-shabu is
most diners’ preferred choice in winter. This hot pot with
thinly sliced meat and vegetables is sure to warm you up –
just don’t forget to throw in some noodles at the end for that
carb kick. If you’re visiting during cherry blossom season,
ask to be seated in the tatami room on the second floor for
pretty sakura views.

à 2-9-4, 2-9-11 Monzen-Nakacho, Koto (Monzen-Nakacho Station). New Motsuyoshi,
3pm-11.45pm (Sat 3pm-10pm), closed Sun.

à 1-1-12 Tomioka, Koto (Monzen-Nakacho Station). 03 6458 8129. dingistei.com.
11am-2pm, 5pm-12midnight, closed Sun.

Taiyo

Those in the mood for delicious sashimi should make a
beeline for Taiyo, a tiny joint that can only host around ten
customers at a time and is bustling with regulars every night.
Originally a sushi stand bar, it faced an existential crisis
when the previous owner passed away, but was rescued by
loyal locals and is now run by the old boss’s apprentice.
Don’t miss the assorted sashimi plates and grilled fish,
all made with ingredients delivered fresh from Tsukiji fish
market every morning. The friendly chef is happy to give
recommendations for both food and sake – you’ll probably
need the latter, as the drink menu is rather extensive.

à1-20-3 Tomioka, Koto (Monzen-Nakacho Station). 03 3642 1315. tomiokahachimangu.or.jp. Markets
held 8am-6pm on the 1st, 15th and 28th of the month.
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

à 1-7-10 Tomioka, Koto (Monzen-Nakacho Station). 5pm-8pm, closed Wed, Sun & hols.
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Tomioka Hachiman Shrine

Any nocturnal adventure in Monzen-Nakacho should start at the
majestic Tomioka Hachiman Shrine. The grounds are lit up after sunset,
contributing to a magical atmosphere. Enshrining the emperor Ojin, this
is said to be the largest Edo-period shrine dedicated to the Shinto deity
Hachiman, and is known as the birthplace of Edo-era professional sumo.
There’s a wrestler-size stone monument here inscribed with the names
of the yokozuna (grand champions) of old. On the 1st, 15th and 28th of
every month, markets are held around the shrine until sunset, with street
vendors selling everything from festival staples like takoyaki (octopus
dumplings) to accessories and daily necessities.
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The city’s best...

Tiny bars
TOKYO IS RENOWNED for its extortionate land prices and
ingenious use of space – and for knowing how to have a
good time. Those three factors together have spawned
countless miniature-sized watering holes, resulting in
the city having the highest concentration of bars in the

world. These tiny establishments trade elbow room for an
intimate atmosphere and practically force you to strike
up conversations with fellow sippers and the bar staff.
Here’s where to spend a few warm and cozy hours over
booze this winter. – Mari Hiratsuka

BAR BUTA-BAKO
TINY-O-METRE:

Hidden away in the neon glow of Shinjuku,
down a dubious-looking alleyway in
Kabukicho, Bar Buta-Bako – the smallest
joint on this list – sits right next to a Chinese
restaurant where you can try leftfield
delicacies including fried spider and
scorpion. This ‘barrack-style’ boozer seats
only five, yet the small size lends it a relaxing,
comfortable atmosphere. The bar’s intriguing
name – ‘piggy bank’ in Japanese – comes from
the owner’s wish that as many customers as
possible come and visit him, just like you’d
prefer as many coins as possible in your piggy
bank. There’s no cover charge, but each drink
will set you back ¥1,000. The bar staff change
on a daily basis, so different conversations can
be had every time. If you’re lucky, you might
also meet the resident cat.
Recommended drink: Leave it up to that
night’s bartender

TIGHT

TINY-O-METRE:

Opened in 2004 in Nonbei Yokocho (‘drunkard’s alley’) next to Shibuya
Station, Tight sure lives up to its name. Open the petite door and take
the narrow stairs up to this classy micro-establishment, which seats
five if everybody breathes in. Many of the regulars are non-Japanese
Tokyoites who come to swap travel stories, while the owner says he’ll
never refuse anyone, as long as they don’t mind their personal space
invaded – Tight’s record is 20 patrons in the bar at the same time. For a
leisurely drink and a music-focused chat with the owner, arrive early
on a weekday; weekends are the time to experience peak tightness.
Recommended drink: Draft apple cider
à Nonbei Yokocho, 1-25-10 Shibuya, Shibuya (Shibuya Station).
03 3499 7668. www.2004-tight.com. 6pm-2am, closed Sun.

Promotional feature
JUST BEFORE THE SHOW STARTS, a performer tells us all to get our
cameras ready because things are ‘about the get crazy’. Well, ‘crazy’ is
an understatement. The show at Robot Restaurant is so over the top,
with everything from props to costumes, that it’s both a visual feast
and a sensory overload – in other words, immensely entertaining.
The show is divided into four acts, with intermissions. An energetic
drum sequence kickstarts the 90-minute ride, and there’s also a dance
segment featuring robots, neon lights and laser effects. It ends with
a banging, thumping, singing carnival featuring spectacular floats,
extravagant costumes, dancing animal mascots and more robots.
However, the best act of the night has to be the battle between the
evil robot race and the folks of a sacred forest. Giant robot animals
(think shark, snake, phoenix and the likes) go head to head with killer
vehicles. The ‘Robot’ theme is pushed to the extreme here – it’ll be
unlike anything you’ve seen before.
Despite the show’s wild and trippy nature, you’ll see a lot of
inspiration from traditional Japanese culture. Some costumes
reference samurai armour, while the beastly parade floats feature
kaiju (monsters) that are popular in local pop culture – it’s just that
everything is bejewelled and bedazzled to an inch of its life. It’s
maximalism designed to shock and awe and make your jaw drop.
There’s no making sense of it all, but that’s not the point. Just give in to
the spectacle and enjoy the ride.

à 1-3-10 Kabukicho, Shinjuku (Shinjuku Station). Open from 8pm.

HOT STAND PELLS

TINY-O-METRE:

TINY-O-METRE:

This eye-catchingly pink bar between Shibuya and Daikanyama
was opened in 2014 by a Kanagawa native who ran the beauty
salon next door. Equally friendly towards first-timers and
regulars, she’s a hard worker: Hot Stand Pells is open from 8am
daily and turns into a bar from 6pm, when the proprietress starts
serving a delicious range of seasonal aperitifs from behind the
counter. You’ll find imported beers, cocktails, sake, Japanese
whisky and shochu as well, while the artsy space also functions as
a pop-up shop. The bar seats a total of ten.
Recommended drink: Coffee shochu

A warm little refuge along Omotesando-dori, 16˚C is a one-man
show run by sommelier Mr Amada and boasts an impressive
selection of organic wines. Grab one of the nine counter seats
and you’ll be greeted with an aperitif and a glass of champagne.
Amada used to work at a Japanese restaurant specialising in duck
and conjures up both grilled and steamed bird alongside other
hearty dishes, making his bar a great dinner option too.
There’s a ¥1,000 cover charge.
Recommended drink: Organic wine

Amplify your Tokyo experience with
an electrifying show at the Robot Restaurant

HOW TO BOOK: Robot Restaurant is open for three shows daily, starting

at 5.55pm, 7.50pm and 9.45pm (with an additional show at 4pm on weekends
and holidays). The format changes every few months to keep things
fresh. You can reserve your seat a couple of days ahead by
phone between 9am and 10pm. The entrance fee is ¥8,000,
Bring the
excluding food and drinks, which are sold separately. Note
discount coupon
that the schedule may change due to maintenance.
on page 69
Shinjuku Robot Bldg, 1-7-1 Kabukicho, Shinjuku (Shinjuku to get ¥1,000 off
Station). 03 3200 5500.
your bill!
www.shinjuku-robot.com. 4pm-11pm daily.

à 5 SI Building 3F, 3-6-26 Kita-Aoyama, Minato (Omotesando Station).
03 3406 1260. fb.com/16degres. 6pm-1am, closed Sun.

à Pink House 1B, 3-4 Uguisudanicho, Shibuya (Shibuya, Daikanyama stations).
03 6416 4383. fb.com/hotstandpells. 8am-12midnight daily.
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

16˚C

ROBOT
FIGHT CLUB
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Promotional feature

Film

Four films sure
to whet your appetite
for Japanese food.
By Mari Hiratsuka

Wine, country life and hot-spring bathing in Hokkaido’s hinterlands
HOKKAIDO, JAPAN’S NORTHERNMOST island, is a popular

co.jp; Mon-Sat 11am-9pm,
Sun & hols 11am-8.30pm) in
Nihonbashi.

stylist Masako Ito, who describes
Pelican’s bread as ‘made by and
tailored for Japanese tastes’. As
you pore over the details of loafmaking, you’ll want to get up early
the next day and join those queues.

THE FLAVOR OF GREEN TEA
OVER RICE (1952)

Ochazuke is a dish that consists of
pickles and other toppings served
over rice with green tea poured on
top. For most Japanese, it brings
to mind a simple, casual dinner
– and Yasujiro Ozu’s ‘The Flavor
of Green Tea Over Rice’ taps into
this nostalgia.
The film depicts the unrequited
feelings and subsequent
reconciliation of an upper-class
wife who has grown tired of her
husband, a country man who
shares neither her interests nor
lifestyle habits. The wife, Taeko,
doesn’t like ochazuke, a dish her
husband Mokichi calls ‘the meal
of the common folk,’ but once
Mokichi has to travel overseas on
a business trip, she finally realises
how much she misses him.
On the night of his departure
the airplane breaks down, so
Mokichi returns home quicker
than expected and eats ochazuke
with his wife, blurting out ‘being
married is like the flavour of this

© PORTRAIT

TAMPOPO (1985)

PELICAN: 74 YEARS OF JAPANESE
TRADITION (2017)

A new documentary about a
classic bakery that has been
operating in Asakusa for over
70 years and is no stranger
to lengthy morning queues,
‘Pelican: 74 Years of Japanese
Tradition’ zooms in on the
bakery’s attempt to keep its
old-school artisanal spirit while
staying with the times by opening
a new café (see page 48). Simple
loaves of white bread and rolls
have been sold here since the
time of the second-generation
owner, and the flavours remain
unchanged.
High on nostalgia, these
baked goodies are praised by
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

Boya Sheep Farm

A PERFECT WEEKEND IN
IKEDA AND OTOFUKE

ILLUSTRATION BY CHAD FONIKS

A feast
for the
eyes

Ikeda vineyards

Ramen, omelette over rice,
fried rice, Peking duck – the
mouthwatering meals that
appear one after another in Juzo
Itami’s classic comedy ‘Tampopo’
are sure to make you hungry. The
story revolves around Goro, a
truck driver played by Tsutomu
Yamazaki, who helps ramen
shop owner Tampopo rebuild her
failing establishment.
There are a number of foodrelated subplots, including
plenty of wry observations on the
amount of time Japanese people
spend thinking about food, and
even one on the relationship
between food and sex. For the
scene where a homeless guy
sneaks into a restaurant at night
and makes ‘omu-rice’, Itami
himself proposed the recipe – you
can try his ‘Tampopo Omurice’ at
Taimeiken (1-12-10 Nihonbashi,
Chuo; 03 3271 2465; taimeiken.
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ochazuke’ – straightforward,
familiar and honest, that is.

GLASSES (2007)

Ever wanted to get away from the
hustle and bustle of everyday life
and just spend time relaxing and
eating simple, healthy meals?
‘Glasses’ by Naoko Ogigami
(‘Kamome Diner’) takes place on
Yoronjima island in Kagoshima
prefecture and tells the story of
Taeko, a stressed-out urbanite
who just wants to ‘go somewhere
without cellphone service’.
Her adaptation to a more
relaxed lifestyle is influenced by
her interactions with the strange
guests she meets at the beachside
Hamada Inn. Scenes such as the
ones in which characters eat
zenzai kakigori, a dish topped
with Okinawa-style shaved ice, by
the beach, or the breakfast scene
during which guests at the inn
gather around a table and enjoy
a simple but carefully prepared
meal, remind us of the bonds food
can bring about.

à See tinyurl.com/TOTfoodfilms
for more delicious food flicks

destination for both snow-hunting skiers and hungry
gourmet travellers. While the former assemble on the
resort slopes of Niseko and Furano, the latter hit up
izakayas and eateries in cities such as Sapporo, Hakodate
and Otaru searching for the region’s best food.
But there’s another side to Hokkaido, too; one that
involves vast open plains, picturesque farms and roads
straight as arrows, stretching towards the horizon.
This pastoral landscape and its many charms are best

Tokachigaoka Park

National Livestock Breeding Center
observation point

experienced in the central Tokachi area, an expansive
domain surrounded by 2,000m mountains and known
as Hokkaido’s premier agricultural region. Centred on
the city of Obihiro, it also includes the municipalities
of Ikeda and Otofuke. Less than an hour’s drive from
Obihiro airport, which is serviced by daily direct flights
from Tokyo, these picturesque towns make for a relaxing
weekend getaway – one packed with fine food and wine,
natural beauty and refreshing strolls in the crisp, cool air.

LOCAL
INSIGHT

Promotional feature

IKEDA
Once you’ve landed at Obihiro airport and
picked up your rental car – this is essential
as public transport options in the region are
sparse – you’ll want to start by turning east
towards Ikeda. This town has a population of
just under 7,000 and is perhaps most famed
for the pioneering role it has played in the
history of Japanese winemaking. Local
Tokachi wine has been crafted in Ikeda for
more than half a century – in part thanks to
one very lucky coincidence. In the late ’50s,
the mayor at the time discovered wild wine
grapes growing in the surrounding hills
and quickly seized what he considered an
opportunity to revive his town, which had
been hit by several natural disasters.

After all that drinking, eating
and cheering, nothing feels better
than crashing into a comfy bed. As
accommodation options are limited in
Ikeda, your best bet is to head west along
the Tokachi River to Tokachigawa Onsen.
This cluster of hot spring
hotels and inns offers
choices from the frugal
to the fancy, and is
conveniently located
right on the border to
your next destination
– Otofuke.

Although not exactly central, Otofuke’s ‘birch tree
boulevard’ (8-1 Komaba-Namiki, Otofuke, Hokkaido) is
worth the 30-minute drive from the town centre. This
pretty stretch of dirt road may be a popular destination
for Instagrammers and film crews alike, but the real gem
is found even further afield. Continue along the same
road and follow the signs to the vast National Livestock
Breeding Center’s observation point, where you’ll be
rewarded with a 360-degree view of the lush plain.

If waking up early isn’t a
problem, start at Tokachigaoka Park
(14 Tokachigawa Onsen-Kita,
Otofuke, Hokkaido; tokachigawa.
net/sightseeing), where quick hot
air balloon rides are offered for
¥2,100 on mornings between May
and September. The action starts
at 6.30am (6am in July and August)
and you can expect to float 30-40m
above the plains for a few minutes.
The view of the Hidaka mountains
in the distance remains constant
though, as the balloon is stationary
and won’t travel with the wind.

Still owned and operated by the local
government, the Ikeda wine industry
centres on the Ikeda Wine Castle (83 Kiyomi,
Ikeda, Hokkaido; www.tokachi-wine.com/
kanko/castle), an imposing concrete fortress
overlooking the town centre. This is where
you learn the ins and outs of local viticulture
on a guided tour, which is accompanied by a
multilingual mobile guide. You’ll get to taste
the good stuff afterwards, of course – look
out for wines made from indigenous Kiyomi,
Kiyomai and Yamasachi grapes, or take a stiff
sip of Tokachi brandy. The full selection of
Ikeda wine is available for purchase at the
castle store.

When hunger strikes, head on down to
Ikeda Station and follow the steady stream
of locals into Restaurant Yonekura (1-27 Odori,
Ikeda, Hokkaido; restaurant-yonekura.com).
With over 100 years of keeping the townsfolk
well-fed, this homely joint serves up ample
cuts of Ikeda beef, a rare lean type of wagyu,
and curious ‘banana manju’ cakes made
with absolutely no real fruit. The cake dates
back to Yonekura’s founding more than 100
years ago, when bananas were new to Japan
and expensive enough to inspire creative
imitations. Do leave room for dessert at
Happiness Dairy (104-2 Kiyomi, Ikeda, Hokkaido;
happiness-dairy.com), where fresh whole
milk from the farm next door is turned into

Besides food and drink, Ikeda offers
some noteworthy outdoor activities. The
best of these can be experienced at the Boya
sheep farm (144 Kiyomi, Ikeda, Hokkaido;
www.netbeet.ne.jp/~boya), where shows
involving the farm’s energetic border
collies take place at 11am on weekends and
holidays (April-September; groups only in
winter). Commanded by a shepherd with a
penchant for comedy, these hard-working
pooches demonstrate how to run sheep up
hills, in circles and into enclosures, before
an irresistibly cute duck show ends the
spectacle. The farm, home to over 1,000
sheep, is also planning to open a trekking
course for visitors in the near future.

OTOFUKE

Home to around45,000 people, Otofuke – the
Tokachi region’s other hot destination, if we
say so ourselves – is larger than neighbouring
Ikeda. But despite having a proper town
centre and even a couple of chain eateries,
it’s not short on countryside charm.

gelato, award-winning cheese
and creamy soft serve. Expect
to rub shoulders with families
treating their kids in the laidback
surrounds.

If you’re not a morning
person, opt for the new
and shiny Garden Spa
Tokachigawa Onsen complex
(14-1 Tokachigawa OnsenKita, Otofuke, Hokkaido;
tokachigawa.jp). Opened
in late 2016 and home to a
hot spring spa with spacious
baths, it also features a host
of restaurants specialising in local produce, such as Moor
brand pork and vegetables. Bathing is done in swimsuits
– perfect for onsen newbies – and the comfy facilities
include an outdoor pool split into ‘hot’ and ‘warm’ zones, a
play area for kids and a steam sauna. Built on top of a spring
used by the indigenous Ainu people for centuries, the spa
also has a foot bath which you can enjoy for free. Entrance
to the main spa, however, is ¥1,500 for adults.

Let’s not forget about Otofuke’s culinary charms. A hearty
meal can be had at Soba Niten (13-1-5 Kino-Nishidori, Otofuke,
Hokkaido; 0155 30 0210), a refined noodle joint where you get
to choose from three varieties of soba: white, black or green –
that last one has matcha powder mixed into it. Toppings range
from the familiar (shrimp tempura) to the unorthodox (oysters,
organ meats), and portions are more than plentiful. Those
craving something sweet will want to stop at Green (13-4-12 Kino
Odori-Higashi, Otofuke, Hokkaido; 0155 30 3751), a quaint little
dessert purveyor surrounded by, well, greenery, just off the
main Otofuke drag. They deal in cakes, puddings, chocolate
and various baked treats. The rich cheesecake comes highly
recommended; it makes for an ideal energy boost before your
drive back to the airport.

HOW TO GET THERE Japan Airlines, ANA and Hokkaido’s low-cost carrier Air Do all operate several daily flights between Tokyo’s Haneda and Obihiro. Flight time is around 1 hour and 45 minutes.

Travel &
Hotels

two options, one of which is veg-focused. Both
are always made with hyper-local ingredients
sourced by himself or friendly farmers, as
community is what Kaneko emphasises above
everything else. On our visit, that meant a
black sesame chicken curry and a plate full of
smaller, all-veg bites. Plan your visit though, as
the opening hours are few and far between.
à 3-7-5 Fukashi, Matsumoto, Nagano. 0263 87 5377. www.
alpsgohan.com. Thu, Fri, Sat 11.30am-3pm (last orders 2.30pm),
5pm-9pm (8pm).

noodles yourself? Well, it should be noted
that making soba is not easy. In fact, it is a
rather stressful experience for first-timers
and anyone with perfectionist tendencies.
However, two-and-a-half hours of kneading,
rolling, flattening and cutting later, you’ll have
your very own batch of hard-earned noodles,
the surplus of which you get to take home with
you. Although the course is only in Japanese,
the elderly teachers will show you the ropes
before you have to attempt it yourself.
Afterwards, you can let off steam by taking a
dip in the onsen downstairs.
à Fureai Yamabekan Kenshushitsu 2F, 85-1 Satoyamabe, Matsumoto,
Nagano. 0263 33 2353. www.mcci.or.jp/www/utsukushi/html/
higaeri.htm. ¥2,700 for one, min. two people, reservations essential (at
least one week in advance, mention 'soba experience' when calling).

GET
PACKING
WHERE TO STAY: TABI SHIRO

Matsumoto has a wealth of ryokan (traditional
inns), but for a more modern yet still personable
stay, head to guesthouse Tabi Shiro, run by a
bunch of affable locals who are the best kind of
know-it-alls when it comes to recommending
cool spots in the city. Plus you get a free drink
ticket at check-in.
à1-3-6 Josei, Matsumoto, Nagano. 0263 88 3453.
tabi-shiro.com/en.

WHAT TO EAT

THE VISIONARY FLOWERS, YAYOI KUSAMA (2002); TO THE FUTURE, FROM MATSUMOTO, YAYOI KUSAMA (2016),
MATSUMOTO CITY MUSEUM OF ART, MATSUMOTO. IMAGE COURTESY OF THE MATSUMOTO CITY MUSEUM OF ART.

Get a royal view at Matsumoto Castle

Going to Matsumoto and not seeing the castle
is a) pretty much impossible and b) akin to
blasphemy. A national treasure and Japan’s
oldest five-tiered castle, it’s set against a
dramatic backdrop of the Japanese Alps rising
in the distance. You can go inside, but taking
a stroll around the grounds and admiring the
view from the moat is just as enjoyable. The
castle is also illuminated from sunset until
10pm every night.
à 4-1 Marunouchi, Matsumoto, Nagano. www.matsumoto-castle.jp.
Daily 8.30am-5pm.

Take a warm soak at Hot Plaza Asama

Join the dots

No wintry visit to Matsumoto is complete
without a soak in an onsen, and Hot Plaza
Asama is a relaxed option northeast of town.
Buy an entry ticket and a towel from the
vending machine at the entrance and spend
some time contemplating life in the rotenburo
(open-air bath) – you can even do so late in the
evening, as it’s open until midnight.

Kirsty Bouwers explores Yayoi Kusama’s hometown Matsumoto,
a little-known but very visit-worthy city up in Nagano
as bewigged artist Yayoi Kusama’s hometown,
and with the city museum and even some
of the local buses decked out in polka dots,
spending a day or two here is a must for the
serious Kusama fan. But there’s more to
Matsumoto than its most famous child: this
hidden treasure up in Nagano is well worth
digging out.

Inside you’ll find a gallery dedicated to her
art, and the museum shop sells a selection of
fan-worthy goodies. Do note that only a small
selection of Kusama’s art was on display at the
time of writing, as the museum is gearing up to
host a mega-exhibition of her pieces that will
take over half the museum from early March
2018. In the meantime, check out the other
exhibits, all by Matsumoto artists.

Go polka dot crazy at Matsumoto City
Museum of Art

à 4-2-22 Chuo, Matsumoto, Nagano. 0263 39 7400. matsumotoartmuse.jp/en. Tue-Sun 9am-5pm, closed Mon (Tue if
Mon is a holiday) and end of year holidays.

CALM MATSUMOTO IS PERHAPS best known

With everyone obsessing over the new Yayoi
Kusama Museum in Tokyo and the nighimpossibility of getting tickets, the lack of
visitors at the Matsumoto City Museum of Art
is baffling. For starters, the entire outer facade
of the museum is decked out in polka dots –
not just for advertisement purposes, that’s an
actual (temporary) Kusama artwork. There’s
also a huge sculpture of Kusama-made flowers.
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

Go all green and spicy at Daio
Wasabi Farm

Real wasabi is a world away
from the tame, tubed stuff
served at cheap soba and
sushi restaurants. To get a
taste of the real deal, head to
Daio Wasabi Farm, the largest
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à3-16-3 Asama Onsen, Matsumoto, Nagano. 0263 46 6278. www.
asamaonsen.com/hot-plaza. Mon, Wed-Sun 10am-12midnight (last
entry 11pm), closed Tue (Wed if Tue is a holiday).

such farm in Japan, which accounts for up to ten
percent of the nation’s total wasabi production.
Besides the rather stunning vista of rows and
rows of wasabi and enough wasabi-info to keep
your future dinner party guests enrapt for hours,
the food offerings are the main highlight: have
the wasabi donburi, which comes with a mini
wasabi stem (yes, it’s a stem, not a root) for you to
grate. Or how about wasabi croquettes, wasabi
sausages, wasabi soft cream, wasabi green curry,
wasabi beer… You get the idea.

Learn to make soba at Fureai Yamabekan

Soba is a local delicacy, and rather than eating
some at a restaurant, why not try making the

Get caffeinated at Laboratorio

This cozy little place combines a shop selling
Shaker boxes on the ground floor and a caféshop upstairs that serves English muffin lunch
sets and great coffee, alongside a lineup of
funky design goods and foodstuffs. The perfect
spot to warm up with a drink in between
sightseeing.

Like any Japanese town, Matsumoto – and the
surrounding Shinshu region – claims a long list of
local gourmet specialities. Look out for:
Soba 蕎麦 or そば (buckwheat noodles)
Sanzokuyaki 山賊焼 (‘bandit’s grill’, a huge slab
of fried chicken)
Miso 味噌 or みそ (try the darker varieties)
Basashi 馬刺 (horse meat sashimi)
Usuyaki 薄焼 orうす焼き (a thick pancake
stuffed with either sweet or savoury ‘leftovers’)
Applesりんご (have some apple juice after
dipping in an onsen)
Wine ワイン (the surrounding region is home to
several vineyards)

GETTING THERE

12-year old Yamazaki and Hibiki are not
bottles you’d usually find fixed to a shotstender, and yet that is exactly where they are
at 8oz. A single shot of most rare whiskies here
goes for just ¥600. You should also try some
of the local sake – we like Metoba no Izumi, a
Matsumoto-brewed number that is very fruity
yet smooth.

The Azusa and Super Azusa limited express
trains depart Shinjuku every 30 minutes at
peak times and hourly after that. They get you to
Matsumoto Station in two-and-a-half to three
hours for a cool ¥6,400 one way.
The budget-friendly option is the highway
bus from Shinjuku Busta terminal (about threeand-a-half hours, ¥3,500 one way). At the time
of writing, there was even a daily bus decked out
in a Yayoi Kusama design leaving Matsumoto
at 7.50am, 8.20am or 8.50am, and returning
from Shinjuku at 4.55pm, 5.25pm or 5.55pm,
depending on the day.

à 4-10-13 Ote, Matsumoto, Nagano. 0263 32 0179. www.hiraide.
biz. Tue-Sat 4pm-10pm, closed Sun & most Mon.

GETTING AROUND

à 1F-2F, 1-3-29 Ote, Matsumoto, Nagano. 0263 36 8217.
laboratorio.jp. Daily 11am-6pm.

Imbibe rare whiskey on the cheap at 8oz

Most distances in central Matsumoto are quite
walkable – it’s ten to 15 minutes from the station
to the City Museum, and the same to the castle.
Bicycle rental is widely available too. However,
if you’re looking to go a bit further out or don’t
want to brave the cold, your options are limited to
buses or taxis.
There are a number of loop buses that stop at
Matsumoto’s tourist attractions, but do note that
they don’t always run frequently. Especially in
winter, it pays to check the timetable in advance
at www.alpico.co.jp/access/matsumoto.
If money is less of an issue, taxis are the way
forward. Booking one by phone (ask your hotel/
restaurant) is often easier than trying to flag one
down in the centre of town.

à 3640 Hotaka, Azumino, Nagano. 0263
82 2118. www.daiowasabi.co.jp. Daily
9am-4.30pm (Nov-Feb), 9am-5.20pm
(Mar-Oct).

Have a healthy meal at Alps
Gohan

Alps Gohan owner
Kaneko-san believes small
is beautiful: he only serves
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Getting Around

GETTING HERE & AWAY

Getting
Around

NARITA AIRPORT

The beginner’s
guide to Tokyo

to the Toei Asakusa metro line at
Asakusa, from ¥1,010 depending
on final destination).
Unless you’re with a large group,
you should probably avoid taking
a taxi, which will cost you over
¥20,000 and take up to two hours.

Going
Goingunderground?
underground?
Welcome to the world’s most efficient transport system

Welcome to the world’s most efficient transport system

HANEDA AIRPORT

The airport most Tokyoites
love for its sheer convenience,
Haneda is actually the bigger
and busier airport, but sees a
lot of domestic traffic. Getting
into town is easiest by Tokyo
Monorail (to Hamamatsucho
Station, 25 minutes, ¥490) or the
Keikyu line (to Shinagawa, 15
minutes, ¥410).
The Keikyu bus goes to many
central destinations and takes
about 50 minutes to Shibuya
(¥1,030). A taxi is also semieconomical from Haneda, with
fares to central Tokyo being around
¥7,000 (pre-book for a flat fee).

Getting Around

The main international airport,
Narita is deceptively far from
central Tokyo – about 70km.
Unsurprisingly, that means
getting into town may take you
quite a while. The fastest way
is either the Narita Express
(53 minutes to Tokyo Station,
generally runs every 30 min,
¥3,020) or Keisei Skyliner (40
minutes to Ueno Station, three
times an hour, ¥2,470).
The cheaper options, all of
which take around 90 minutes,
are the Access Narita bus (to
Tokyo Station or Ginza Station,
every 15 minutes at peak times,
¥1,000, pay on board or reserve
online), the Tokyo Shuttle
bus (to Tokyo Station, every 20
minutes, ¥1,000, buy ticket at
a counter or reserve online), or
the Keisei Narita Sky Access
and Keisei Main train lines (to
Nippori/Ueno and Asakusa, links

MONEY
Cash is still king in Tokyo, although more and more places have
started accepting cards in recent years. Don’t expect your local ramen
joint to be one of them, though. For foreign cards, the 7-Eleven and JP
Post (post office) ATMs are the most reliable. Some FamilyMarts now
have JP Post ATMs installed – look out for a green machine.

GETTING ONLINE
Public wi-fi used to be sparse, but has sprouted like
wildfire recently. Reception can be a bit patchy
though, so your best bet for staying online at all times
is to buy a data SIM card. Get yours at the airport
(either from a vending machine or at a wi-fi counter)
or at larger Bic Camera and Yodobashi Camera stores.

GETTING AROUND
Tokyo’s public transport map
looks like the deranged scribbles
of a toddler, but is one of the
most amazing networks in the
world: punctual, convenient and
virtually all-encompassing. Do
note there is no public transport
service at night; most trains,
metros and buses run from 4am
or 5am until around midnight
(1am on certain lines).
Public transport consists of
metro, train and bus, all of which
are run by several different
companies. To save yourself the
hassle of having to buy separate
tickets each time, get a Suica or
Pasmo, a rechargeable smart card
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that can also be used to buy things
at convenience stores, vending
machines and much more.
Day passes for Tokyo Metro,
Toei subways, Toei buses and JR
trains are available too and cost
¥600-¥1,590 depending on the
range of services selected. If you
plan to move around in one day,
this may be the cheaper option.
Taxis are reasonably affordable
for short distances and if you’re
with a small group of up to four
people. It’s ¥410 for the first
1.052km and then rolls at a rate of
¥80 for every 237m. A 20 percent
night surcharge is added, usually
between 10pm and 5am.

SAFETY
Tokyo, and Japan in general, is
pretty darn safe. To illustrate:
people leave their smartphones
on tables to reserve them while
they’re placing an order at the
counter. That doesn’t mean
thefts don’t happen at all.
If you find yourself the victim
of a crime – or have simply lost
something – head to the nearest
‘koban’ (police box), usually
found at the corner of bigger
intersections. They’ll be able
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to help you. The emergency
services number is 119 while the
police is 110.
In case of a severe earthquake
or other natural disaster, check
the Japan Meteorological
Agency’s website for advisories
and updates in English: jma.
go.jp. To know what to do in such
a situation or how to prepare,
check out the multilingual
Disaster Prevention Portal, mlit.
go.jp/river/bousai/olympic.

79 For your full, up-to-the-minute guide to Tokyo visit
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Lost in Harajuku?

MORE ON
TIMEOUT.COM/TOKYO

Head straight for Moshi Moshi Box

AS THE SHOPPING DISTRICT that symbolises Japanese pop culture,

Harajuku is a must-visit for any tourist. But anyone who’s jumped into
the shopping fray will tell you it can be a little intimidating. Which
is why you’ll be pleased to hear about Moshi Moshi Box, the tourist
information centre that’s right in the heart of the area.
To find it, walk five minutes from the station and look out for the
centre’s symbol – a big, colourful world clock designed by Harajuku
kawaii impresario Sebastian Masuda. The centre provides sightseeing
information for the Shibuya area, including
Harajuku. It also provides essential
information and services such as
courier assistance, a foreign currency
exchange machine, and free wi-fi.
But that’s not all: aiming to serve as
an entertainment centre in itself,
it’s a place where overseas visitors
can experience J-pop culture
through activities such as trying
on kimono. There’s also a souvenir
shop where you can pick up Mt
Fuji artwork and quirky items such
as sushi socks and accessories with
popular Harajuku motifs.

Find more restaurants, cafés, bars
and things to do on the website
Best bubble tea

Tea with chewy tapioca pearls? Yes,
please. Oh, you can have it hot, too.
tinyurl.com/TOTbubbletea

à3-23-5 Jingumae, Shibuya (Harajuku and Meiji-Jingumae
stations). 03 6447 2225. moshimoshi-nippon.jp. Daily 10am-6pm.

Get our maps and mag in Shibuya

How to get tickets
to the Yayoi Kusama
museum

Stop by the Shibuya Station Tourist Information Centre

Best sneaker shops in Tokyo
Everything from brand name shops
to specialist stores.
tinyurl.com/TOTsneakershops

These are the hottest and
hardest tickets to get in
Tokyo right now.
tinyurl.com/TOTykmuseum

You can
now get your
copy of Time Out Tokyo
magazine delivered – we
ship internationally too!
Please visit time-outtokyo.myshopify.
com.

Pick up our maps and magazine at one of
these venues:
Stations:
Select Toei Subway stations, including
Shinjuku and Roppongi
Tourist information centres:
Tokyo Metropolitan Government
Headquarters
Shibuya Station Tourist Information
Centre
Tokyo City Air Terminal
Ginza Mitsukoshi Tourist Information Desk
and more tourist information centres
Airports:
Haneda Airport (International Terminal)
Narita International Airport
Shops:
Tsutaya Tokyo Roppongi
Books Kinokuniya Shinjuku Main Store
Books Kinokuniya Tokyo
Tower Records Shibuya
and more shops
Restaurants:
Time Out Cafe & Diner
Hard Rock Café Tokyo (Roppongi)
All British Pub Hub locations in Tokyo
and more restaurants

Best restaurants and cafés
around Meiji Shrine
Best kissaten in Tokyo

These old-school, Japanese-style
coffeeshops are the city’s original cafés.
tinyurl.com/TOTkissaten

SHIBUYA INFORMATION CENTER: KEISUKE TANIGAWA

The best places to eat and drink
around one of Tokyo’s most
famous attractions.
tinyurl.com/TOTmeijifood

TIME OUT READERS will know
about our popular series of free
maps: pocket-sized guides to the
multifarious delights this city has
to offer. They’re hard to miss these
days – as well as our ever-popular
‘101 things to do in Shibuya’
edition and the comprehensive
‘88 things to do in Tokyo’, we’ve
come out with maps for nearly
all the top areas including
Roppongi, Shinjuku, Nihonbashi,
Marunouchi, Koenji and Ginza.

All of these publications,
along with issues of our magazine,
are available to pick up at Shibuya
Station’s tourist information
centre, conveniently located in
the underground passage on
the second basement floor of
Shibuya Station. The Englishspeaking guides will help you
stock up, provide sightseeing
tips, and assist you in navigating
the bowels of the cavernous
station itself.

Each edition squeezes the
best of the capital into a compact
pamphlet, complete with a
city map, and we’ve included
everything from offbeat art galleries
and otaku meccas to ancient
shrines and hipster hangouts.
We’ve also recently expanded
the series to include places beyond
Tokyo, launching special maps for
those of you heading to Shimane
or the temples of Nikko – both
make for a great mini getaway.
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Hotels that have Les Clefs d’Or Japan
member concierge:
ANA InterContinental Tokyo
The Peninsula Tokyo
Palace Hotel Tokyo
Park Hyatt Tokyo
Mandarin Oriental,Tokyo
Cerulean Tower Tokyu Hotel
Grand Hyatt Tokyo
Conrad Tokyo
Hotel Okura Tokyo
The Prince Park Tower Tokyo
and more hotels
Note: If you can’t find the map you’re
looking for, this probably means we’ve
temporarily run out of stock. Please be
patient while we work on the next print run.
Please direct any advertising queries to
sales@timeout.jp.
January-March, 2018 Time Out Tokyo

Going out drinking
is a fully immersive
experience

You know
you’re
in Tokyo
when…
NAKANO WORLD KAIKAN

Tokyoites can find their nerd nirvana in otaku
holy land Nakano Broadway. Just east of
the famous ten-storey building is a slightly
smaller yet even crazier complex known as
World Kaikan, which probably holds the world
record for greatest number of themed bars in
the smallest amount of space. Its three active
floors host a bar run by an ordained monk, a
hookah bar, a bar themed entirely around the
‘Jojo’s Bizarre Adventure’ franchise, and an
otaku bar that hosts its own internet server so
that customers can drink in virtual reality too.
If you want to go on a bar crawl without leaving
the building, you’ve got your answer right here.
à 5-55-6 Nakano, Nakano (Nakano Station). Hours vary by bar.

By Benjamin Boas

BABY IT’S COLD OUTSIDE , and nothing warms you up

better than the natural anti-freeze lovingly referred to
as alcohol. But after a few sessions, some of you may
tire of standard izakaya fare and wish to graduate to the
next level of unique drinking. For these, we present the
following five bars you won’t find outside of the land of
the rising sun.

ZAUO

Friends may differ on their
favourite seafood, but we can
all agree that the most delicious
fish is the one you catch yourself.
Enter Zauo, where customers
are seated in what appears to
be a traditional fishing boat
and given rods and bait to catch
whatever happens to strike their
fancy. Don’t worry about scaling
and deboning – once the fish is
successfully caught, you can
hand it over to the chef and then
sit back and relax as they prepare
the meal you earned with your
own two hands.
à Shinjuku Washington Hotel 1F, 3-2-9 Nishi-Shinjuku,
Shinjuku (Shinjuku Station). 03 3343 6622. tinyurl.com/
TOTzauo. Mon-Fri 11.30am-2.30pm (last orders 2pm),
5pm-11pm (10pm), Sat, Sun & hols 11.30am-2.30pm,
4pm-10pm (10pm).

PRINCE

Go anywhere in Japan and you’ll find genderthemed drinkeries, from the near-ubiquitous
hostess joints that dot any major city to the less
common host bars. But Prince is a separate
category – the cross-dressing bar – and features
an all-female staff of bartenders, each of whom
dresses up as a distinctly themed prince. Every
customer is treated, and referred to, as a princess.
It’s a fun experience and one that has won plenty
of converts among Tokyo’s LGBT crowd.
à Tokyo Kimura Bldg 6F, 5-66-3 Nakano, Nakano (Nakano Station).
03 5942 6026. bar-prince.net. 6pm-11pm, closed Tue.

ALCATRAZ ER

à Harvest Bldg 2F, 2-13-5 Dogenzaka, Shibuya (Shibuya, Shinsen
stations). 03 3770 7100. tinyurl.com/TOTalcatraz. Mon-Thu, Sun
5pm-11.30pm (kitchen closes at 10pm), Fri, Sat 5pm-1am (last
orders 12midnight).
Time Out Tokyo January-March, 2018

MR KANSO

Practically any bar worth its salt will have a
virtual cornucopia of bottles on its shelves,
from oft-used spirits like Suntory whisky to
the surely purely decorative Galliano. But now
please imagine a bar with just as much variety
in its food. Perhaps the only way this dream
would be possible is if the food were canned,
and that dream is exactly what Mr Kanso
brings to reality. From spam to Hokkaido
bear curry to silkworm chrysalis, you can find
virtually anything on this establishment’s
shelves. It’s clearly a hit – Mr Kanso has six
locations in Tokyo alone!
à Various locations. cleanbrothers.net/kanso.html.
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ILLUSTRATIONS: KENTO IIDA

While Tokyo has no shortage of themed
bars that attempt to push the envelope (take
Shibuya’s ‘Vibe Bar’, which features, well,
sex toys), none exceed the commendably
high standards set by the iconic Alcatraz ER.
Creatively combining the creepy themes
of both prison and hospital, waitresses at
Alcatraz welcome walk-in ‘patients’ by
leading them to their private prison cells.
To order, you rattle a lead pipe on the bars of
your cell, after which waitresses dressed in
nurse uniforms serve you drinks in medical
instruments. But don’t make too much of a
fuss or you’ll be selected to participate in the
regular show, which features insane asylum
inmates, fake weapons and a worryingly
enormous syringe.

